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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most of today’s systems are complex, distributed and networked in dynamic environments. Change is characteristic, failure a symptom often encountered. Managing such systems is a challenge for both human managers and autonomic managers. Designing systems capable of managing themselves is the goal of autonomic computing [74]: self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-healing, and self-protection. This thesis focuses on self-reconfiguration, one of the essential elements of self-healing.

This thesis introduces a new multi-level approach to automated reconfiguration of complex web services, due to failure of one or more web services. The approach consists of a generic model for complex web services and a generic process for automated reconfiguration. This approach is more powerful than any of the existing approaches as it maintains both functionality and Quality of Service at all levels within a configuration. Reasoning about dependencies between services and Quality of Service at each level, with local knowledge specific to the level, determines (1) the focus of adaptation and (2) the impact at the global level of Quality of Service. This chapter lists the research questions related to this new approach and outlines the remainder of this thesis.

1.1 Research Hypothesis and Questions

Our conjecture is that the current approaches to automated adaptation due to failure are limited in scope. Most of these approaches focus on component replacement for the failing service, often limited by the assumption that an exact match for this service is available. As web service compositions become more complex and further distributed, this assumption becomes less feasible. A more flexible approach, using knowledge to assess local changes,
and allowing a gradual increase of the part of the configuration to be replaced would offer advanced reconfiguration and enables more possible adaptations.

A local change to the structure of a configuration requires knowledge of the function of each component within the structure in the context of the whole configuration (i.e., with respect to overall requirements and dependencies, both functional and non-functional, such as Quality of Service requirements). In this thesis, this type of knowledge is called local knowledge.

This thesis has as its hypothesis that automated adaptation of complex services is feasible using local knowledge. Local knowledge allows changes to be local, reducing structural change to a minimum. The power of this approach is that it supports replacement of a single component (the one that failed) to reconfiguration of the complete configuration if necessary.

To create a system able to autonomously perform reconfiguration, the following research questions need to be answered:

Q1 How can local knowledge be represented and included within a configuration?

Q2 What process is needed for automated re-configuration using local knowledge?

1.2 Scope and Assumptions

The scope of this thesis is to address the following situation: given is (1) a web service configuration of semantic annotated components, and one of the services of the configuration has been identified as failing, and (2) instance replacement of the failing component is not possible.

Is it possible to define an automated generic reconfiguration process, that can reconfigure the given configuration such that it is functionally equivalent, and respects global QoS requirements. Enactment, monitoring and identification of the failing service are outside the scope of this thesis.

The first assumption for this thesis is systems are designed to be reconfigured. Secondly, a configuration that is reconfigured must be annotated and include local knowledge. Thirdly, that a repository of with components is available to the reconfiguration process, and that these components are annotated, including local knowledge.
1.3 Thesis Outline

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic overview of the chapters in this thesis, and their relations. This chapter and Chapter 2 on related work introduce the domain and the background of the research. Chapter 3 describes the concepts for template-based web service configurations. This chapter also introduces a template-based structure to contain local knowledge. Chapter 4 presents a generic model for the reconfiguration process, and an implementation in a prototype. Chapters 5 and 6 apply the framework to illustrate the approach, presented in two use cases. The applications in these two chapters are based on existing sets of services, and use the implemented prototype for reconfiguration. The purpose of these experiments is to evaluate the genericness of our approach. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and a discussion on future work.
Chapter 2

Related Work

This thesis has as its hypothesis that automated structure adaptation is feasible by the inclusion of local knowledge. The presence of local knowledge allows changes to be performed locally, reducing the structural change to a minimum. In related research, as described in this chapter, different approaches exist on adaptation of complex configurations. According to these approaches, adaptation can be based on different policies. Basically four types of complex reconfiguration are distinguished, of which each differs in the preservation of the initial configuration, the availability of knowledge, and the locality of the proposed adaptation:

- Single component replacement
- Single-level reconfiguration
- Multi-level reconfiguration
- Reconfiguration as configuration

In Single component replacement the reconfiguration is based solely on replacing the failing component with an exact match. An exact match can be defined on 1) an instance level, where a match is determined by instance equality; 2) a syntactic level, where a match is determined by interface equality; as well as 3) a semantic level, where a match is determined by reasoning in a logic framework. Single component replacement assumes that an exact match is always possible. The initial configuration is completely preserved except for the failing component. A match based on the specifications of the failing component is assumed to return a component that is functionally equivalent to the failing component. After integration of the new component, the resulting configuration is assumed to be functionally equivalent to the initial configuration.
In *Single-level reconfiguration*, reconfiguration is based on the description of the overall configuration. A configuration is assumed to be constructed of one or more components, i.e., services. It is possible to resolve a failure of a single component by the replacement of multiple components. This approach has a number of advantages over single component replacement, as dependencies between components are identified, specific for this configuration, as well as relations between properties of the individual components with properties of the overall configuration. Reasoning on locality is limited, as reasoning about the full internal structure of the initial configuration is not used within this form of reconfiguration.

In *Multi-level reconfiguration*, the reconfiguration process assumes the initial configuration to have an explicitly represented internal structure, which can be used within the reconfiguration process. For automation, this approach requires the internal structure to be annotated, and knowledge must be available on how properties of a component relate to the properties of a larger part of the structure. The concept of locality is fine-grained and adaptable in this approach, as the full internal structure is known. Therefore, the scope of the reconfiguration is adaptable.

In *Reconfiguration as configuration*, the reconfiguration process is solely based on the requirements of the initial configuration. In the main form, reconfiguration from scratch, the initial configuration is discarded, as the reconfiguration starts by the construction of a completely new configuration. This approach requires knowledge on how a configuration relates to a set of requirements, and knowledge on how components can be combined to form more complex configurations. Locality is completely disregarded in this approach, as the initial configuration is ignored.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 discusses single component replacement approaches. Section 2.2 discusses approaches that enable single-level reconfiguration. Section 2.3 discusses research for multi-level reconfiguration. Section 2.4 discusses reconfiguration as configuration, and Section 2.5 offers a small discussion.

### 2.1 Single Component Replacement

In single component replacement, adaptation is based solely on direct replacement of the failing component. If no direct match can be found as a replacement, this approach fails.

Single component replacement assumes that if two components are deemed equal, then they are exchangeable within any web service configuration, without negatively affecting the function or behaviour of the overall configuration.
2.2 Single-level Reconfiguration

The search for an exact replacement is performed based on the description of the failing component. There are different ways of describing components: instance-based \[76\] \[17\] \[81\] \[51\] \[130\]; syntax descriptions, e.g., WDSL \[39\]; or semantic descriptions e.g., OWL-S \[90\], or \[12\] \[162\]. These variations support an increased abstraction of the failing component, allowing more components to be considered as a substitute for the failing service, and thus enabling an increased flexibility for reconfiguration. The reconfiguration process for single component replacement can be minimised mainly to matching and to deploying the new configuration.

A number of approaches introduce separate concepts to identify a replaceable component and its description (or a preselected list of allowed replacements), e.g., virtual web services \[153\], and abstract web services \[136\]. A number of approaches define concepts to allow cooperation and information hiding, e.g., abstract web services \[5\] (BPEL), container services \[14\], or reference processes \[124\]. Though these descriptions are not complete, they do offer a description or placeholder, and assume that the services inserted at these places are exchangeable.

The main limitation of these single component replacement approaches is that only direct substitutions for the failing component are considered. Although syntactic and semantic descriptions of a failed service allow more flexibility, they only describe the properties of that specific service, and not the desired properties for which this service is needed within a specific configuration. The descriptions have no knowledge of the specific relevancy of properties of a service for a specific configuration. As a result, solutions using services with slightly different descriptions are not discovered, even though these would allow satisfactory solutions.

Its limitation also induces the strength of these single component replacement approaches: they are generic, as a configuration of web services often needs no further preparation for reconfiguration than to having the descriptions of the web services available. Automation of these approaches is highly feasible. If multiple services fail, then the policy can be applied repeatedly, as newly introduced dependencies or altered dependencies caused by replacing components are assumed not to exist.

2.2 Single-level Reconfiguration

Single-level reconfiguration is a more knowledgeable approach, considering a failure of a component in the context of the overall configuration. The basic principle is that each configuration can be prepared for reconfiguration, by the
Related Work

addition of knowledge specifically tailored to the configuration. This can be knowledge on:

– desired properties of components,

– dependencies between components,

– relation of properties of an individual service to the properties of the overall configuration,

– listing of possible fixes, optionally related to a specific problem diagnosis.

The complexity of the reconfiguration process can vary. If the annotations contain desired properties, then reconfiguration will mainly be a matching process (very similar to component replacement, the difference being that the description of the desired component is retrieved not from the failing component, but from the description of the configuration as a whole). If dependencies between components are also annotated, then a mechanism needs to be included to check whether the dependencies are satisfied. The same holds if knowledge is available on the properties of individual components in relation to properties of the overall configuration. Most of the presented approaches for single level reconfiguration, however, focus on reconfiguration to achieve a change in functionality or behaviour, and not on reconfiguration to deal with failure of a service. Two types of single-level reconfiguration are distinguished to this purpose: single-level fixes, and single-level schemas.

Single-level fixes. In single-level fixes, a definition of a single-level configuration is given, including one or more fixes. A fix specifically defines a way to deal with a need to change functionality or behaviour, or to deal with a given failure (e.g., failure of a service, failure to meet predefined QoS specifications). Fixes are defined independently of each other, to deal with unique conditions.

For example, variability points [142] are used to structure adaptations of existing configurations of services defined by patterns. Multiple fixes can be related to a single variability point. These variability points, and fixes are defined parallel to the design of a service. The use of variation points is similar to the self-adaptation achieved in DySao [127] and in the work described in [84, 96, 162]. Note that approaches using variability points often only focus on changes of a complex service as a whole, and not on specific characteristics of a service such as internal changes of pre-conditions and post-conditions. Comparably MobiPads [35] is an approach in which
possible adaptations are defined beforehand. Another approach specifically
targeted to handling fixes for failing instances of services is presented in [143],
tightly coupled to a monitoring and deployment architecture.

A special case of single-level fixes is when knowledge to reason on inter-
dependencies between the fixes is also included. For example, \textit{Parameterised}
\textit{skeletons} [139] have been developed in the context of Problem Solving Meth-
ods within IBROW and ported to OWL-S based web services [141]. This
approach is broker-centric, in which interdependency relationships between
both functional and non-functional aspects of individual and complex services
are pre-defined, in addition to explicit knowledge of their pre-conditions and
post-conditions.

\textbf{Single-level schemas.} In \textit{single-level schemas}, generic service composi-
tions are defined, using descriptions of abstract services. Each description
contains requirements, used to find (only) a service to instantiate the abstract
service. Dependencies between requirements of different abstract services can
be modelled, as well as dependencies between the abstract services and the
single-level configuration.

For example, \textit{Eflow} [33] uses process schemas in [34]. Process schemas de-
fine an abstraction over complex service instances, enabling single-component
replacement. In addition process schemas allow modelling of additional con-
straints representing dependencies between services.

In \textit{METEOR-S}\footnote{METEOR-S project page: \url{http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/METEOR-S/}} process templates [129, 101] are workflow-based. The
METEOR-S project also investigates automated web service composition,
with a focus on Quality of Service (QoS). Semantic process templates de-
fine configurations of web services with constraints for each individual web
service related to a single level of configuration [31]: properties of the pro-
file of a service (name, textual description, QoS metrics, input and output
parameters). The need for composable structures is identified but has, as
yet, not been addressed: without this the approach is limited to single-level
reconfiguration.

In \textit{Gronmo et al.} [57] the services in a configuration are linked to a con-
ceptual task description, to support replacement of individual services. A
conceptual task description of a configuration describes the (QoS) require-
ments and constraints of the services used. Mechanisms described in [66]
reason about QoS properties in the context of configurations as a whole.
Single level reconfiguration supports automated replacement by a single ser-
vice, replacement by a composite service depends on human evaluation.

In \textit{Chen et al.} [38] a generic schema, a multi-tier service, is defined for
single level configurations with a sequential activation of multiple abstract services. The generic schema in this approach is defined to contain knowledge on the QoS relations, both between the abstract services as between the abstract services and the overall configuration.

In conclusion, the main strength of the above single-level reconfiguration approaches is that they support reasoning on the effects of a proposed adaptation to the function and behaviour of an overall configuration. The other strong point of these approaches is that the reconfiguration process is not limited to replacement of the failing service only. More complex adaptations are enabled, such as the replacement of multiple components.

The concept of locality in single-level reconfiguration is limited, as the scope of reconfiguration is fixed in the configuration description, and often reconfiguration is performed by changing a limited set of components only. In comparison to single component replacement, this single-level reconfiguration offers more flexibility, as more complex adaptations are possible. As there is no variation in scope of the reconfiguration, however, the possibilities are specifically bound to the structure of the initial configuration. Automated adaptation is possible, but requires either extensive annotation and reasoning capabilities, or the adaptation to be limited and restricted to specific fixes. Both require extensive analysis and preparation.

2.3 Multi-level Reconfiguration

Multi-level reconfiguration is an advanced approach, that utilises the compositional structure of complex service configurations, and allows adaptation at each level: each complex service within a complex service defines a level. Per level the following knowledge can be defined:

- desired properties of components,
- dependencies between components,
- relation of properties of an individual service to the properties of the complex service as a whole,
- listing of possible fixes (in parameterised approaches), optionally related to a specific problem diagnosis.

This knowledge is similar to the knowledge defined in single-level configuration, except that in multi-level reconfiguration it is defined at a finer granularity. The current approaches for multi-level reconfiguration focus mainly
on extending the flexibility of the single-level composition approaches. Reasoning about the multi-level structure itself is not included.

Different approaches are based on different compositional structures. Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) allow recursive decomposition of tasks, and specification of constraints and dependencies between the tasks. Constraints also include the activation order, which in the case of web services would be captured in coordination patterns. Dependencies between tasks can be expressed as relations between pre-conditions and post-conditions. Examples of HTN planners are SHOP2 [102], and UMCP [46]. Examples of usage of HTN for automated Web service configuration are [128, 78]. HTN planning based on SHOP2 in [128] defines a compositional template definition for OWL-S. These templates contain requirements for abstract processes, and allow quality-able requirements for Quality of Service attributes, enabling a partial ordering of requirements. Planning is extended to encompass qualifiable user preferences in [85]. The Dynamic Composer system in [63] allows a level of QoS awareness, however the same heuristic for selection is used for every individual component, irrespective of its effect on the global QoS. OWLS-XPLAN [78] has an extension for redesign [79]. Alternatively a conditional constraint network can be used, as in [4] in which templates are defined through which uniform constraints can be propagated, to allow the proposal of composed incremental solutions. All mentioned planning approaches, however, do provide no to very limited support for reasoning about the effect of local Quality of Service attributes on the Quality of Service attributes of the overall configuration.

In [126] a workflow-based approach is presented. This approach defines workflow schemas or workflow scripts as structures, in terms of tasks and temporal dependencies between tasks. It allows compound tasks, that is tasks composed of other tasks. After deployment the schemas are preserved, to allow modifications. Another feature of this approach is the distributed deployment of the complex service, and distributed adaptations. This work evolved into the ADAPT² framework [10], in which compound tasks reoccur [159], allowing a multi-level composition. However reasoning over multiple levels is not supported.

In [54] an organisational view is offered based on collaboration management. Tasks are defined for enabling dynamic runtime execution, in which tasks can be decomposed, based on task escalation points. The focus is on on-the-fly management of the coordination, and on semi-automated support, and the approach does not cover reasoning about the relation between properties of a single task and properties of the overall task.

²ADAPT project page: [http://adapt.ls.fi.upm.es/adapt.htm](http://adapt.ls.fi.upm.es/adapt.htm)
ReFFlow\cite{70} uses templates for automated creation of complex workflows\cite{69}. Adaptation varies from instance replacement, parameterised adaptation (skeletons), to dynamic structure-based redesign. This approach is one of the more advanced approaches that actively targets reconfiguration, and that offers a wide choice of ways to handle reconfiguration. However, reasoning on the effect of the properties of a single service on the overall configuration is not supported. This limits the possible changes available for reconfiguration.

In conclusion, the strength of these multi-level reconfiguration approaches is that these have the potential not to be limited to a predefined set of adaptations, as dependencies are modelled per level of composition, and not bound to a predefined set of components. The compositional structure is utilised both in determining which part to be replace, as in searching for a replacement component: a compositional configuration can be built to create a complex service useable as a replacement for the failed service. In addition, the part of the initial structure to be replaced by reconfiguration can be incrementally enlarged.

The weak point of these multi-level reconfiguration approaches, is that the preparation of the set of components requires a significant investment. It is difficult to express dependencies over multiple levels, as most approaches limit themselves to functional decompositions (e.g., Hierarchical Task Networks). More advanced dependencies, for example regarding Quality of Service properties, are not decomposed in most approaches. In addition, annotations for defining multi-level configurations are still limited (for example OWL-S does allow the specification of complex services, but is limited in specifying dependencies between components in a specific configuration). Lastly, automated reconfiguration requires a large set of components which can be used. This is still limited in most approaches.

\subsection{Reconfiguration as Configuration}

When reconfiguration is approached as configuration, a new configuration is created, instead of adapting the initial configuration. Configuration\cite{97,156} itself can be considered a problem close to design\cite{26}, and is often restricted to very particular domains.

In the literature, configuration is approached from different perspectives\cite{134,59}. Examples are configuration as constraint satisfaction\cite{8,3}, genetic

\footnote{ReFFlow project page: http://www.dvs1.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/research/refflow/index.html}
algorithms (such as A-Design [28]), problem solving methods (such as Pro-
pose and Revise in CommonKads [123]), generic models for design (such as
GDM [145]), Case-based reasoning (such as WorkBrain [154]), and planning
(for example [93, 110, 115, 95, 94]).

To extend configuration approaches to reconfiguration as configuration,
the requirements of the initial configuration need to be available. This is, in
many cases, an issue as the only information available is mostly the structure
of the initial configuration.

Ideally, reconfiguration as configuration is more than selection of a lim-
ited set of pre-selected fixes. Configuration allows the creation of a new
configuration that fits the requirements best. This, however, requires con-
siderable knowledge, often solely available as human experience. Whereas
semantic annotation provides knowledge about the functionality, behaviour
and structure of a single service, it is often limited in describing how and why
a particular combination of services results in the derived complex function-
ality, behaviour and structure. This limits the possibilities for automation of
a configuration process considerably.

2.5 Discussion

The approaches discussed in this chapter all have their strengths and weak-
nesses. Component based replacement is an option that remains closest to
the initial configuration, but depends heavily on the availability of an exact
match. Single-level reconfiguration supports more advanced adaptations, but
this requires each configuration to be specifically annotated. Multi-level con-
figuration allows more variation in adapting the part afflicted by the reconfig-
uration, but requires availability of more compositional annotated structures.
Configuration as reconfiguration requires explicit requirements for reconfig-
uration.

Ideally an hybrid approach is constructed, which can vary the scope of
the adaptation, and which allows the most efficient approach for the selected
scope. Chapter 4 presents such a hybrid approach.
Chapter 3

Web Services, Templates & Configurations

This chapter describes the basic compositional units for enabling reconfiguration of a complex service consisting of web services. Section 3.1 provides an introduction to web services, with a description of the web service architecture, and a discussion of ontologies to describe web services and their interactions. Section 3.2 introduces the notion of template for web service reconfiguration, to capture information on partial service compositions. Section 3.3 presents template-based web service configurations. Lastly, Section 3.4 discusses propagation to allow reasoning on relations between properties over multiple levels of composition, such as e.g., Quality of Service properties, and how to represent such local knowledge.

3.1 Web Services

A web service is self-contained module - deployed over standard middleware platforms - that can be described, published, located, orchestrated and programmed using XML-based technologies over a network [109]. Figure 3.1 depicts a web service architecture, based on [133]. From bottom to top, the architecture reads as follows.

The lowest layer, layer 1, contain standard protocols to transport messages, to access information from a web service. The standard Internet protocols available in this layer are also found in the top-layer (application-layer) of the OSI-model [43], e.g., HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

4Part of this chapter is an extended version of [116].
The second layer adds structure to the content of the messages, providing a uniform data exchange format. Protocols in this layer are XML-based, e.g., Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). SOAP allows the exchange of structured and typed information between web-based applications.

The middle layer, the third, has languages to describe the web services, e.g., their input and output, and functionality: Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), and OWL-S. WSDL describes mainly the interface of a service, expressing details such as the location and port numbers of the service, and specifying the types for the input and output. WSDL can be defined on top of SOAP. OWL-S extends the WSDL description with a semantic description of the service. Functionality defined in the higher layers, such as service discovery, service composition, and service reconfiguration, rely on information defined at this level. For this reason WSDL and OWL-S will be discussed in more detail below.

Specialised tools and languages, in layer 4a, such as Triana [89, 137], BPEL4WS [5, 68] and the reconfiguration process discussed in this thesis, are used to compose and adapt complex services. Service descriptions are published and retrieved, in layer 4b, using service repositories, such as UDDI [13] [9, 48] or alternative approaches such as [86] [122].

The fifth layer, the Applications layer, consists of web services (both complex and individual services), and applications built on top of these services.

![Figure 3.1: Web service architecture (adapted from [133]).](image)

As stated above, the service description languages WSDL, and OWL-S are the bearing for the functionality offered in layers 4 and 5.

**WSDL** is the Web Services Description Language [39] and describes the interface of a web service, at the syntactic level, to enable access to the ser-
3.1 Web Services

In an XML format WSDL describes web services as a set of endpoints with associated messages. The operations and messages are described abstractly, and then bound to a concrete network protocol and message format to define an endpoint. A WSDL description of a web service can contain the following elements:

- **Types**: a container for data type definitions using some type system (such as the W3C proposed XML Schema Definition Language (XSD) [47]).
- **Message**: an abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.
- **Operation**: an abstract description of an action supported by the service.
- **Port Type**: an abstract set of operations supported by one or more endpoints.
- **Binding**: a concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.
- **Port**: a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address.
- **Service**: a collection of related endpoints.

The elements most commonly used in web services are Message, Port, Port Type, Binding and Service. The Message part describes the data that is communicated, and can be used to link to the corresponding OWL-S parameters. The part that describes the Port and Port Types defines names for the input and output of the web service and creates a Port for the input or output. These are then linked by the Binding to the SOAP level to ensure communication between different web services. Finally the Service combines the Port Types and Bindings and links them to a SOAP location on the Internet.

**OWL-S** [90] is an ontology for annotating web services, based on the Web mark-up language OWL [92]. This thesis uses OWL-S version 1.0. As depicted in Figure 3.2, OWL-S describes a main service (Service) using three different sub-ontologies: the ServiceProfile, ServiceModel, and Service-Grounding ontology. The Service Ontology is used to specify the highest level OWL-S concept: a Service. Further it specifies the relation of the Service class to other classes (see Figure 3.2). Each of these describes the service from
a certain point of view using concepts defined in the corresponding OWL-S ontology. The Profile describes what the service does, the Model describes how the service works, and the Grounding maps the processes defined in the previous ontology onto the actual calls and messages, defined in WSDL specifications (version 1.1).

![Diagram of OWL-S ontology]

Figure 3.2: The OWL-S ontology

A ServiceProfile describes the capabilities of the service for discovery purposes while a ServiceModel details its internal workings. A ServiceGrounding links the abstract description of the service to actual implementation details, such as message exchange formats and network protocols so that automatic invocation of the service is possible.

**Partial Configuration Descriptions**

This section discusses the need to describe partial configurations of services for reconfiguration. This is not inherently supported by OWL-S. The creation of partial configuration descriptions, and making these descriptions available in repositories, allows more complex reconfiguration.

In web service configuration, services are combined to satisfy a set of requirements. After configuration the end result is deployed: an OWL-S description of a complex service. During configuration the complex service is annotated (a profile is created), and the composition is defined in its process model and grounding. These annotations are interpretable by an automated process, as the annotations use OWL-S and domain ontologies. These annotations support reasoning about the current functionality and composition of web services. These descriptions do not capture the requirements for which the complex service has been created, the reasons specific services have been chosen to be part of the complex service and to be connected as such, etc. In other words, a deployed configuration does not explicitly define statements on the knowledge used during the creation of the configuration: the design
rationale [27]. Figure 3.3 illustrates different aspects of design rationale for web service configurations.

When relating partial configurations to the web service architecture presented above, only the service description layer is available, and OWL-S offers limited support to describe partial configurations. OWL-S is designed to describe web services, either atomic (not composed), simple (a grey-box description of the internal process), or complex (composed of multiple sub-processes). Web services in OWL-S are always complete. OWL-S has no concepts to support abstract processes to describe a partial configuration.

OWL-S offers support to define pre-conditions and post-conditions for a service, but not to express dependencies within a partial configuration. OWL-S does not support specification of pre-conditions and post-conditions within the context of a specific application, nor relations between properties of a complex service and properties of the services of which it is composed.

Specifications of partial service configurations to define abstract service configurations, and annotated interdependencies between abstract services related to the contexts of the abstract configuration, would make automated multi-level reconfiguration feasible. To this end, templates are introduced in Section 3.2.
3.2 Templates

To support automated reconfiguration, the web service architecture is extended with an additional layer (3b) for the description of partial service configurations, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. This section describes templates to represent local knowledge within web service configurations.

![Diagram of Web Service Architecture]

Figure 3.4: Web service architecture (adapted from [133]), extended with a 'partial service configuration description' layer (3b).

There is a multitude of approaches to define structures of partial configurations, as shown in Chapter 2, but most of these structures are specific to a particular composition method and do not support reasoning over multiple composition levels. This section describes our open approach, which is independent of the composition approach. It defines hierarchical compositional structures, including partial configurations for the domain of web services.

Common reconfiguration approaches base their reconfiguration efforts on the information available on the failed service by finding another service instance, matching on syntax, or matching on the semantic description. Instead of reconfiguration centred around the description of the failed service, it is also possible to start reconfiguration based on the remaining (still correctly working) part of the configuration: to find a service that enables the remainder of the configuration to offer the same functionality. The requirements for the replacement result from dependencies between services present
in the remainder of the configuration: they form the context for the substitute service. The context needs to be structured: if a composition is large, so is the configuration space, and dependencies are more difficult to express. Local knowledge addresses this challenge using the hierarchical structure of a service composition.

Local knowledge is knowledge within a complex service (composed of several sub-processes) about its sub-processes and present dependencies, specified at one composition level. In other words, local knowledge includes: knowledge about the immediate structure of the process and knowledge about the process’ immediate constituents and their dependencies.

Templates are used to express local knowledge, structure complex services, provide a means to represent configurations of services and knowledge about the configuration. Consequently, templates provide a means to represent local knowledge for web services. Both templates and web services are used as compositional structures: they can be combined to form a template-based web service configuration. Both templates and web services have properties, which are annotated. To regulate the creation of a configuration, templates have slots. Slots are associated with requirements that can be matched with the properties of web services and templates.

The remainder of this section explains the basic concepts for template-based configuration: template, slot, and control structure. These concepts are also defined in OWL, to support the use of OWL-S descriptions for web services and for templates.

A **template** describes a single-level composition of web services. This is defined as a control structure with one or more slots, and an associated template description, and dependencies between slots.

A **slot** is a placeholder. A slot defines the requirements for a desired (single) service or template. A requirement is an explicit expression about properties representing characteristics about function, behaviour or structure.

A **control structure** defines the conditions for activation of the slots. These are specified using control constructs over a set of slots. Examples of control constructs are sequential/parallel activation, and conditional constructs (if-then-else).

The template description specifies the properties of the template and the associated values, describing the function and behaviour. The template can also contain additional dependencies.
Describing templates in OWL-S

OWL-S is used to specify web service descriptions. A simple extension of OWL-S is used to specify templates, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 (see also [116, 120]). In OWL-S a Service Profile defines what the service does, as a higher level description of, for example, service type, input, output, pre-conditions and post-conditions. In our approach an OWL-S Service Profile is used to define a template, describing what this combination of slots would do, if used and refined. In OWL-S a Service Model offers insight in the internal workings of a service. A Composite Process in a Service Model defines a process composition of subprocesses to which references are defined, together with the control flow specified with pre-defined control constructs. In our approach for a template the OWL-S Service Model is used to define a CompositeProcess with slots defining abstract subprocesses. Slots are defined as a subclass of Process. Requirements defined on slots are included in this specification. Note that as the slots define abstract processes, a template description does not have a Grounding Model.

The remainder of this section describes the Template Profile Model, the Template Process Model, and the Slot Profile Model. Two examples of two complete template specifications in OWL-S are included in Appendices A and B.

Defining what a template does: Template Profile Model

A template profile model, which is similar to an OWL-S profileModel, contains information about the service publisher, the name of the service, a textual description, the inputs and outputs, and a representation of the capabilities of the service. The capabilities can be represented using (1) pre-
3.2 Templates

Figure 3.5: Example of a template description expressed in OWL-S.

conditions and post-conditions, or (2) a categorisation of the service. The
profile can be extended to represent Quality of Service attributes, of which
the values are dependent on the services and templates used to fill the slots
of this template.

```xml
<service:Service rdf:ID="Template1Service">
<!-- Reference to the Profile -->
<service:profers df:resource="#Template1Profile"/>
<!-- Reference to the Process Model -->
<service:describedBy df:resource="#Template1Process"/>
</service:Service>
<ontology:DisplayCreator rdf:ID="Template1Profile">
<profile:serviceName>
  ti_Determine_area_triangle_unknown_height
</profile:serviceName>
<profile:textDescription>
  This template is defined for determining the area of a triangle with one square corner.
  The length of all sides is known, except the height of the triangle.
  The template contains two slots:
  1. for determining the height of the triangle, based on the length of the other two sides.
  2. for determining the area of the triangle, based on the length of the height and the base.
</profile:textDescription>
<template:hasSlot df:resource="#DetermineHeight"/>
<template:hasSlot df:resource="#DetermineArea"/>
```

Defining how a template works: Template Process Model

The template process model is based on the OWL-S service model for a composite process. It is similarly defined as a composite process, but instead of being composed of processes, it is composed of slots. The following example
defines the process model of a composite process $P_1$. Process $P_1$ requires
the sequential activation of two slots DetermineHeight and DetermineArea.
The slots are specified in the next paragraph. The specification of inputs
and outputs of the process is omitted in this example.

---

// example template in OWL-S of processModel
<process:ProcessModel rdf:ID="template1Process"/>
<process:hasProcess rdf:resource="#P1"/>
</process:ProcessModel>

<!-- Definition of top level Process as a composed process -->
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P1">  
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
<owl:Restriction>  
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#composedOf"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#CompositeProcess"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</owl:Intersection>
<owl:toClass/>
</owl:Class>

---

Defining an abstract process: Slot Profile Model

Slots are placeholders specifying the requirements for a template or web service. Requirements can define a desired functionality, structure or behaviour, for example, by specifying ranges for a property. The values are related to annotations in profiles of templates and web services, expressed as constraints for properties defined in their OWL-S ServiceProfiles.

The slot specification for DetermineHeightSlot, depicted below, is part of
the template specified above. It specifies the requirement (rq1) that the template or web service needs to be of a specific serviceCategory TriangleCalculations: DetermineHeight, and the requirement (rq2) that the resulting precision of the template is at least 8. The second requirement is for a domain specific property for services for mathematic operations.

---
3.3 Configurations

The previous sections of this chapter described web services and templates. This section describes how templates and web services are combined. The structure of the resulting configuration is defined below, followed by the properties associated with (partial) configurations.

A configuration is composed of a set of web services, a set of templates, and a set of relations between web services and templates.

A configuration defines all relations between slots and services or templates, recursively. Each recursion defines either a leaf of the configuration (a single web service), or a branch (a single template, with reference to the configurations that have been inserted into its slots). The properties of a configuration are equal to the properties of its root (a web service or template).
The template-based structure of a configuration allows completeness and degrees of correctness within a template-based configuration to be defined. These concepts can be used in a configuration process to determine whether a satisfying (intermediary) result is found. For each component that is part of a configuration, both the completeness and correctness can be assessed.

The completeness of component is assessed by examining whether the slots within this component have been filled by components. A component is strongly complete if and only if none of the slots that are directly part, and recursively part of the component is empty. Thus, (1) a web service is strongly complete by default (it has no slots); (2) A template is strongly complete if and only if each of its slots is filled with a strongly complete component; (3) A configuration is strongly complete if and only if its top component is strongly complete. In other words, a strongly complete component does recursively not contain any open slot. In Figure 3.6 an example configuration is presented in which all strongly complete components are highlighted, and all not strongly complete components are faded out. The configuration as a
whole is not considered strongly complete as its top component, template t1, is also not strongly complete.

The correctness of a configuration is assessed by examining whether the requirements for the templates are fully satisfied. This implies that the requirements for each of the slots have been fully satisfied by the components with which they are filled. Note that the term ‘slot-filling’ of a template refers to the combination of a slot of the template and the component which has been inserted into that slot. Three notions of correctness are defined: correct, incorrect and partially correct.

A component is correct if all of its direct slots-fillings are correct. A slot-filling is correct if and only if the component inserted in the slot satisfies all requirements of that slot, and the inserted component is correct itself. Thus, (1) a web service is correct (as it has no slots); (2) a template is correct if and only if all of its slot-fillings have been filled with correct components; (3) A configuration is correct, if and only if its main component is correct.

A component is incorrect if and only if one or more of its direct slots-fillings is incorrect. A slot-filling is incorrect if and only if at least one requirement is violated by the inserted component, or if inserted component itself is incorrect. Thus, (1) a web service is never incorrect (as it has no slots); (2) a template is incorrect if and only if at least one of its slot-fillings violates at least one of the requirements of that slot, or when at least one of its slots is filled with an incorrect component; (3) A configuration is incorrect, if and only if its main component is incorrect.

A component is partially correct if and only if none of its direct slots-fillings are incorrect, and at least one of its slot-fillings is partially correct. A slot-filling is partial incorrect if and only if it is not correct and not incorrect, or when the slot-filling is empty. Thus, (1) a web service is never partially correct (as it has no slots); (2) a template is partially correct if and only if none of its slot-fillings are incorrect, and at least one of its slot-fillings is either empty, not correct, or partially correct; (3) A configuration is partially correct, if and only if its main component is partially correct.

The concepts on completeness and correctness, as defined in this section, are useful for the automated construction of template-based configurations, and for template-based reconfiguration, which is discussed in Chapter 4.

### 3.4 Propagation

To determine the implications of changing one or more components in a template-based configuration, reasoning about the effect of a local adaptation with respect to the overall configuration is required. For some properties,
e.g., Quality of Service properties, local adaptation has implications for multiple levels in a configuration. Templates include requirements on properties such as QoS properties. Handling requirements on such properties in multi-level configurations requires additional local knowledge on the dependencies between the properties of components in a template. Note that propagation requires a configuration to be strongly complete and partially correct.

The principle of propagation relies on the principle of compositionality that specifies that the properties of a complex system are determined by its structure and the properties of its constituents [135]. A strengthened and often presupposed notion, the principle of local compositionality, is that the properties of a complex system are determined by its immediate structure and the properties of its immediate constituents [135].

Local compositionality within a multi-level system must also take dependencies between different levels of the system into account. Propagation resolves such dependencies between the different levels of a system. Template-based configurations are hierarchical compositional structures, where the dependencies for reasoning on local compositionality follow the hierarchy. Propagation for template-based configurations resolves reasoning on local compositionality depth-first: starting at the templates containing only leaves, working upwards. Reasoning at each level using the local knowledge contained in the requirements results in knowledge on the impact of the configuration at that level.

![Diagram](image)

(a) First propagation step, determining the impact of the template with sequential activation.

(b) Second propagation step, determining the impact of the template with parallel activation.

Figure 3.7: Propagation of average execution time in two steps.
As an example consider a template-based configuration of two templates and three services, as displayed in Figure 3.7. The templates each have two slots, the first template has parallel activation of its slots, and the second template has sequential activation of its slots. The parallel template is the top component of the configuration, and the sequential templates is inserted in the second slot of the parallel template. The average execution time is known for each of the three services.

For the parallel template, the local knowledge contained in the requirements for local compositionality of the average execution time is to take the maximum of the average execution time of the components inserted in its slot. For the sequential template, the local knowledge contained in the requirements for local compositionality of the average execution time of the template is the sum of the average execution time of each of its slots.

Propagation is needed to determine whether the requirement on average execution time is satisfied. The first propagation step is to determine the impact of the sequential template using its requirements on the average execution time: the average execution time for the sequential template equals the sum of the average execution times of the configurations inserted into slot 1 and slot 2, resulting in 5ms, depicted in Figure 3.7(a). The second propagation step, dependent on the first, is to determine the impact of the parallel template on the average execution time using its requirements on the average execution time: the average execution time of the parallel template is the maximum of the average execution times of the configuration inserted into slot 1 and slot 2, resulting in 5 ms, depicted in Figure 3.7(b).

The OWL-S based template description has been extended to included
evaluations of mathematical expressions using an approach similar to \cite{80}. The example above defines local knowledge for local compositionality for the average execution time for the sequential template, \texttt{sequentialExecution-TimeFunction} expresses the sum of the average execution times of the slots.

Propagation using the OWL-S template-based description through a strongly complete configuration consists of: (1) determining the order of templates for reasoning on local compositionality (2) selecting a template for each propagation step to reason on local compositionality, (2a) determining the values of the properties of each component inserted into the slots of the template, (2b) deriving the impact of the template for the properties using the mathematical expressions.
Chapter 4

Automated Reconfiguration Process

This thesis focuses on template-based web service reconfiguration to cope with failure of one or more constituents of a complex web service. Figure 4.1 depicts the five main processes involved: Web service & template retrieval to discover and match requests in a repository; Template-based reconfiguration for web services to perform reconfiguration design; Assembly of web services to create a deployable (complex) web service configuration from a description created by the reconfiguration process; Execution to activate the deployable web service configuration; and Monitoring to observe system behaviour (i.e., failures). This thesis focuses on the reconfiguration process, using very basic implementations of the other processes of complex service adaptation.

For the purpose of clarifying, the reconfiguration process described in this chapter is a single machine process. Note that extending the process to a distributed process is possible and in itself is relatively straightforward.

Figure 4.1: Overview of processes for the adaptation of web service configurations.

This chapter explains the template-based reconfiguration for web services
process, introducing the overall model for reconfiguration, followed by more detailed explanations of subprocesses.

4.1 Overall Model of Reconfiguration

This section provides an overview of a generic template-based reconfiguration process. The subprocesses are described in more details in separate sections. Figure 4.2 depicts an overview of the reconfiguration process.

![Activity diagram of the Reconfiguration Process](image)

Figure 4.2: Activity diagram of the Reconfiguration Process

The reconfiguration process has three external states: started, failure, and success. In the started state, the reconfiguration process has been initialised. The following information is required at the start of the reconfiguration process:

- the initial service configuration,
- the failing web service,
- the available repositories for web services and templates.

In the end the reconfiguration process results either in the state success or in the state failure. The result of success indicates that a suitable service configuration has been found to replace the initial configuration, and this new web service configuration is returned by the reconfiguration process.
The result of failure indicates that no suitable service configuration could be found, using the available repositories. Both success and failure indicate the end of the reconfiguration process.

The following subprocesses are part of the reconfiguration process, and are displayed in Figure 4.2:

**Focus Determination** Determines the part of the initial configuration for which a replacement is to be created, this sets the scope of reconfiguration.

**Requirement Determination** Determines the requirements applicable to the part in focus.

**Template-based Configuration** Creates a new configuration that can replace the part in focus, satisfying the determined requirements.

**Integration** Removes the failing part of the configuration and replaces it with the created configuration, resulting in a new web service configuration.

In the following section these processes are described in more detail. Information is exchanged between the subprocesses of the reconfiguration process. The following information items are used by the reconfiguration process:

**Initial configuration** The template-based web service configuration to be reconfigured.

**Failing web service** A pointer to a service in the initial service configuration, that needs to be replaced.

**Repositories** A pointer to repositories containing web services and templates that can be used by the reconfiguration process.

**Focus** A pointer to a slot containing a service or a template in the initial service configuration, representing the part for which the reconfiguration process is currently determining a replacement. If the value of a focus is null, this implies that no focus could be determined.

**Requirement set** A collection of requirements, related to a specific focus.

**Created configuration** A template-based web service configuration that satisfies the determined requirement set, created by the configuration process. If the value of the created configuration is null, this implies that no web service configuration could be found that satisfies the given requirement set, based on the available repositories.
New configuration The resulting configuration that will act as a replacement for the initial service configuration, without the failing web service. This configuration is a combination of the initial configuration with the created configuration.

4.2 Reconfiguration in More Detail

In this section the subprocesses of reconfiguration are discussed in more detail. As the presented model is a generic model, and generic policies are described for the subcomponents. Combining the generic model and policies allows for a wide range of instantiations of reconfiguration processes, of which the implementation described in Section 4.3 is one example. Section 4.2.1 describes Focus Determination, Section 4.2.2 describes Requirement Determination, Section 4.2.3 describes Template-based Configuration, and Section 4.2.4 describes Integration.

4.2.1 Focus Determination

Focus Determination determines the scope of the reconfiguration process. The focus is a single part of the given initial service configuration to be replaced by a (newly configured) part. A focus always refers to a slot into which a single service or a template has been inserted within the initial configuration. After a focus is set and no replacement has been found, the focus needs to be adapted. When it is not possible to determine a new focus, an empty focus is returned.

Focus Determination uses the template-based structure, as the templates define the granularity of the possible focusses that can be selected. Note that the presented approach can be used in combination with other kinds of modelling approaches or techniques (e.g., a web service can be a complex service itself, but modelled without using templates). Our template-based approach handles a complex service without templates as a monolithic service. If a part of this service breaks, then the whole complex service is marked as failing. This service does not offer handles to perform changes using our reconfiguration approach on a finer scale.

Different generic policies are possible for (re-)determining the focus, for example: (1) Prioritise the locality of adaptation, by keeping the focus on the slot closest to the failing component; (2) Policies based on heuristics to estimate least complexity of the configuration process, for example prefer focus for slots with a high availability of replacement components, which needs interaction with both requirement determination and Template-Based
Configuration; (3) Based on history of previous adaptations, preferring a focus of a previous successful reconfiguration; (4) Based on domain knowledge specific for the configuration.

In case of multiple failing components, focus determination can handle them as separate reconfiguration problems, or can select a focus based on an estimate of the restrictiveness of the potential fillings of a slot. Alternatively, a focus encompassing multiple failing components could be selected.

### 4.2.2 Requirement Determination

Requirement Determination determines the set of requirements the part in focus has to satisfy. A created configuration is considered a valid replacement if it satisfies all these requirements. Requirement Determination requires as input the initial configuration, the failed web service, and the focus. Requirement Determination is only activated if the focus is not null. There are two aspects to the determination of requirements:

1. direct slot requirements,
2. an exclusion requirement.

**Direct slot requirements** are requirements directly derived from the slot description of the slot in focus. These are the requirements used to define the slot, as described in Section 3.2. The exclusion requirement is based on the failed web service, simply stating a structural requirement; that the failed service should not reoccur in the newly created configuration. Using this exclusion requirement, the reconfiguration process avoids reproducing exactly the same web service configuration, which includes the failed service.

Within the model for reconfiguration described in this chapter, requirement determination is a simple look-up process, which inspects the initial configuration and extracts the set of requirements, based on the focus.

### 4.2.3 Template-based Configuration

The subprocess Template-based Configuration tries to create a new configuration satisfying the given requirement set, based on the services and templates available in the given repositories. If a configuration is found, this is returned as a result; if a configuration is not found, then null is returned as a result, which will be interpreted as a failure of the configuration process.

For configuration different generic policies can be defined, for example:

1. Prefer simple solutions over complex: if a single service satisfies the set of requirements, then this service is preferred over a multi-level configuration;
(2) Optimise on a specific property, e.g., Quality of Service; (3) Prefer minimal time used for finding a configuration, accepting the first solution that can be found; (4) Prefer the use of components from the same repository or made by the same company.

In its current implementation Template-based Configuration has two main approaches to find a service configuration that satisfies the given set of requirements:

- direct matching,

- configuration construction.

The main policy for Template-based Configuration implemented for this thesis is to prefer simple solutions over more complex: if a single service satisfies the set of requirements, then this service is preferred over a complex configuration. Based on this policy, template-based configuration will always first use direct matching. Only when this fails is configuration construction initiated, constructing a template-based configuration that satisfies the given requirement set. If configuration construction also fails, then the template-based configuration process fails, as it concludes that it cannot find a service or configuration that satisfies the given requirement set, and the current available repositories.

**Direct matching** is a matching mechanism to search for a description of a web service that satisfies the requirements. A complete match must be made if direct matching is to succeed, in other words direct matching only returns a web service if the service satisfies all requirements given to the Template-based Configuration process. Direct matching is enabled by one or more repositories containing web service descriptions, and a process that compares the requirements to properties in the service descriptions. Within the model for reconfiguration described in this chapter, the exclusion requirements are handled by the repository, so that excluded components are not returned by the matching process. As matching is not the focus of this thesis, a simple matching process is assumed, focussing on simple properties. This could be extended with more reasoning capabilities, and it could also be replaced by matchers from other approaches to reconfiguration. This will be further discussed in Chapter 7.

**Configuration construction** requires a more extensive process capable of constructing a complex template-based web service, based on the given set of requirements. As the configuration process itself is not the focus of this thesis, only some highlights are described in the remainder of this section, specifically related to the template-based structure. Appendix C contains a more extended description of the model of the configuration process used.
in the implementation. Note this process can be exchanged with any other configuration approach, as long as it assumes a template-based configuration structure.

**Subprocesses for template-based configuration construction**  As template-based configuration is not the main focus of this thesis, only a few aspects specific to template-based configuration are highlighted: the selection of a top template, how slots are filled, how propagated is evaluated, and deciding when the template-based construction is finished.

**Selecting a top template**  The principle of configuration construction is simple, as it first searches for a component that directly satisfies each requirement, or has property propagation functions with which the requirements can be evaluated. If no template is found, then configuration construction fails. If multiple templates are found selection can be done based on:

- least number of slots,
- greatest number of requirements directly satisfied,
- at random.

After a template has been selected, its slots need to be filled. If the process that attempts to fill the slots fails, then apparently the template cannot be made correct and strongly complete, and is discarded. Subsequently, another top component is sought, with the exclusion of the discarded template(s).

**Filling slots**  After a top template has been found, the slots need to be filled to create a strongly complete configuration. Each slot is described by a set of requirements, and can be considered as a separate configuration problem. The requirements are determined, and first a direct match is attempted, if this fails, a top template is determined, and the slots of this template are filled using the same approach recursively.

**Propagation evaluation**  Requirements depending on propagation are evaluated after all slots of a configuration have been filled (i.e., the configuration is strongly complete). If an evaluation results in the violation of a requirement, then backtracking identifies the last slot that was filled, and the component is removed from the slot. The configuration process returns to filling slots for the (again) empty slot.
Terminating configuration construction  The configuration process ends if a configuration is created successfully, or no configuration could be determined given the requirement set, and the available components. A configuration is created successfully, if a resulting configuration is returned that is 1) strongly complete, and 2) correct 3) satisfies the given set of requirements.

4.2.4 Integration

The Integration subprocess integrates a newly created configuration with the initial configuration, at the point of the focus. Properties of the resulting configuration are derived.

4.3 Prototype Implementation

This section describes a prototype created for the implementation of the model of reconfiguration, as described in this chapter. The prototype is developed in Java. A number of generic policies have been implemented for the reconfiguration of web services. The reconfiguration process is initiated manually: automated initialisation, automated detection of failures by monitoring (e.g., as in [91]) is outside of the scope of this thesis.

The type of scenario for which the prototype has been developed has the following characteristics:

- a template-based configuration of services exists,
- one of the services within this configuration has been marked as failing,
- a repository of services and templates is available and accessible for reconfiguration.

Figure 4.3 depicts the reconfiguration process, as previously presented in Section 4.1. The following paragraphs describe the prototype implementation for each of the processes Focus Determination, Requirement Determination, Template-based Configuration, and Integration.

Focus Determination  Focus Determination supports a policy specified in the model in section 4.2.1 to minimise the structural impact of an adaptation. To determine the initial focus the single-level focus determination sub-policy is used, and if no appropriate configuration can be found for this focus, the multi-level focus determination sub-policy is used.
4.3 Prototype Implementation

In single-level focus determination the focus is set on the slot with the failing web service, to affect the least amount of change to the initial configuration. In multi-level focus determination, the new focus is set on the slot with the template of which one of its slots was previously in focus, after focussing on the slot containing the failing service. In this chapter focus determination prioritises local reconfiguration: single-level focus determination is preferred over multi-level focus determination.

A reconfiguration process always starts with single-level reconfiguration: if a focus has not already been determined (in effect null), the new focus is by default the slot with the failing web service. If this focus does not result in a successful reconfiguration, then Focus Determination is activated again, and the policy is switched from single-level to multi-level focus determination. In the subsequent activations the focus will each time be shifted up one level of the hierarchy of the service configuration.

Focus Determination will fail if the previous focus refers to a slot in the top template of the initial configuration, as then the possibilities for reconfiguration are exhausted.

In Figure 4.3 an initial configuration is displayed, with a failing web service ws5. The subsequent activations of Focus Determination results in the following sequence of focusses.

- **Initial situation**: Focus is empty.

- **First activation**: Single-level focus determination: Focus is on the slot

![Figure 4.3: Overview of the Reconfiguration Process](image-url)
containing web service ws5.

- Second activation: Multi-level focus determination: Focus is on the slot containing template t4.

- Third activation: Multi-level focus determination: Focus is on the slot containing template t2.

- Fourth activation: Multi-level focus determination: Failure, no focus is selected, as there is no slot containing template t1.

Based on the initial configuration and the failing service a focus is determined. Both the initial data and the chosen focus are stored in an internal history, so that in future situations another focus will be selected, given the same configuration and failing web service. The focus contains a reference to a slot within the configuration, and is passed on to Requirement Determination.

Requirement Determination  Requirement Determination is kept simple, and retrieves the requirements from the slot definitions in the template. The structure requirement, to exclude the failing web service, is based on the pointer to the failing web service. The requirement determination process does not do any further reasoning on the requirements, this is left to the template-based configuration process.

Template-based Configuration  Template-based configuration consists of a component repository with matching functionality, and a configuration process. These two subparts are discussed separately.
4.3 Prototype Implementation

The component repository The repository contains both web service and template descriptions. The repository has a simple matchmaking component to select specific web services and templates. The implementation is pragmatic, in which the component descriptions are stored locally in a localised annotation, and matchmaking is limited to a pre-specified set of attributes. The repository can be constrained to exclude specific components from matching. This mechanism is used to exclude services marked as failing services from all returned results. At the end of each reconfiguration task, the list of failing services is reset, and cleared to avoid interference with other activations of the reconfiguration process.

The configuration process This process tries to construct a configuration which satisfies the requirements resulting from Requirement Determination. As described in Chapter 2, a wide variety of configuration approaches exists, and a wide variety could be used. There are a number of preferences to determine which configuration process to use for the implementation: first, a generic approach is preferred, such that the implementation could be used for different domains. Secondly, the approach should be able to handle template-based structures. Third, the approach needs to be able to include specific policies, such as preferring a simple solution. Fourth, an approach is preferred that allows reasoning on the requirements, to allow transformations of requirements and fine-grained reasoning on correctness, when handling requirements on properties that need to be propagated.

The resulting choice is based on a generic model of design [145], which has been adapted for our implementation to a specialisation for template-based configuration, similar as the specialisation done in [157]. This generic model is knowledge-based, allows fine-grained control [23], and distinguishes between reasoning about adapting a template-based configuration, adapting the requirements, and reflecting and managing the reconfiguration process itself.

Integration The prototype integration creates a new configuration based on the initial configuration, the focus and the new configuration. The support for annotation is simple, as references to propagation functions are included in the implementation of the structure of the template. The annotation subprocess uses the propagation functions for each slot to determine the specific values for the propagated properties. The resulting annotated configuration is returned by the integration process. The implementation of Integration is based on the following assumptions:

1. The initial configuration is already correct and strongly complete;
2. The created configuration satisfies the given set of requirements;

3. The requirements determined for the configuration process are sufficient to ensure that integration results in a correct configuration.
Chapter 5

Single-Level Adaptation: Reconfiguration using Classification Services

This chapter presents the first of two scenarios to illustrate template-based reconfiguration, namely single-level reconfiguration using templates. The domain of classification services is used within this example. Most reconfiguration approaches are similar to component replacement or single-level reconfiguration, as described in the related research in Chapter 2. These approaches usually base the adaptation on the description of the failed service, instead of focussing on the requirements that the remainder of the configuration poses to the service that failed, as in our approach. This scenario assumes that the failed service has been identified, and that instance-based replacement, which is part of component-based replacement, is not possible.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 provides some background to the classification services used. Section 5.2 describes the structures available for reconfiguration, Section 5.3 describes the process of reconfiguration, followed by a discussion in Section 5.4.

5.1 Background

The scenario is focussed on reconfiguration of classification services. The classification services are based on a model described in [100], and on a set of services, initially developed [100] within the IBROW project [15]. The IBROW project studied the semi-automated reuse of libraries of components, based on Problem Solving Methods. The service for classification used
in this chapter are for classification of publications into categories based on their keywords. The keywords presented by the authors are used as input. A generic task model for this type of classification can be found in [140], and an instantiation of this model in [139] is used for classification of publications used in an IBROW context. In our implementation classification, classification entails:

1. Micromatch: determining the features of an object,
2. Aggregate: gather all features,
3. Admit: select the possible candidate classes,
4. Select: select the best class(es) out of the possible candidates.

Different IBROW services are used to implement parts of this functionality. To be used for template-based reconfiguration within our scenario the IBROW services have been reused as follows: (1) these services needed to be translated into web services with implementations and WSDL descriptions; (2) the services needed to be annotated with semantic information, i.e., OWL-S descriptions of the services, based on the explicitly defined domain knowledge in the IBROW component library [100]; (3) templates needed to be defined. Two different approaches to template creation are shown: construction based on an existing service, and construction based on a generic task composition. The initial configuration used is based on the newly created templates and web services.

The implementation of the reconfiguration process is not related to the IBROW project, and based on the model as described in Chapter 4.

5.2 Structures

This section describes the web services, templates, and configuration involved in this scenario. Section 5.2.1 describes the web services, Section 5.2.2 the templates. Section 5.2.3 describes the initial configuration, based on these web services and templates.

5.2.1 Web Services

The web services for classification (based on [100, 139]) used in the context of this chapter are:

1. EvaluatePublicationFeatures
2. BundleFeatureEvaluations

3. Four variations of Filter services:
   - FilterConsistentClasses
   - FilterKnownClasses
   - FilterPresentClasses
   - FilterStrictClasses

4. SelectHighestRatedClass

5. Intersect

These services are described in more detail below.

EvaluatePublicationFeatures This service is an instance of a MicroMatch service, which interprets performed Observations in Scored Observations on the basis of a set of class definitions. The class definitions are based on keywords for publications. This specific service scores all observations per class to feature statuses:

   - Inconsistent (I): The observed feature does not satisfy a feature condition of the class.
   - Unknown (U): The observed feature is not part of a feature condition of the class.
   - Missing (M): The feature appears in a feature condition of the class, but has not been observed.

BundleFeatureEvaluations This service is an instance of an Aggregate service, which determines an Aggregated Score per class over the Scored Observations. This specific service calculates per class the number of IUM features, and represents the resulting score in a triple.

Filter There are four variations of this service. These services are all instances of an Admit service, which checks whether an object has enough features to adhere to the set strictness of the class definitions. An Admit service has as input Aggregated scores and as output Candidate Classes.

   1. FilterConsistentClasses
   2. FilterKnownClasses
   3. FilterPresentClasses
4. FilterStrictClasses

The service \textit{FilterConsistentClasses} selects classes on a subset of features which must be consistent (not I). The service \textit{FilterKnownClasses} selects classes on a subset of features which are known (not U). The service \textit{FilterPresentClasses} selects classes on a subset of features which are present (not M). The service \textit{FilterStrictClasses} is a combination of the previous three services, where the selection is based on restrictions on Inconsistent, Unknown, and Missing.

\textbf{SelectHighestRatedClass} This service is an instance of a Select service, which selects one or more classes out of the \textit{Candidate Classes}. This specific service selects a single class out of the candidate classes based on the highest aggregated score.

\textbf{Intersect} This is a generic service, able to handle multiple inputs, and returning as output the intersection of the separate inputs. This instance handles different inputs of \textit{Candidate Classes}, and its output will only contain the classes that appear in each of its inputs. Note that this service is not based on the IBROW services described in [100].

5.2.2 Templates

Two templates are described: \textit{Strict Admission template} and \textit{Strict Publication Classification template}. The first template is based on an existing service and the second on a generic task model. A description of the process of the development of the templates has been added for interested readers. Note that the process of development is not relevant for understanding the trace described in Section 5.3.

\textbf{Strict Admission template} The first template is an alternative to an existing service: FilterStrictClasses. Figure 5.1 depicts this template, and distinguishes separate slots for filters: one for classes having only consistent features, one for classes having only known features, and one for classes having only present features. All three have as input \textit{Aggregated Scores}, and as output \textit{Consistent Candidate Classes}, \textit{Known Candidate Classes} and \textit{Present Candidate Classes}, respectively. Note that the outputs produced by the first three slots are all subclasses of \textit{Candidate Classes}.

In addition, the template distinguishes a fourth slot to intersect the results, both input and output are \textit{Candidate Classes}. Three slots
Strict Publication Classification template The second template, depicted in Figure 5.2, is for classification of publications, based on a generic problem solving method [140]. Classification is performed by the sequential activation of four slots. The first slot, requiring MicroMatch for publications, determines on the basis of a set of observations on publication the status of the features present in all class definitions. The second slot, requiring Aggregate, organises the results per class. The third slot, requiring Strict Admit, filters the resulting classes to the selection that strictly meet all class requirements. The fourth slot, requiring Select Best, determines the best matching class out of the filtered classes candidate classes.

The information presented thus far on templates should suffice to understand the trace presented in Section 5.3, in which case the reader interested only in this trace can skip the following part and continue with Section 5.2.3 describing the initial template-based configuration. The remainder of this section elaborates on the construction of templates.
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Figure 5.2: Activity diagram for the Strict Publication Classification Template.

Template construction

The construction of templates is part of preparing a set of web services for template-based reconfiguration. A template defines, on one hand, a combination of services and, on the other hand, the degree of freedom for future adaptations. There are multiple ways to construct a template, and in this section two different approaches are illustrated: construction based on an existing service, and construction based on a generic task composition.

Construction of a template on the basis of an existing service

This part describes the construction of a template on the basis of a description of an existing service. This approach is used within top-down design of complex services, breaking down existing complex services into simpler services. In this approach, the semantic description of the resulting template is similar to that of the existing service: the template provides another way to achieve the same functionality. In the following example the description of the service FilterStrictClasses, which has been introduced in Section 5.2.1, is used as an example for defining a new template.

The left part of Figure 5.3 represents the information flow in the service FilterStrictClasses, in terms of input and output. The input of the service is Aggregated Scores, and the output is Candidate Classes. The new template needs to have the same input and output, and provide the same functional-
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Figure 5.3: On the left the activity diagram of a single FilterStrictClasses service, and on the right the activity diagram of a configuration, using 4 services, offering an equivalent functionality.

The description of the template should contain the same attributes as FilterStrictClasses.

The internal structure of the template defines a composition of multiple services to this purpose. The right part of Figure 5.3 illustrates the internal structure of the template. The template contains four slots. Filtering the candidate classes is performed by three different slots, and the final result is created by taking the intersection over the candidate classes’ output provided by the three filter slots.

The rationale behind this structure is the availability of the following set of services:

- FilterConsistentClasses
- FilterKnownClasses
- FilterPresentClasses

These three services together provide the required filtering functionality, each returns only part of the requested result. The intersection service generates the desired result, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Venn-diagram of the sets of classes filtered by the three separate services. The intersection of the sets results in the desired class set.

Four slots are defined for these four separate services in the new template. The slot requirements are kept simple for this example, posing only restrictions on the functionality, input, and output.

As an example two slots are further described: the first slot responsible for filtering the classes that are consistent, and the fourth slot responsible for creating the intersection of the sets of filtered classes. The three requirements for the first slot concerns the functionality to filter consistent features, as input \textit{Scored Observations}, and as output \textit{Consistent Candidate Classes}. The three requirements for the fourth slot concern the functionality to intersect different inputs, as input \textit{Candidate Classes}, and as output \textit{Candidate Classes}.

After the definition of the slots, the control over these slots is defined as follows. The input of the template, \textit{Aggregated Scores}, is given to all three services, which are activated in parallel. After all three services are finished, the resulting outputs are given to the intersection service, which is then activated, resulting in Candidate Classes. The resulting template is the Strict Admission template.

**Construction of a template on the basis of a generic task composition**  This part describes the construction of a template on the basis of a generic task composition. This approach focuses on defining the internal structure of the template, based on the tasks identified in the generic task composition, whereas the other method of template construction focused on the external behaviour, as defined in the description.

To use a generic task composition for the construction of a template, four steps are performed:

1. Match
2. Reduce/Extend
3. Specialise

4. Instantiate

The first step is to match the desired functionality for the template with the available generic task models. This matching is difficult to automate as it requires broad domain knowledge (e.g., to determine whether a generic task model is defined at the desired level of detail, to assess whether the scope of the model is appropriate, and whether the concepts match). Therefore this matching is performed by hand. The matching results in at least one task model, which offers the desired functionality. A single task model is selected. The second step is to reduce or extend the generic task model, as it might offer more than is requested, or lack certain functionality. Thirdly the adapted generic task model is specialised to tailor it to a more specific task within the targeted domain. The result of this phase is a task model tailored for a specific domain and a specific functionality, used to determine the slot requirements and the dependencies between slots for the template. The fourth step is to create an instantiation of newly required knowledge structures, and an instantiation of propagation functions.

![IBROW Structure of classification services](image)

Figure 5.5: IBROW Structure of classification services. The rectangles represent input and output. The ovals represent the parameterised parts of the IBROW skeleton for the family of classification services (taken from [141]).

**Matching Phase** The example used in this section is to construct a template to perform the classification of publications into categories based
on their keywords. The keywords presented by the authors are used as input. A generic task model for this type of classification can be found in [140], and an instantiation of this model in [139] as a parameterised skeleton, visualised in Figure 5.5. In this model a number of subprocesses are identified for classification: with sequential activation of the subprocesses which in this thesis are referred to as Check, MicroMatch, Aggregate, Admit, Select. The task model offers more functionality than needed, the superfluous part are removed in the following phase.

Reduction/Extension Phase In this step the initial selected task model is evaluated, in which superfluous parts are removed by reduction and additional required functionality is added by extension (e.g., based on parts of other task models). In the example, the selected generic task model for classification is over-complete: the first subprocess Check checks for incorrect observations. In the desired functionality the observations used as input are assumed to be well structured and correct.

Figure 5.6: The reduction of the generic task model and an initial activity diagram for the Classification Template.

The subtask Check is deleted, and the input of the Micromatch task is adapted to handle Observations, instead of only Legal Observations, and the MicroMatch is assumed to include the Knowledge directly, not as an
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additional input, as depicted on the left-hand side in Figure 5.6. Based on this structure an initial high-level version of the template is constructed, containing a high level description of its control, and a generic definition of its slots, as depicted on the right-hand side in Figure 5.6.

Because the task model contains four remaining separate subtasks, four slots are defined: one for each task. As the four slots are defined in a similar way, only the definition of one slot, the third slot sl3 defined for the third task Admit, is shown as an example.

The generic task model contains information on the generic class/functionality of the subprocess, and its input and output. Table 5.1 depicts this information as high-level requirements on the generic class (rq1), the generic input (rq2), and the generic output (rq3) of the component that is to be inserted into slot sl3.

Table 5.1: Slot requirements for the Admit slot, based on a definition of functionality, input and output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rq</th>
<th>class</th>
<th>input</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rq1</td>
<td>Admit</td>
<td>Aggregated Scores</td>
<td>Candidate Classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After defining the requirements for the slots, the control structure is defined. A control structure similar to the control in the generic task composition is used: sequential activation of all the subtasks infers sequential activation over the slots sl1, sl2, sl3, sl4.

For the overall template T_{simple}, a simple description is defined, expressed in Table 5.2 based on the overall functionality, and the defined input and output, similar to the way that slots are defined.

Table 5.2: High level attributes for the template.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attrib</th>
<th>class</th>
<th>input</th>
<th>output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attrib1</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>Selected Class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This resulting basic template provides high-level requirements to create a service composition for classification, however, it is still generic. To enable
reconfiguration in a specific application domain and a specialised task, more specific information is needed. This information is added in the next two phases.

**Specialisation Phase** First, the template is specialised for a specific domain, in this case the classification of publications. The mapping to the publication domain is done by a specialisation of the MicroMatch Slot, to evaluate the observation based on publication related features. The slot of the template is mapped to the domain of classification as follows:

- *MicroMatch*: Micromatching is specialised to publications, classified by keywords. The task *MicroMatch* is replaced by *Publications MicroMatch*.

The resulting template is a generic template for the classification of publications. Second, the template needs to be further specialised to adhere to the following:

1. **Strictness of class selection**: Only allow classes in which all the class features are present, no inconsistent features are present, nor additional features that are unexplained.

2. **Number of solutions requested**: Only request the best matching result, and ignore the rest.

Based on these requirements, more specific slot requirements can be created. *Admit* is specialised to *Strict Admit* to meet the first requirement, and the Select is specialised to *Select Best*.

**Instantiation** This phase is used to finalise the template construction, in which knowledge structures and functions are defined to reason about the template. This last step is important for templates that have propagation functions. These functions need to be accessible to the automated reconfiguration process. In the instantiation phase, these functions are created and deployed, so that they can be referenced in the template descriptions. The resulting template is the Strict Publication Classification Template. In this scenario no propagation functions are modelled and needed, and the instantiation phase can be completed without any additional effort.

This concludes the description of the process to construct a template, based on a generic task model. The available web services and templates have been described, together with a description of the construction of templates.
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5.2.3 Initial Configuration

To illustrate the reconfiguration process, an initial configuration of web services and templates is used, based on the those described in the previous sections. The initial configuration is a configuration for a classification task, and a hierarchical view of the configuration is presented in Figure 5.7.

This initial configuration is able to handle observations that have at most one value, and in which features can be identified as being inconsistent, unexplained, and missing. Per class the features are gathered, and a number of admissibility criteria are combined: consistent, known, and present. The result is a single class with the highest score.

Figure 5.7: The initial configuration $Conf_{init}$.

For the reconfiguration example, one of the services needs to be marked as a failing service. In this example the service $FilterStrictClasses$ is assumed to fail.

5.3 Reconfiguration Example

This section presents a reconfiguration trace as produced by the process described in Chapter 4. The trace in this section is based on the web services described in Section 5.2.1, the templates described in Section 5.2.2, and the initial configuration described in Section 5.2.3. The failing service is known, and explicitly identified as the web service $FilterStrictClasses$. The trace described in this section is based on an implemented prototype, also described in Chapter 4. The detailed trace generated by the prototype is available in Appendix I.

This example is a simple illustration of single-level reconfiguration, in which the focus does not need to be adapted. It illustrates how reconfiguration is based on the slot requirements defined in the templates, instead of based on the description of the failing service. In addition this example shows that the replacement of a component is not just based on matching
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Figure 5.8: Overview of the trace of the example Classification Reconfiguration.

only atomic services, but on constructing a new template-based subconfiguration as well.

For reference, Figure 5.8 displays an overview of the reconfiguration trace. In the remainder of this section the trace, based on the overview as presented above, is discussed in detail. Based on the initial situation in which the web service *FilterStrictClasses* fails, the trace discusses the following steps:

1. Focus Determination determines the slot with the failing service.

2. Requirement Determination creates a list of requirements based on the requirements for the slot in focus.


4. Integration replaces the failing service with the newly created configuration.

After the Integration process, the reconfiguration finishes with success in a single run.
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5.3.1 Focus Determination

The goal of Focus Determination is to determine the focus and scope of the adaptation by the reconfiguration process.

In the current scenario the implemented policy is to keep the change as small as possible. The focus is incrementally increased so that in each activation of focus determination, the focus marks a larger part of the configuration to be replaced.

In the first activation of the process of Focus Determination, the focus is by default on the slot with the failing service. As FilterStrictClasses is marked as the failing service, slot $Sl3$ is focused on. As illustrated in Figure 5.9, the scope of reconfiguration is limited to the replacement of only the failing service.

Figure 5.9: The first focus, limiting the area affected by reconfiguration. The focus is on slot Sl3 of the template.

The input of the Focus Determination process:

- Initial configuration: $Conf_{init}$
- Failing web service: $FilterStrictClasses$

The output of the first activation of the Focus Determination process:

- Focus on: $Sl3$

The Focus Determination process has successfully determined a focus. By setting the focus, the scope for the reconfiguration process is set, and the reconfiguration process continues.
5.3.2 Requirement Determination

The goal of Requirement Determination is to gather the requirements for a configuration that can act as a replacement for the configuration currently inserted into the slot in focus. A slot description is contained in the template description within the initial configuration. Requirement Determination determines two types of requirements: requirements based on slot descriptions and structural requirements.

Within the template definition of template $T_{simple}$ the requirements for the slot $Sl3$, which is the slot in focus, are given:

- $r1$ (functionality): FilterStrictClasses
- $r2$ (input): Aggregated Scores
- $r3$ (output): Candidate Classes

To ensure that an alternative is found for the failing service, a structural requirement $r4$ is added, specifying that the failing web service is excluded from use within any slot in the upcoming configuration process.

- $rq4$ exclude(component: FilterStrictClasses) ; AllSlots)

Concluding, the input for the Requirement Determination process is:

- Initial configuration: $Conf_{init}$
- Failing web service: $FilterStrictClasses$
- Focus: $Sl3$

The output of the Requirement Determination process is:

- Requirement Set: $RQS1 = \{r1, r2, r3, r4\}$

5.3.3 Template-based Configuration

The template-based configuration process will attempt to construct a new configuration that satisfies the given requirement set, based on the templates and services available in its repository.

The template based configuration process receives two kinds of requirements:

- requirement for the exclusion of specific structures,
The configuration process starts with the following information:

- Requirement Set: $RQS_1 = \{r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4\}$

The structural requirement $r_4$ for the exclusion of a specific service will be handled by the repository, by excluding this service from its matching results.

The main steps of the configuration process are the following:

1. initiate a new configuration and requirement set,
2. find a component satisfying the given requirement set,
3. incrementally fill in open slots of the top component and inserted templates,
4. check the preconditions and postconditions of the newly created configuration.\footnote{Preconditions and postconditions are checked as a last step, to ensure that the satisfaction of requirements on properties that propagate can be checked.}

**Initiate a new configuration and requirement set**  As at the start there is neither a configuration supplied nor a default configuration available, an empty configuration is created, and the initial requirement set is taken to be the set of requirements provided to the configuration process.

**Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set**  The initial configuration is an empty configuration. The generic policy for the configuration process in this scenario is to prefer simple configurations over complex configurations. Therefore matching is first limited to web services, but in our scenario no results are returned. As no web service could be found, the search is extended to templates. In our scenario, a template is found: Strict Admission, as displayed in Figure 5.10.

**Incrementally fill open slots**  The current configuration under construction has a top component, but is not strongly complete: the template has four open slots. Each of these slots has to be filled with a strongly complete and correct sub-configuration to successfully finish this configuration process. Filling each slot can be considered a separate configuration problem, but interdependencies must be taken into account. For each slot the requirements
are determined, based on the slot definition. If a created sub-configuration in a slot yields additional dependencies, then these dependencies are added as requirements to the slot concerned. Within the configuration process a separate pivot is used to determine the focus.

The pivot focusses on slot $S_{II}$, which is still open, of the StrictAdmission template, based on a random selection, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Based on the slot definition, requirements are added, bound to the context of slot $S_{II}$ within this configuration. The requirements for slot $S_{II}$ are:

- (functionality): FilterConsistentClasses
- (input): Scored Observations
- (output): Consistent Classes

Similar to the procedure of searching the top level component, a component is sought that satisfies the set of requirements for slot $S_{II}$. As a simple sub-configuration is preferred over more complex configurations, the initial search is limited to web services, and yields a result. The web service FilterConsistentClasses is found, and inserted into slot $S_{II}$. This sub-configuration is strongly complete, as no open slots exist within this sub-configuration, and
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checking preconditions and postconditions does not result in violations. Filling the first slot is deemed to be successful. The pivot is moved from the first slot to slot $sl_2$, the next empty slot. The process for filling in the three remaining slots is similar to the filling of the first slot, and will not be further described in detail. The resulting subconfiguration $Conf_{new}$ is displayed in Figure 5.12.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.12: The new configuration resulting from the Template-based Configuration process, based on the given set of requirements.

**Check preconditions and postconditions** A final check of preconditions and postconditions is performed after a strongly complete configuration (in which all slots in that configuration have been filled) has been constructed. This check is needed to ensure that all dependencies between inserted services and templates are in line with the requirements. Within this example there are no additional preconditions and postconditions. As a strongly complete configuration has been constructed, no violations are found, and all requirements have been satisfied, the template-based configuration determines it has successfully completed its task, and returns the completed configuration as a result.

5.3.4 Integration

The goal of the Integration process is to combine the initial configuration and the newly created sub-configuration into a single template-based configuration. The point at which the two configurations need to be combined is specified by the focus. The integration process contains two subprocesses: to combine the newly created configuration with the initial configuration at the point of the focus; and to annotate the resulting configuration with properties. This annotation step prepares
the configuration for later reconfiguration. In this section the annotation process is not described, but the following chapter presents a scenario in which the annotation process is explained.

The input of the Integration process:

– Initial configuration: \( Conf_{init} \)
– Focus: \( Sl3 \)
– New Configuration: \( Conf_{new} \)

Output:

– Resulting Configuration: \( Conf_{resulting} \)

The initial configuration (as displayed in Figure 5.7) is to be combined with the newly created subconfiguration (as displayed in Figure 5.12). The two configurations are combined at the given focus (as displayed in Figure 5.9). The failing service is removed from slot \( Sl3 \) of the initial configuration, and replaced by the newly created subconfiguration. The resulting configuration structure of \( Conf_{resulting} \) is displayed in Figure 5.13.

![Figure 5.13: The configuration resulting from the Integration process.](image)

The successful integration concludes the reconfiguration process of the single-level configuration, based on a failing service.

### 5.4 Discussion

This chapter describes single-level template-based reconfiguration in more detail for classification of publications. In contrast to most other single-level reconfiguration approaches described in the literature (see Chapter 2), the approach presented in this chapter is neither based on a set of predefined fixes nor on a precise match of a semantic description for a single service. The template-based structure in this thesis allows for the creation of
a subconfiguration to replace the failing service, that meets the requirements
of the this configuration based on the slot-requirements.

In template-based reconfiguration knowledge is local, supporting local
reasoning and adaptation, whereas the IBROW project assumes central knowl-
edge (of which not all has been included in this scenario).
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Multi-Level Adaptation: Reconfiguration using Math Services

This chapter presents the second of two scenarios to illustrate template-based reconfiguration, namely multi-level reconfiguration using templates. The domain of classification services is used within this scenario. In multi-level reconfiguration adaptation is not limited to replacing merely the failing service: adaptation can be more extensive, affecting more of the internal structure of the configuration. In addition this section includes reasoning on Quality of Service (QoS) properties of a configuration, specifically accuracy. This reasoning is enabled by propagation functions, by which properties of an overall configuration can be determined based on the properties of the individual services and the templates. This scenario assumes that the failed service has been identified, and that instance-based replacement, which is part of component-based replacement, is not possible.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 provides some background of the mathematical services used. Section 6.2 describes the structures available for reconfiguration, Section 6.3 describes the process of reconfiguration, followed by discussion in Section 6.4.

6.1 Background

The services presented in this chapter are based on a set of mathematical services in TRIANA\[89\]. TRIANA is a graphical toolkit for workflows using pluggable components. The set of mathematical services in TRIANA

\[89\]TRIANA project page: http://www.trianacode.org
has been developed by the Grid-Enabled Numerical and Symbolic Services (GENSS) project. Within the GENSS project the main research focus was on matchmaking techniques for advertisement and discovery of mathematical services. The GENSS project addresses the combination of Grid computing and mathematical web services for mathematical problem analysis.

Within this scenario the scope of reuse of the mathematical services is as follows: (1) the TRIANA services have been implemented with a small extension to allow small variations in accuracy (in terms of the number of decimals returned), and to allow access outside of the TRIANA toolkit; (2) simple OWL-S and WSDL annotations of the services have been devised; (3) a set of templates needed to be defined to determine the surface area of a triangle, which enables reasoning about attributes of composed services. An initial configuration has been created for reconfiguration.

Quality of service

The Quality of Service attribute included in reasoning in the scenario in this chapter is accuracy, which is related to numerical properties:

Accuracy: The amounts of decimals of a number.

The following concepts relate accuracy to mathematical services:

Precision: The total number of decimals returned by a mathematical service.

Yield: The maximum number of decimals in the result of a mathematical operation.

Preservation of information: If the precision is greater than or equal to the yield, then none of the generated decimals in a calculation will be lost.

The services included in this domain vary in precision, as they return different numbers of decimals. Precision is interesting when using mathematical services, as two similar services differing only in precision can produce different results. Differences in the results are caused by differences in rounding during the mathematical operations. At design time these differences in outcome may be acceptable, but when a complex service is reconfigured, the basic assumption will be that it will generate the same answers as prior to the
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reconfiguration. Accuracy and precision thus are interesting QoS attributes for reconfiguration.

It is assumed that the number of decimals of the inputs is limited a priori. This assumption enables defining requirements on precision for services, that can be checked for satisfaction. Limiting the number of decimals can be achieved by pre-formatting the inputs: for instance, operations based on financial records often have two decimals (e.g., €192.31).

**Simple mathematical operations** Basic mathematical operations vary in the number of decimals in their results, based on the number of decimals of their inputs. To illustrate, Table 6.1 gives an overview for several mathematical operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Function to determine the yield ((F_{\text{yield}}))</th>
<th>Example ((x=2.421; y=0.24))</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(z = x - y)</td>
<td>(\max{\text{Acc}_x, \text{Acc}_y})</td>
<td>(2.181)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z = x + y)</td>
<td>(\max{\text{Acc}_x, \text{Acc}_y})</td>
<td>(2.661)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z = x \cdot y)</td>
<td>(\text{Acc}_x + \text{Acc}_y)</td>
<td>(0.58104)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z = x^2)</td>
<td>(\text{Acc}_x + \text{Acc}_x)</td>
<td>(5.861241)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z = \sqrt{x})</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>(1.555956297586...)</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reasoning on accuracy in templates** When a template is used to define a complex (as in composed) mathematical operation, the properties of this template related to accuracy are dependent on the properties of the services and templates inserted into its slots. In fact, the *precision* and *yield* of the template equal the precision and yield of the service that generates the output of the template.

The property *preserves information* for a template is dependent on the properties of all the subconfigurations inserted into its slots. If the *preserves information* property holds for all slots, then this property also holds for the whole template.

---

8Note that accuracy is not used in this context to ensure the correctness of a calculation, as in significance, but to ensure that a modification of the configuration will lead to the same answer.
Determining *preserves information* is not trivial, as dependencies are introduced by the control structure within the template. The order of the individual operations is relevant for determining whether each of the slots *preserves information*. Consider the following two examples: \( x \cdot (y + y) \) and \( (x \cdot y) + (x \cdot y) \), which both contain addition and multiplication, but in different orders, with the same result, \( 2xy \). When the same services are used, with the same precision, the answers generated by the two examples differ: one of the calculations preserves information, while the other does not, as shown in Table 6.2.

This example illustrates that this QoS property cannot be determined if a configuration is considered as a black box. However, this property can be determined using the local knowledge in templates. In the next section propagation functions are defined for reasoning on the preservation of information.

Table 6.2: A different order of similar services can affect the results of an operation. In the examples, \( x = 0.43 \) and \( y = 0.991 \), the precision of Addition is 3 and the precision for Multiplication is 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Unconstrained</th>
<th>Constrained</th>
<th>Information preserved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x \cdot (y + y) )</td>
<td>0.85226</td>
<td>0.85226</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (x \cdot y) + (x \cdot y) )</td>
<td>0.85226</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>No, two decimals lost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Structures

This section describes the structures available for reconfiguration within the mathematical services scenario. Section 6.2.1 introduces the services and Section 6.2.2 introduces the templates. Section 6.2.3 presents the initial configuration used in this scenario.

#### 6.2.1 Web Services

The web services in this scenario perform these simple mathematical operations: add, subtract, multiply, square root, and square. The services vary in precision, that is, the number of decimals in their results. Note that there are different services that perform the same mathematical operation, however with different values for the precision, such as for the *subtract* operation.
The properties displayed in Table 6.3 are defined as an OWL-S Profile: ServiceName, ServiceCategory, Description, Input, Output, and Accuracy.

Table 6.3: Selection of properties for available atomic mathematical services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Service Category</th>
<th>Profile Input</th>
<th>Profile Output</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ws1</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Base, Height</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \cdot Base \cdot Height$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws2</td>
<td>Sqrt</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z = \sqrt{x}$</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws3</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z = x^2$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws4</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z = x^2$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws5</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>$x, y$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z =</td>
<td>x - y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws6</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>$x, y$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z =</td>
<td>x - y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws7</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>$x, y$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z = x + y$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ws8</td>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>$x, y$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$z = x \cdot y$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the web services (ws2 to ws8) perform basic mathematical operations. Web service ws1 does more than a basic mathematical operation, as it determines the surface area of a triangle based on the base and the height of the triangle. This web service is specialised for this specific domain.

These mathematical operations can be combined to offer more complex operations. This is structured using templates, as shown in the following section.

6.2.2 Templates

The given services need to be combined to perform more complex mathematical operations. To support calculations of the area of a triangle, for example, the following templates, as described in Table 6.4, have been developed:

- Template t1: determine the area of a right triangle, given the hypotenuse and base of this triangle,
- Template t2: determine the height of a right triangle, given the base and hypotenuse,
- Template t3 and t4: two templates to determine the squared height of a right triangle (in different ways).
Table 6.4: Selection of properties for available mathematical templates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Service Category</th>
<th>Profile Input</th>
<th>Profile Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>Determine Area</td>
<td>Base, Hypotenuse</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>Determine Height</td>
<td>Base, Hypotenuse</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t3</td>
<td>Determine Squared Height</td>
<td>Base, Hypotenuse</td>
<td>SquaredHeight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t4</td>
<td>Determine Squared Height</td>
<td>Base, Hypotenuse</td>
<td>SquaredHeight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of these four templates is presented in more detail below.

**Determine Area (t1)** This template, displayed in Figure 6.1, is defined for determining the area of a right triangle (i.e., with a square corner). The lengths of the base and the hypotenuse are known, the length of the height of the triangle is unknown. This template contains two slots:

1. determine the height of the triangle, based on the length of the base and the hypotenuse,
2. determine the area of a triangle, based on the height and the length of the base.

![Activity diagram for the Determine Area template.](image)

Figure 6.1: Activity diagram for the Determine Area template.

The slot requirements on precision in this template are based on:

- the precision of the inputs that the user expects to provide,
For this scenario the accuracy of the inputs is as follows:

- **Base**: 4,
- **Hypotenuse**: 3.

**Determine Height (t2)** This template, displayed in Figure 6.2, determines the height of a right triangle, given the base and hypotenuse. The template contains two slots:

1. determine the height of the triangle, based on the lengths of the base and the hypotenuse,
2. determine the area of the triangle, based on the height and the length of the base.

The precision of the result of template t2 is equal to the precision resulting from the component inserted into slot 2 (**Determine Root**), and requires that the component in slot 1 preserves information in its operations, given the accuracy of the inputs.

**Determine Squared Height (t3)** This template, displayed in Figure 6.3, determines the squared height of a right triangle, given the length of the base and of the hypotenuse. This template completes the basic operations of taking the square of each of the two inputs, and subtracting the results. The template contains three slots:

1. determine the square of a given number,
2. determine the square of a given number
3. subtract two numbers.

Figure 6.3: Activity diagram for the first Determine Squared Height template.

Whether the template preserves information for a given accuracy of the inputs, depends on the properties of the services and templates inserted into its slots. A propagation function is used to determine whether this property holds for a template. Requirements on the properties derived by the individual functions are specified as slot requirements, dependent on the specific configuration in which the template is used.

The propagation function for this template specifies that if for all of the components inserted into its slots the property preserves information holds, then the property preserves information holds for the template. Note that, due to the control structure, the accuracy of the inputs varies for each of the slots.

For the slots the following functions are used to determine the yield (the number of decimals generated):

- Slot 1: \(\text{Yield}_{3,s1} = F_{\text{yield}3, s1}(\text{Acc}_{\text{hypothenuse}})\)
- Slot 2: \(\text{Yield}_{3,s2} = F_{\text{yield}3, s2}(\text{Acc}_{\text{base}})\)

This slot is defined separately, as a stateless execution environment is assumed. Otherwise the first slot could also be reused to perform the second operation, with a different control structure defined for the template.
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- Slot 3: \[ Yield_{t3,s3} = F_{yield_{t3,s3}}(Yield_{t3,s1}, Yield_{t3,s2}) \]

The functions \( F_{yield_{t3,s1}} \), \( F_{yield_{t3,s2}} \), and \( F_{yield_{t3,s3}} \) are the functions that need to be specified by the services or templates filled into the slots. The following slot requirements are defined based on the derived properties and the requirement preserves information:

- Slot 1: Precision \( \geq Yield_{t3,s1} \)
- Slot 2: Precision \( \geq Yield_{t3,s2} \)
- Slot 3: Precision \( \geq Yield_{t3,s3} \)

**Determine Squared Height (t4)** This template determines the squared height of a right triangle, given the length of the base and of the hypotenuse. This templates is based on usage of services to subtract, add, and multiply, based on the equation \( c^2 - b^2 = (c + b) \cdot (c - b) \), where \( c \) is the length of hypotenuse and \( b \) is the length of the base. This template contains three slots:

1. add two numbers,
2. subtract two numbers,
3. multiply two numbers.

The activity diagram for this template is displayed in Figure 6.4.

![Activity diagram for the second Determine Squared Height template](image-url)
The property propagation function requires specific inputs per slot (as it requires the accuracy of the inputs). The second function is generic, specifying that if the precision of all of the components is greater than or equal to the number of decimals generated, then the property preserves information holds.

For the slots the following functions are used to determine the yield (numbers of decimals generated):

- Slot 1: \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1} = F_{\text{Yield}}(\text{Acc}_{\text{hypotenuse}}, \text{Acc}_{\text{base}}) \)
- Slot 2: \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2} = F_{\text{Yield}}(\text{Acc}_{\text{hypotenuse}}, \text{Acc}_{\text{base}}) \)
- Slot 3: \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_3} = F_{\text{Yield}}(\text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1}, \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2}) \)

The following slot requirements are defined based on the derived properties and the requirement preserves information for each of the slots of template \( t_4 \):

- Slot 1: Precision \( \geq \) \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1} \)
- Slot 2: Precision \( \geq \) \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2} \)
- Slot 3: Precision \( \geq \) \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_3} \)

Note that both the propagation functions and the requirements on the derived properties of template \( t_3 \) and \( t_4 \) seem alike. This is because the control structure is similar. A difference in the control structure, or in the number of slots, would lead to different propagation functions and different requirements on the derived properties.

6.2.3 Initial Configuration

This section introduces the initial service configuration, based on the templates and web services described in the previous sections. The templates and services are available in a local service repository. The initial configuration contains three templates and five web services. Figure 6.5 depicts a hierarchical view of the configuration.

Template \( t_1 \) is used to determine the area of a right triangle based on the base and the hypotenuse. Template \( t_1 \) divides this problem into two parts: determine the height, and determine the area based on the base and the height.

Template \( t_2 \) is used to determine the height of a right triangle. To determine the height (\( a \)) of a right triangle (see Figure 6.6), the Pythagorean
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Figure 6.5: Hierarchical view of the initial configuration.

Figure 6.6: The triangle of which the area needs to be determined. Both the Base \((b)\) and the Hypotenuse \((c)\) are known, but the Height \((a)\) is unknown. The angle between \(a\) and \(b\) is 90°.

The theorem \((a^2 + b^2 = c^2)\), thus \(a = \sqrt{c^2 - b^2}\) is used, where \(c\) is the hypotenuse, and \(b\) is the base. Template t2 divides this problem into two parts: determine the squared height and determine the root of the resulting answer. The first slot has been filled with template t3, and the Determine Root slot with web service ws2.

Template t3 is used to generate the squared height. Two services are used to determine the square of the hypotenuse and square of the base, and a third service is used to subtract the results.

The initial configuration has been designed to handle inputs within a range of accuracy. Based on the information on the inputs, requirements for accuracy of the slots of the configuration can be determined.

The next example focusses on the accuracy related requirements for the slots in template t3 of this configuration. These are determined requirements on the properties which are derived from the configuration. To use this function for the QoS property preserves information, the preconditions for the functions are met:

- the maximum numbers of decimals of the input are specified as requirements \(Acc_{hypotenuse} = 3\) and \(Acc_{base} = 4\),
- Slot \(Sl_{t2,s1}\) requires that the inserted component preserves information.
Using the slot requirements for the required precision of each of the slots of template $t_3$, which are:

- $Sl_{t3,s1}$: Precision $\geq Yield_{t3,s1}$
- $Sl_{t3,s2}$: Precision $\geq Yield_{t3,s2}$
- $Sl_{t3,s3}$: Precision $\geq Yield_{t3,s3}$

The function to determine the yield, as specified in the template definition, can be refined to the functions of the services (see Table 6.1) inserted in the slots:

- $Yield_{t3,s1} = Fyield_{t3,s1}(Acc_{hypothenuse}) = Fyield_{square}(Acc_{hypothenuse}) = Acc_{hypothenuse} + Acc_{hypothenuse} = 3 + 3 = 6$
- $Yield_{t3,s2} = Fyield_{t3,s2}(Acc_{base}) = Fyield_{square}(Acc_{base}) = Acc_{base} + Acc_{base} = 4 + 4 = 8$
- $Yield_{t3,s3} = Fyield_{t3,s3}(Yield_{t3,s1}, Yield_{t3,s2}) = Fyield_{subtract}(6, 8) = max\{6, 8\} = 8$

One of the assumptions for reconfiguration in this thesis, is that a configuration has been prepared for reconfiguration, and that the initial configuration should not violate the given requirements. The satisfaction of the requirements can be checked by comparing the requirements with the precision of the services inserted into the slots. The precision should be greater than or equal to the yield of each slot.

- $Sl_{t3,s1}$: Precision$_{ws3} = 8$
- $Sl_{t3,s2}$: Precision$_{ws4} = 9$
- $Sl_{t3,s3}$: Precision$_{ws5} = 10$

This confirms that for the template $t3$ in this configuration, the property preserves information holds. The initial configuration does not violate the requirements and is ready for reconfiguration.
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This section presents a reconfiguration trace based on the process defined in Chapter 4 using the web services described in Section 6.2.1, the templates described in Section 6.2.2, and the initial configuration described in Section 6.2.3. The failing service is known, and explicitly identified as the component \textit{ws5}, the Subtract service. The initial information is given to the reconfiguration process, and the start of the reconfiguration process is requested. The trace described in this section is based on an implemented prototype, also described in Chapter 4. The detailed trace generated by the prototype is available in Appendix J.

Figure 6.7: Overview of the trace of example Math reconfiguration.

This example is a simple illustration of multi-level reconfiguration, in which the adaptation has consequences beyond only the failing web service. In addition this example shows how reasoning with QoS attributes is done, and how requirements and properties are propagated through a configuration composed of different levels.

For reference, Figure 6.7 displays an overview of the reconfiguration trace. The initial situation is that the web service that performs subtraction has failed in the initial configuration.
6.3.1 Focus Determination (1st)

The goal of Focus Determination is to determine the focus and scope of the adaptation that is being performed by the reconfiguration process as a whole. The default strategy for Focus Determination is single-level reconfiguration: the scope of adaptation is minimised, and the focus is limited to the slot with the failing web service. The failing service is identified as \(ws5\), in slot \(Sl_{l3,s3}\). Therefore, the first focus is on slot \(Sl_{l3,s3}\), as illustrated by Figure 6.8.

![Figure 6.8: The resulting first focus, limiting the area affected by reconfiguration to slot \(Sl_{l3,s3}\).](image)

Input of the Focus Determination process:

- Initial configuration: \(Conf_{init}\)
- Failing web service: \(ws5\)

Output of the Focus Determination process:

- Focus: \(Sl_{l3,s3}\)

The Focus Determination process has successfully found a focus. By having determined the focus, the scope for the rest of the reconfiguration process is set and the reconfiguration process continues.
6.3.2 Requirement Determination (1st)

The goal of Requirement Determination is to gather the requirements for a configuration that can act as a replacement for the configuration currently inserted into the slot in focus. A slot description is contained in the template description within the initial configuration. Requirement Determination determines two types of requirements: requirements based on slot descriptions and structural requirements.

Within the template definition of template $t_{i3}$ the requirements for slot $Sl_{3,s3}$ are found:

- $r_1$ (functionality): Subtract
- $r_2$ (input): Number
- $r_3$ (output): Number
- $r_4$ (qos): Precision $\geq Yield_{i3,s3}$

As the template-based configuration process needs to find an alternative filling for slot $Sl_{3,s3}$, the requirements $r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4$ are selected. To ensure that an alternative configuration is found, a structural requirement $r_5$ is added, specifying that the failing web service $ws5$ is excluded from use within any slot in the upcoming configuration process.

- $r_5$ exclude(component: $ws5$ ; Allslots)

Concluding, the inputs for the Requirement Determination process are:

- Initial configuration: $Conf_{init}$
- Failing web service: $ws5$
- Focus: $Sl_{3,s3}$

The output of the Requirement Determination process is:

- Requirement Set: $RQS1 = \{r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4, r_5\}$
6.3.3 Template-based Configuration (1st)

The template-based configuration process attempts to construct a new configuration that meets the given requirement set, based on the templates and services available in its repository. The configuration process starts with the following input information:

- Requirement Set: \( RQS1 = \{ r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 \} \)

The structural requirement \( r5 \) for the exclusion of a specific web service is handled by the repository.

The main steps in this configuration trace are the following:

1. Initiate a new configuration and requirement set.
2. Find a top component satisfying the given requirement set.
3. When a strongly complete configuration has been constructed, check the non-functional requirements, preconditions and post-conditions.

**Initiate a new configuration and requirement set.** An empty configuration \( Conf_{add1} \) is created as the initial configuration. The initial requirement set is based on the set of requirements provided to the configuration process.

**Find a top component satisfying the given requirement set.** The policy for selecting components is to prefer simple configurations over complex configurations. A web service matching the requirements is preferred over a template. The component repository is requested to return web services that fulfill the requirements. The repository contains two services that offer the operation Subtract (ws5 and ws6), however the failing service (ws5) is excluded from the match results by the component repository due to the structural requirement. A web service ws6 is returned as the only result, this component is set as the top component of \( Conf_{add1} \). Finding a top component has succeeded, and \( Conf_{add1} \) is a strongly complete subconfiguration, as the top component is a web service. Now the non-functional requirement can be checked.

**Check non-functional requirements, preconditions and postconditions.** A final check of non-functional requirements, preconditions and post-conditions is performed after a strongly complete configuration has been constructed. Requirement \( rq4 \), specifying that the precision needs to be greater
than or equal to the $Yield_{t_3,s_3}$, is checked. The $Yield_{t_3,s_3}$ equals 8, which has been annotated with the initial configuration, as described in Section 6.2.3. As $w6$ is the top component of $Conf_{add1}$, the properties of $w6$ determine the properties of $Conf_{add1}$. The precision of 6 is too low to satisfy $rq4$. Therefore $Conf_{add1}$ is rejected. As the template-based configuration process cannot create a configuration satisfying the given requirement set, it fails. The failure of the template-based configuration process leads to a new activation of Focus Determination.

### 6.3.4 Focus Determination (2nd)

As the configuration process did not succeed, a new focus is determined. The default strategy of a single-level reconfiguration approach has failed. Therefore the focus will be adapted to examine a larger part of the internal structure: multi-level reconfiguration. Based on the template-based structure of the initial configuration, the focus moves up to the slot that contains the template with the faulty service ($ws5$). This template $t_3$ is in slot $Sl_{2,s1}$.

As illustrated by Figure 6.9, the possible adaptation is now extended to a larger part of the initial configuration.

Figure 6.9: The second focus, changing the area affected by reconfiguration to the first slot of template $t_2$.

Input of the Focus Determination process:

- Initial configuration: $Conf_{init}$
- Failing web service: $ws5$
Previous focus: $S_{t_3,s_3}$

Output of the Focus Determination process:

- Focus: $S_{t_2,s_1}$

### 6.3.5 Requirement Determination (2nd)

Requirement Determination gathers the requirements for the slot in focus. Within the template description of template $t_2$ the requirements for slot $S_{t_2,s_1}$ are located:

- r6 (functionality): Determine Squared Height
- r7 (input): Base, Hypotenuse
- r8 (output): Squared Height
- r9 (qos): Preserves information

As the template-based configuration process needs to find an alternative filling for slot $S_{t_2,s_1}$, the requirements $r6, r7, r8, r9$ are selected. To ensure that the resulting configuration does not contain the failing service, structural requirement $r5$ is added, specifying that the failing web service is excluded from use within any slot in the upcoming configuration process. Note the structural requirement does not exclude the template $t_3$ to be used in slot $S_{t_2,s_1}$: the template could still yield a satisfactory result, with other services inserted into its slots.

- rq5: exclude(component: ws5 ; Allslots)

Concluding, the inputs for the Requirement Determination process are:

- Initial configuration: $Conf_{init}$
- Failing web service: $ws5$
- Focus: $S_{t_2,s_1}$

The output of the Requirement Determination process is:

- Requirement Set: $RQS_2 = \{r6, r7, r8, r9, r5\}$
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6.3.6 Template-based Configuration (2nd)

Based on the new requirement set a configuration is to be constructed. The preference is for a simple configuration: a single web service.

The configuration process starts with the following information:

- Requirement Set: $\text{RQS2} = \{r6, r7, r8, r9, r5\}$

The structural requirement $r5$ for the exclusion of a specific web service is again handled by the repository, by excluding the failing service from its matching results.

The main steps of the configuration trace are the following:

1. Initiate a new configuration and requirement set.
2. Find a top component satisfying the given requirement set.
3. Incrementally fill open slots.
4. When a strongly complete configuration is created, check the preconditions and postconditions.

**Initiate a new configuration and requirement set.** At the start of the configuration process a new configuration is initiated. As there is no configuration supplied nor a default configuration available, an empty configuration $C_{add2}$ is created. The initial requirement set is based on the set of requirements provided to the configuration process.

**Find a top component satisfying the given requirement set.** The policy for configuration is to prefer simple configurations over complex configurations. Therefore the matching result is first limited to web services, which does not succeed. As a consequence the search is broadened to also cover templates. This results in finding template t4, as displayed in Figure 6.10. Template t4 is set as the top component of the configuration $C_{add2}$.

**Incrementally fill open slots.** The current created configuration $C_{add2}$ has a top component, but is not strongly complete: the template has three open slots. Each of these slots has to be filled with a strongly complete and correct sub-configuration to successfully finish this configuration process, otherwise another top component must be selected. Each slot can be
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considered a small configuration problem, but interdependencies must be
taken into account. For each slot the requirements for that slot are deter-
mined, based on the slot definition. If a sub-configuration in a slot creates
additional dependencies, then these dependencies are added as requirements
of the slot. Within the configuration process a separate pivot is used to de-
termine the focus within the template-based configuration process (enabling
to focus reasoning on filling a specific slot).

A small jump is made in the trace, to the point that $S_{4,s1}$ is filled with
$ws7$, and $S_{4,s3}$ with $ws8$. These two slots have been filled by matching the
requirements of these slots. The pivot focusses on the last open slot $S_{4,s2}$,
as displayed in Figure 6.11.

The requirements for slot $S_{4,s2}$ are:

– (functionality): Subtract
– (input): Number
– (output): Number

Similar to the procedure of searching components for the other slots, a
component is sought that satisfies the set of requirements for slot $S_{4,s2}$. As
6.3 Reconfiguration Example

A simple sub-configuration is preferred over more complex configurations, the initial search is limited to web services, and yields a result. Web service ws6 is found, and inserted into slot $S_{t4,s2}$.

The resulting sub-configuration $C_{add2}$ is strongly complete, as all slots have been filled with strongly complete subconfigurations. This configuration is displayed in Figure 6.12. However, it is still unknown whether this configuration meets the QoS requirement rq9, specifying that the configuration needs to preserve information.

Figure 6.12: Configuration $Conf_{add2}$ resulting from the Template-based Configuration process, based on the given set of requirements.

Check non-functional requirements, preconditions and postconditions. A final check of preconditions and post conditions is performed after a strongly complete configuration has been found. Within this context also the QoS attributes are taken into account (rq9). This requires determining the QoS property preserves information for the configuration $C_{add2}$, in this case based on template $t4$ and the services inserted into its slots. To this end the property propagation function is used, that uses the QoS attributes of the inserted services as input. The property propagation function for template $t4$ has been specified earlier in Section 6.2.2.

The following requirements are part of the requirement set:

- the maximum numbers of decimals of the input are specified as requirements as $Acc_{hypotenuse} = 3$ and $Acc_{base} = 4$,
- slot $S_{t4,s3}$ requires that the inserted component preserves information.

The function to determine the yield, as specified in the template definition, can be refined to the functions of the services (see Table 6.1) inserted into the slots:

- $Yield_{t4,s1} = F_{yield_{t4,s1}}(Acc_{hypotenuse}, Acc_{base}) = F_{yield_{add}}(3, 4) = max\{3, 4\} = 4$
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$\text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2} = F_{\text{yield}}_{t_4,s_2}(Acc_{\text{hypothenuse}}, Acc_{\text{base}}) = F_{\text{yield}}_{\text{subtract}}(3, 4) = \max\{3, 4\} = 4$

$\text{Yield}_{t_4,s_3} = F_{\text{yield}}_{t_4,s_3}(\text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1}, \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2}) = F_{\text{yield}}_{\text{multiply}}(4, 4) = 4 + 4 = 8$

For each slot its yield can be compared with the precision of the inserted service to determine whether it preserves information:

- $\text{Sl}_{t_4,s_1}$ preserves information if: $\text{Prec}_{ws^7} >= \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1}; 9 >= 4; \text{True}$;
- $\text{Sl}_{t_4,s_1}$ preserves information if: $\text{Prec}_{ws^6} >= \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1}; 6 >= 4; \text{True}$;
- $\text{Sl}_{t_4,s_1}$ preserves information if: $\text{Prec}_{ws^8} >= \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1}; 8 >= 8; \text{True}$;

The propagation function determines that template$_4$ preserves information, as for each of its slot the property preserves information holds. As $t_4$ is the top level component, this property also holds for $\text{Conf}_{\text{add}^2}$. The Template-based Configuration process concludes that the created configuration $\text{Conf}_{\text{add}^2}$ is strongly complete, correct and satisfies all requirements specified in RQS2. The process has finished successfully and delivered as result the configuration $\text{Conf}_{\text{add}^2}$. This configuration is ready to be integrated with the initial configuration.

6.3.7 Integration

The goal of the Integration process is to combine the initial configuration and the newly created sub-configuration into a single new template-based configuration. The point of which the two configurations need to be combined is specified by the current focus. The integration process contains two subprocesses: combining the additional configuration with the initial configuration at the point of the focus; and annotating the resulting configuration with resulting properties. This additional annotation prepares the configuration for later reconfiguration.

Inputs of the Integration process:

- Initial configuration: $\text{Conf}_{\text{init}}$
- Focus: $\text{Sl}_{t_2,s_1}$
- New Configuration: $\text{Conf}_{\text{add}^2}$

Output of the Integration process:

- Resulting Configuration: $\text{Conf}_{\text{result}}$
Combining the configurations

The initial configuration (as displayed in Figure 6.5) is to be combined with the newly created subconfiguration (as displayed in Figure 6.12). The two configurations are combined at the current focus (as displayed in Figure 6.9). The faulty web service ws5 and the whole template containing the faulty service are removed from slot $S_{12,s1}$ of the initial configuration, and replaced by the newly created subconfiguration. The resulting configuration $Conf_{result}$ is displayed in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13: Configuration $Conf_{result}$ resulting from the Integration process.

Annotation

The previous subprocess created a strongly complete configuration. To facilitate reconfiguration, the annotation of this configuration is to include the propagated properties, which will have its influence on the QoS requirements, if the configuration needs to be adapted again. This additional annotation is created using an propagation function based on the newly created configuration. While the QoS requirements are dependent on which services and templates are used, this is recalculated in principle for all the slots in the configuration.

In this case, the changes for the slot requirements for the precision are illustrated, by using the propagation functions related to the preservation of information. These propagation functions determine the yield for each slot. By including the propagated properties explicitly in the annotation of each level of the configuration, reconfiguration is simplified, as all relevant properties are available as local knowledge.

The yield of each slot is determined, similar as in the last step described in Section 6.3 and included as derived properties. If the resulting service
configuration would need to be reconfigured, then the following properties hold:

- \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_1} = 4 \)
- \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_2} = 4 \)
- \( \text{Yield}_{t_4,s_3} = 8 \)

After concluding the annotation, the reconfiguration process successfully finishes. This process has (1) adapted a larger part of the initial configuration, than just the failing part; (2) found a replacement, that still adheres to the global QoS constraints; and (3) prepared the adapted configuration for reconfiguration, by completing annotations of the derived properties, required to assess the slot requirements locally in case of reconfiguration.

### 6.4 Discussion

This chapter presents an example scenario of multi-level reconfiguration, with explicit reasoning about requirements of the overall configuration. For the annotations, further integration with work developed in the MONET project\(^{10}\) could enable more extensive reasoning. In the MONET project service annotations have been developed specifically for mathematical services.

The Quality of Service attribute chosen in this scenario is an alternative to more common QoS parameters, such as response time and reliability. With the QoS attribute chosen in this scenario, less numerable aspects have been illustrated (specifically *preserves information*). The propagation function and requirement on the derived properties could as well be applied to other QoS attributes.

Within this scenario, and in this approach, it is assumed that properties are propagated upward before the start of the reconfiguration. This assumption can be relaxed if Requirement Determination is extended with additional functionality to determine these properties on the fly, similar to the annotation part of the Integration process.

The strong conceptual model of the mathematical domain has potential for automated creation of templates, as mathematical equality can be used to determine whether two alternative templates offer the same functionality. This could serve as a basis for automated extension of the (core) contents of a mathematical repository.

\(^{10}\)Project page MONET: [http://monet.nag.co.uk](http://monet.nag.co.uk)
Chapter 7

Discussion and Future Research

This chapter discusses the contributions of this thesis and future research. Section 7.1 presents the results and contributions of this thesis. Section 7.2 proposes some directions for future research. Section 7.3 concludes with a selection of proposals for the application of automated template-based reconfiguration to other environments and application domains than the ones portrayed in this thesis.

7.1 Results and Contributions

This thesis has as its hypothesis that automated adaptation of complex services is feasible using local knowledge. Local knowledge allows changes to be local, reducing structural change to a minimum. To create a system able to autonomously perform reconfiguration, Chapter 1 poses the following research questions:

Q1 How can local knowledge be represented and included within a configuration?

Q2 What process is needed for automated re-configuration using local knowledge?

Chapter 2 presents related research on automated reconfiguration, and concludes that each of the different approaches has its strengths and weaknesses. Component based replacement is an option that remains closest to the initial configuration, but depends heavily on the availability of an exact match. Single-level reconfiguration supports more advanced adaptations, but this requires each configuration to be specifically annotated. Multi-level configuration allows more variation in adapting the part afflicted by
the reconfiguration, but requires more compositional annotated structures. Configuration as reconfiguration is often hindered by the lack of explicit requirements for the configuration that needs to be reconfigured. Ideally a hybrid approach is constructed, which can vary the scope of the adaptation, and allows the most appropriate approach for the selected scope. This is the approach described in this thesis.

The representation and inclusion of local knowledge within a configuration is addressed in Chapter 3. In this chapter the following structures are defined for this purpose: templates in Section 3.2, slots in Section 3.2, and template-based configurations in Section 3.3. A template defines and annotates the requirements associated with a complex web service in more detail than an individual service, yet in less detail than a complete complex service. A template represents a single level of a configuration. The slots in a template specify the requirements for each of the components (i.e., a web service or a template) in a template. Propagation, see Section 3.4, resolves dependencies between different levels in a template-based configuration to enable reasoning on requirements on, for example, Quality of Service using local compositional.

The process needed for automated re-configuration using local knowledge is addressed in Chapter 4. A generic reconfiguration process is defined, with subprocesses Focus Determination in Section 4.2.1, Requirement Determination in Section 4.2.2, Template-based Configuration in Section 4.2.3, and Integration in Section 4.2.4. A prototype is implemented as described in Section 4.3, with further details in Appendices D to H.

The need for reconfiguration is based on failure of a service used in a complex configuration.

The feasibility of template-based reconfiguration is shown by its application in two domains: classification services in Chapter 5, and mathematical services in Chapter 6. Single-level reconfiguration is illustrated in Chapter 5, which illustrates that the approach presented is at least as strong as the current reconfiguration approaches. Multi-level reconfiguration, illustrated in Chapter 6, shows the added value of a gradual increase of the scope of adaptation, and of local reasoning on Quality of Service attributes. A single prototype supports two use cases (i.e., scenarios). These two use cases show that (1) the structures defined to represent and include local knowledge are generic enough be used with existing services from two different domains, (2) the process defined for reconfiguration is generic enough to resolve reconfiguration problems in two different domains, and that it can handle both single-level reconfiguration challenges, as described in Section 5.3, as multi-level reconfiguration challenges, as described in Section 6.3.
7.2 Strengthening the Approach

This section discusses future research to extend the applicability of the approach of this thesis. Directions for structure are given in Section 7.2.1 and directions for process in Section 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Structure

Regarding the structure, strengthening the approach concerns the following aspects:

- scalability,
- propagation,
- requirements,
- service level agreements,
- semantic descriptions.

**Scalability.** A template-based configuration is a composition of templates and web services. Compositional modelling has its challenges [75], for example as modelling remains knowledge intensive, knowledge acquisition is a potential bottleneck. Reduction of the knowledge needed should lessen the knowledge acquisition effort. This could be enabled by reusing existing knowledge sources, and defining generic knowledge, for example default propagation rules. Alternatively, automated annotation is to be explored [119].

To model small variations of a compositional task may require the development of a new compositional model, which would mean for the template-based approach the need to create a new template for each variation. This could be partially resolved by the development of a parameterised super-template, which could be used to generate different templates for different parameters.

In the design of a set of compositional components, the designers can forget to make assumptions explicit, which can hinder the reuse of the components in combination with other sets. For architectural mismatches, [53] proposes directions that could resolve some of these problems. Similar solutions could be used to support designers to make conceptual assumptions
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explicit, such as providing techniques to bridge mismatches, and the development of guidelines for architectural design. The matured state of development of semantic annotation tools, such as Protégé [103], enhances the support for making these assumptions explicit.

The level of granularity on which services are decomposed is an open issue, as more fine-grained components allow more variations. However, it requires additional knowledge on which combinations are feasible. To extend the set of available components, more research in the (automated) generation of templates would be interesting, similar research on the creation of workflows such as [55]. Resources which could be used to construct templates are, for example, patterns as in [112, 56, 52, 144, 118], Generic tasks [36], or cases from Case-Based Reasoning [1].

Propagation. Propagation can be further researched and extended, for example, in to include information on real time QoS properties [121]. Properties related to security in services [16, 155], for example, have not discussed. To which extent security can be included in a compositional approach such as the approach presented in this thesis requires further research [41, 29, 11].

Different ways of supporting mathematical expressions in OWL-S need to be further explored. For example, OWL-S has handlers to support expressions in SWRL or KIF. These handlers may possibly provide a means to define mathematic expressions.

Furthermore, support for defining local knowledge requirements to use in propagation is needed. For complex web services several approaches, such as single level knowledge included in approaches such as [32, 164, 65] to reason about overall Quality of Service, may be used to describe global requirements within single templates and their translation to individual components in a template.

Service Level Agreements. The approach presented has no formalised use, such as Service Level Agreements, of services, nor a way to incorporate sanctioning mechanisms for services that fail to meet their specifications, such as in [114, 113, 71]. A possible usage could be to negotiate Service Level Agreements, e.g., using WS-Agreements [6, 7], based on the requirements specified for slots. The service or template used to fill in the slot would have to adhere to the SLA.

Semantic descriptions. Reconfiguration of complex configurations using components other than web services or templates are not discussed within this thesis. The reconfiguration process could, in theory, treat other com-
ponents similar to web services, as long as the requirements can be related to their description. Another possibility is to extend the template-based approach to support descriptions other than OWL-S, for example BPEL [68], or WSMO [117].

7.2.2 Process

Regarding the process, strengthening our approach concern the following aspects:

- general applicability,
- policies and service level agreements,
- distributed reconfiguration,
- integration.

**General applicability.** The presented model assumes that the reconfiguration process is not constrained in time. A possible extension is to enforce time constraints on the configuration process, based on heuristics to decide when to change focus. As the finiteness of the template-based reconfiguration process is dependent on the finiteness of the configuration process, adding time constraints specifically on the configuration process is an effective solution. The Generic Design Model, on which our configuration process is based, would allow this by means of design process objectives for a configuration process, used to differentiate strategies to explore the configuration space [146].

A second point for improvement of the process is the handling of multiple failing services, as in the presented model multiple failures are handled sequentially which might be an inefficient solution. A possible solution would be to opt for a less local initial focus that contains all failing components.

A third possible extension of the template-based reconfiguration process is the inclusion of a history of previous solutions, which can improve the performance if similar requests for reconfiguration have to be processed.

A fourth extension would be to use the knowledge in a multi-level template-based configuration for multi-level monitoring of QoS properties.

**Policies and Service Level Agreements.** For reconfiguration and configuration the current applied policy is based on preferring local adaptations and components of low complexity. This is a generic policy, but an interesting extension would be to allow domain specific policies, for example, preferring
default slot fillings for templates. Policies might also take other aspects into account, of the amount of time, or the resources available for reasoning into account. In distributed reconfiguration, policies might vary per location, to meet local requirements on the process.

If Service Level Agreements are incorporated, policies could be specified to include or exclude specific organisations offering web services or templates. To incorporate Service Level Agreements in the reconfiguration process integration is needed with SLA negotiation, such as extending WS-Agreement [6].

Another interesting aspect for policies is to take into account a standard over capacity for Quality of Service attributes to increase the robustness of the Quality of Service of the overall configuration.

**Distributed reconfiguration.** The reconfiguration process in this thesis has been viewed from a centralised perspective, but the reconfiguration process can easily be modelled as being distributed. There is direct constraint on selecting multiple focusses in parallel, and having multiple template-based configuration processes running at the same time for the different focusses. This would require the addition of a policy to the Integration process for handling multiple outcomes of the configuration process. Such policies could have preferences on, for example, the duration of the configuration process (first available result is chosen), or select the solution offering the best overall Quality of Service using the functions.

Focus Determination could be done distributed such that the decision to replace a larger part of the configuration with a new configuration is made locally by a reconfiguration manager for each template, as is proposed for our approach in [148]. Distributed determination of the focus is, for example, useful in enabling a distributed version of a self-healing system.

**Integration.** This paragraph discusses integration with other configuration and matching processes, as well as integration with processes for self-healing and self-optimisation.

**Other configuration approaches.** The template-based reconfiguration model is not restricted to using a configuration process based on the Generic Design Model [145], as presented in this thesis. Other configuration processes can be used, provided that these are able to handle requirements resulting from the Requirement Determination process, and that the result is described as a web service. Other configuration processes could enable the
application of template-based reconfiguration to a broader range of components, offering alternative solutions, or improvements in performance.

**Other matching services.** If a configuration process could use multiple matchers, it would enable the use of matchers, for example [40, 77, 67, 86, 87, 132, 108, 163], with specific domain knowledge, or with access to specialised services. Using an open matching architecture, such as Knoogle[37], would enable multiple matching mechanisms to be used, on a set of user-defined repositories—this is particularly useful to enable application-specific matchers to co-exist alongside generic matchers based on term syntax. An architecture combining the approach presented in this thesis and Knoogle is described in [137].

**Enabling Self-healing.** Self-healing [74], further discussed in [73, 125], enables a system to automatically detect, diagnose and repair localised problems, thus removing the need of direct human intervention. To achieve dynamic self-healing of complex web services based on the approach presented in this thesis, the reconfiguration process needs to be extended with both monitoring and deployment. For monitoring propagation offer interesting information. At each level, slot requirements locally defined using propagation to determine the constraints that need to be monitored. The monitoring process is responsible to identify failing services, to deactivate the current complex service, and to initiate a reconfiguration process. Deployment is responsible for deploying the reconfigured complex service in the required environment, and to ensure that the new complex service is registered as the replacement for the failing service.

For simple adaptations state could be preserved, by making the state of complex service external, as in [60], or using components and a framework that allows state to be saved and re-injected, as in [64].

**Enabling Self-optimisation.** [74] enables systems to continuously explore options to improve their performance. Template-based reconfiguration could also be used within self-optimisation of existing services. As the reconfiguration process as described is not directly coupled to instantiation of the resulting configuration, a virtual ghost-reconfiguration process could be started for any component in the configuration in which that particular component is marked as a (virtual) failing service. The configuration process can be optimised to prefer components with better QoS properties, by extending

---

11KNOOGLE project page: [http://knoogle.cs.bath.ac.uk/](http://knoogle.cs.bath.ac.uk/)
the generic configuration process policies. If the ghost-reconfiguration process finds a new configuration, then the QoS properties of this new configuration. If the new configuration would be more efficient (that is, with a better Quality of Service), then the current running complex service can be deactivated, and the more efficient complex service deployed. The mechanism to replace a running existing configuration is a point of research. Assumptions for template-based self-optimisation to work, is when configurations have stable QoS properties, and when continuously new components are available in repositories.

7.3 Extensions to Other Environments and Application Domains

This section describes a number of interesting environments for the application of template-based reconfiguration: agent-based environments, workflow environments and virtual organisations. Furthermore, two interesting application domains are presented: overlay networks for adaptation, and autonomic computing.

Agent-based environments. Agents operate in environments that are typically dynamic, and they need to adapt if they are not able to cope with the changes of their environments [25]. The pro-activeness and autonomy of agents [160] allow them to reason about how they adapt. Such adaptations can range from knowledge, to interface, or even to the structure of the agents. For knowledge-based and interface-based adaptations, solutions for structure-based adaptations are not commonly available [149].

A service for an agent to request structure-based adaptation, as proposed in [25], would allow agents not only to reason on adaptations, but also to actually be adapted. This does require agents to be compositionally structured. By structuring agents using templates and components, the template-based reconfiguration can be applied to software agents.

For agent reconfiguration it would be interesting to further explore the preservation of state after reconfiguration, for example, if reasoning components are also reconfigurable.

Another interesting application is the generative migration of agents [21, 106, 107], in which the migration of an agent is supported by a reconfiguration process that adapts the agent to the requirements of the targeted location. A possible issue in the agent domain is the lack of a unified model for software agents, and the lack of availability of annotated components to build software
Another possibility to integrate automated template-based reconfiguration would be by making both web services and a web service reconfiguration service accessible to software agents, allowing them to adapt existing complex web services on demand. This could be enabled by using an agent platform which provides agent with access to web services, such as AgentScape which offers a Web Service Gateway \[105\].

**Workflow environments.** Integration of our reconfiguration approach in a GRID environment is an area with interest, due to the broad support for deployment in large-scale environments \[50, 44\]. The presented template-based reconfiguration offers a high-level adaptivity to GRID workflows, while the GRID environment would offer support for distributed execution and resource allocation and adaptivity at the level of automated load balancing, for example \[83, 131, 161\]. Initial steps for integration of template-based reconfiguration with the workflow enabled toolkit TRIANA\[12\] \[89, 137\] are described in \[147\].

**Virtual Organisations.** If the concept of automated multi-level reconfiguration is extended to multiple autonomous multi-layered entities, it enters the realm of virtual organisations \[49\]. Considering adaptation of an organisation is interesting, as the management of the different layers will require reasoning with different concepts. The upper management layer reasons on high-level organisation goals, for example growth or increase of market share, whereas the lower layers handle work-based problems, on a regular workflow level. Propagation could be used to enable reasoning over lower layers. In addition, if multiple organisations are involved, integration of more formal contracts such as Service Level Agreements is required, using, for example, WSLA \[72\]. However, aside of the technical integration of service level agreements, also the legal integration remains a challenge, as the legal conditions and requirements still need to be identified for the use of web services \[18\].

A demanding application domain in the context of virtual organisations is crisis management. Reconfiguration of complex systems is best controllable if the environment is predictable, the possible actions are limited and repeatable, the system is homogeneous in organisation, or the system is centralised. The domain of crisis management \[138\], however, violates all of these conditions. Crises are highly dynamic and chaotic, therefore solutions differ not only from one crisis to another, but a solution has to be continuously adapted to changes in the situation. Since in general multiple autonomous

\[12\]TRIANA project page: [http://www.trianacode.org/](http://www.trianacode.org/)
 organisations are involved in dealing with a crisis, coordination of crisis re-
response units is inherently distributed. As different organisations are involved,
different policies for different services can be expected. Virtual multi-level
organisations in crisis management are not solely limited to artificial systems:
Actor-Agent Communities in which both humans and artificial systems co-
operate with shared goals as described in [158] can profit from the approach
presented in this thesis.

An initial mapping to the domain of crisis management is given in [152],
in which template-based reconfiguration is combined with SMDS [151] as an
alternative approach to composition and deployment.

**Overlay Networks for Adaptation.** Execution of complex workflows is
one of many applications of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks. Sustaining com-
plex workflows in a dynamic P2P network requires adaptation when hosts
involved in the workflow lose network connectivity. Adaptation of complex
workflows without centralised monitoring and control is a challenge, and is
often limited to instance replacement. If requirements are given on the per-
formance of the complex workflow as a whole, then possibilities for automated
adaptation are limited even more.

Research in [148] describes an initial mapping with which template-based
reconfiguration could be applied in a Peer to Peer environment, as adaptive
overlay networks, and extending work on P2P aggregation, such as in [111].
As each node within an overlay network can have individual requirements
and matching functions, template based configurations can perform dynamic
decentralised clustering [104], to create clusters of services and templates
which can be used to fill specific slots, or use coalition formation [2] to identify
possible useful services.

Note that this is different from Semantic Overlay Networks [42], in which
overlay networks are constructed to optimise answering semantic queries over
the different nodes. The overlay network is related to the content, and not
specifically to the Quality of Service of the subparts. An overlay structure
used to reason on Quality of Service is presented in OverQoS [82], however
the aim of OverQoS is to create an overview of the overall network, and
not to allow parts of the system to adapt. This point is addressed in [58],
where workflows can even be partially reconfigured to increase the QoS. How-
ever the adaptive overlay networks that could be enabled by using templates
could perform adaptation completely distributed, whereas the approach pre-
vented in [58] requires an overview of the complete workflow, thus acting as
a centralised reconfigurator.
7.3 Extensions to Other Environments and Application Domain

**Autonomic Computing.** Automated template-based reconfiguration is of interest from an autonomic computing [74] perspective, as our approach is related to some of the prime aspects of autonomic computing: self-configuration, self-healing, and optionally self-optimisation. Template-based reconfiguration is an enabler for self-adapting complex services [45].

Both the structure and the process allow interesting applications in autonomic computing. The multi-layered structure allows the specification and reasoning on dependencies on different levels, using propagation. The template-based reconfiguration process allows the specification of different policies. In a distributed setting of the reconfiguration process, the policies can be based on the requirements of the local hosts and organisations. For problem localisation in autonomic computing [73] the slots of a template-based structure can be used, and the scope can be gradually incremented using the policies as described in Focus Determination in Section 4.2.1. In combination with Service Level Agreements, template-based reconfiguration would offer a good basis to create a system based on autonomic computing.

To allow self-healing and self-optimisation, template-based reconfiguration needs to be extended with monitoring. A multi-layered approach to self-management is, for example, [61] offering a case-based reasoning approach for diagnosis and monitoring [62]. Combining this with template-based reconfiguration, would require templates to be annotated with case-based reasoning knowledge, describing the behaviour for monitoring.
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Part I

OWL-S Based Template Definitions
Appendix A

Math Template 1

This appendix contains an example specification based on the OWL-S of a template. The template described is the first template of the Math domain, as defined in Section 6.2.2.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE uridef [
  <!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns">
  <!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema">
  <!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl">
  <!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <!ENTITY service "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Service.owl">
  <!ENTITY profile "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Profile.owl">
  <!ENTITY process "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Process.owl">
  <!ENTITY math "http://reliant.teknowledge.com/DAML/SUMO.owl">
  <!ENTITY template "http://www.cs.vu.nl/~sander/COWS/Templates.owl">
  <!ENTITY triangle "http://www.cs.vu.nl/~sander/COWS/mathDomain/Triangle.owl">
]>}

<rdf:RDF
  xmlns:rdf="&rdf;#"
  xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;#"
  xmlns:owl="&owl;#"
  xmlns:xsd="&xsd;#"
  xmlns:service="&service;#"
  xmlns:profile="&profile;#"
  xmlns:process="&process;#"
  xmlns:math="&math;#"
  xmlns:template="&template;#"
  xmlns:triangle="&triangle;#"
The Service Declaration

Cette template determine the area of a right angled triangle.

The height of the triangle is unknown, the other two sides are known.

The template contains two slots
1. to determine the height of the triangle given the length of the other two sides,
2. to determine the area of the triangle based on the height and the base.

A textual description of the service

This template determines the area of a right angled triangle.

The height of the triangle is unknown, the other two sides are known.

The template contains two slots
1. to determine the height of the triangle given the length of the other two sides,
2. to determine the area of the triangle based on the height and the base.

A definition of the slots in this template
<template:hasSlot rdf:resource="#DetermineHeight"/>
<template:hasSlot rdf:resource="#DetermineArea"/>
</triangle:determineArea2>

<process:ProcessModel rdf:ID="template1Process">
  <process:hasProcess rdf:resource="#P1"/>
  <service:describes rdf:resource="#template1Profile"/>
</process:ProcessModel>

<template:Slot rdf:ID="DetermineHeightSlot">
  <template:textDescription>
    This slot should be filled with a component that determines the height of a triangle with one right angle, given the base and the hypotenuse of the triangle. The resulting precision in the output needs to be greater than or equal to 8.
  </template:textDescription>

  <template:requirementsList>
    <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq1">
      <!-- Require a template or service of a serviceCategory reflecting the required functionality -->
      <template:property>
        profile:serviceCategory
      </template:property>
      <template:property>
        triangle:DetermineHeight
      </template:property>
    </template:requirement>
    <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq2">
      <!-- Require that output has a precision of at least 8 -->
      <template:property>
        resultingPrecision
      </template:property>
      <math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
      </math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
    </template:requirement>
  </template:requirementsList>
</template:Slot>
8
</math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
</template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>

<!-- IO specification -->
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="BaseSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName>Base</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HypotenuseSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName>Hypotenuse</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Hypotenuse"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HeightSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName>Height</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Height"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>
</template:Slot>

<!-- Slot definitions (second slot) -->
<!-- -->

<template:Slot rdf:ID="DetermineArea">
  <template:textDescription>
    This slot should be filled with a component that determines the height of a right-angled triangle, given the base and height of the triangle. The resulting precision in the output needs to be greater than or equal to 8.
  </template:textDescription>
</template:Slot>

<template:requirementsList>
  <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq3">
    <!-- Require a template or service of a serviceCategory reflecting the required functionality -->
  </template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>
<template:property>
  profile:serviceCategory
</template:property>
<template:value>
  triangle:DetermineArea
</template:value>
</template:requirement>
<template:requirement rdf:ID="rq4">
  <!-- Require that output has a precision of at least 8 -->
  <template:property>
    resultingPrecision
  </template:property>
  <math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>8</math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
</template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>

<!-- IO specification -->
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="BaseSlot2">
    <profile:paramName>Base</profile:paramName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HeightSlot2">
    <profile:paramName>Height</profile:paramName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Height"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="AreaSlot2">
    <profile:paramName>Area</profile:paramName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Area"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>
</template:Slot>

<!-- Definition of top level Process as a composed process -->
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P1">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&process;#CompositeProcess"/>
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Restriction>
      <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&process;#composedOf"/>
      <owl:toClass>
        <owl:Class>
          <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"/>
<process:hasDataFrom>
  <process:InputBinding>
    <process:toParam rdf:resource="#BaseSlot2"/>
    <process:valueSource>
      <process:ValueOf>
        <process:theVar rdf:resource="#Base"/>
        <process:fromProcess
          rdf:resource="#TheParentPerform"/>
      </process:ValueOf>
      <process:valueSource>
        <process:InputBinding>
          <process:InputBinding>
            <process:toParam
              rdf:resource="#HeightSlot2"/>
          </process:InputBinding>
          <process:valueSource>
            <process:ValueOf>
              <process:theVar rdf:resource="HeightSlot1"/>
              <process:fromProcess
                rdf:resource="#PerformDetermineHeightSlot"/>
            </process:ValueOf>
            <process:valueSource>
              <process:InputBinding>
                <process:hasDataFrom>
                  <process:Perform>
                    <process:listOfInstancesOf>
                      <owl:Class>
                        <owl:toClass>
                          <owl:Restriction>
                            <owl:intersectionOf>
                              <owl:Restriction>
                                <owl:toClass>
                              </owl:Restriction>
                            </owl:intersectionOf>
                          </owl:toClass>
                        </owl:Class>
                      </owl:listOfInstancesOf>
                    </process:Perform>
                  </process:hasResult>
                </process:hasResult>
              </process:InputBinding>
            </process:valueSource>
          </process:InputBinding>
        </process:valueSource>
      </process:InputBinding>
      <process:ValueOf>
        <process:theVar rdf:resource="#AreaSlot2"/>
        <process:fromProcess rdf:resource="#Area"/>
      </process:ValueOf>
    </process:valueSource>
  </process:InputBinding>
</process:hasDataFrom>
Perform\texttt{DetermineAreaSlot} />
</process:valueOf>
</process:valueSource>
</process:OutputBinding>
</process:withOutput>
</process:Result>
</process:hasResult>
</owl:Class>

<!— IO specification -->
<profile:input>
<profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="Base">
  <profile:parameterName>Base</profile:parameterName>
  <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
</profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:input>
<profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="Hypotenuse">
  <profile:parameterName>Hypotenuse</profile:parameterName>
  <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Hypotenuse"/>
</profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:output>
<profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="Area">
  <profile:parameterName>Area</profile:parameterName>
  <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Area"/>
</profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>
</template:Slot>
Appendix B
Math Template 4

This appendix contains an example specification based on the OWL-S of a template. The template described is the fourth template of the Math domain, as defined in Section 6.2.2. In contrast to the previous example, this definition includes references to a propagation function.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE uridef [ 
  <!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns"> 
  <!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema"> 
  <!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"> 
  <!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <!ENTITY service "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Service.owl"> 
  <!ENTITY profile "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Profile.owl"> 
  <!ENTITY process "http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.2/Process.owl"> 
  <!ENTITY math "http://reliant.teknowledge.com/DAML/SUMO.owl"> 
  <!ENTITY template "http://www.cs.vu.nl/~sander/COWS/Template.owl"> 
  <!ENTITY triangle "http://www.cs.vu.nl/~sander/COWS/mathDomain/Triangle.owl"> 
]> 

<rdf:RDF 
  xmlns:rdf="&rdf;#" 
  xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;#" 
  xmlns:owl="&owl;#" 
  xmlns:xsd="&xsd;#" 
  xmlns:service="&service;#" 
  xmlns:profile="&profile;#" 
  xmlns:process="&process;#" 
  xmlns:math="&math;#" 
>
This example template demonstrates several possibilities to support propagated properties:
1) pose requirements in slots on properties that need to be propagated
2) refer to a propagation function to determine a property for the overall template (the property PreservesInformation)

---

---

The Service Declaration

---

<service:Service rdf:ID="MathTemplate4Service">  
<!-- Reference to the Profile -->  
<service:presents rdf:resource="#MathTemplate4Profile"/>  
<!-- Reference to the Process Model -->  
<service:describedBy rdf:resource="#MathTemplate4Process"/>  
</service:Service>

---

The Service Profile Declaration

---

<triangle:DetermineSquaredHeight rdf:ID="MathTemplate4Profile">  
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&template;#Template"/>  
<!-- reference to the service specification -->  
<service:describedBy rdf:resource="#MathTemplate4Service"/>  
<!-- reference to the process model specification, P1 -->  
<profile:has_process rdf:resource="#P1"/>  
<!-- define the name of the service -->  
<profile:serviceName>  
  t4_Determine_Squared_Height  
</profile:serviceName>  
<!-- A textual description of the service -->  
<profile:textDescription>  
  This template determines the squared height of a right
angled triangle.
This template has 3 slots for components (ie services or templates)
capable of addition, subtraction and multiplication, to equate
equation \( c_2 - b_2 = (c+b) \ast (c-b) \).
The template contains three slots:
1 Add two numbers
2 Subtract two numbers
3 multiply two numbers.
</profile:textDescription>

<!— a definition of the slots in this template -->
<template:hasSlot rdf:resource="#Add"/>
<template:hasSlot rdf:resource="#Subtract"/>
<template:hasSlot rdf:resource="#Multiply"/>
</triangle:DetermineSquaredHeight>

<!—

*************************************************************************
* The Service Process Declaration *
*************************************************************************

-->

<process:ProcessModel rdf:ID="MathTemplate4Process">
  <process:hasProcess rdf:resource="#P1"/>
  <service:describes rdf:resource="#MathTemplate4Profile"/>
</process:ProcessModel>

<!— Slot definitions -->
<!—---------------------------------------------------------------------- -->
<template:Slot rdf:ID="Add">
  <template:textDescription>
    This slot should be filled with a component (ie services
    or template)
capable of adding two numbers.
  </template:textDescription>

  <template:requirementsList>
    <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq1">
      <!— Require a template or service of a serviceCategory reflecting
the required functionality -->
      <template:property>
        profile:serviceCategory
      </template:property>
    </template:requirement>
  </template:requirementsList>
</template:Slot>
<template:value>
  triangle: Add
</template:value>
</template:requirement>
<template:requirement rdf:ID="rq2">
  <!-- Require the precision of the output is at least equal or greater than the yield of this slot -->
  <template:property>
    triangle: Precision
  </template:property>
  <math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
    <rdf:ID="#YieldSlot1"/>
  </math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
</template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>

<!-- IO specification -->
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HypotenuseSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName> Hypotenuse </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Hypotenuse"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="BaseSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName> Base </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="AddedHypothenuseAndBaseSlot1">
    <profile:parameterName> AddedHypothenuseAndBase </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#AddedHypothenuseAndBase"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>

<!-- Yield function Slot 1 -->
<template:propagatedProperty rdf:ID="YieldSlot1">
  <!-- Refers to the yield generated by the component inserted in this slot. The resulting property that needs to be generated by the property -->
</template:propagatedProperty>
propagation function: the yield –>
<propagation:propertyType rdf:resource="&triangle;#Yield"/>

<!— pointers to the inputs for the propagation function —->
<propagation:PropagationFunction>
<propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput1">
<!— first input: the accuracy of the hypotenuse —->
<propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Accuracy"/>
<ofInput rdf:about="#HypotenuseSlot1"/>
</propagation:Input>
<propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput2">
<!— second input: the accuracy of the base —->
<propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Accuracy"/>
<ofInput rdf:about="#BaseSlot1"/>
</propagation:Input>
<propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
<rdf:resource="&triangle;#DetermineYield"/>
</propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
</propagation:PropagationFunction>
</template:propagatedProperty>

<!— Slot definitions (second slot) —->
<!— ________________________________________ —->

<template:Slot rdf:ID="Subtract">
<template:textDescription>
This slot should be filled with a component (ie service or template)
capable of subtracting two numbers.
</template:textDescription>

<template:requirementsList>
<template:requirement rdf:ID="rq3">
<!— Require a template or service of a serviceCategory reflecting
the required functionality —->
<template:property>
profile:serviceCategory
</template:property>
<template:value>
triangle:Subtract
</template:value>
</template:requirement>
<template:requirement rdf:ID="rq4">

<!— Require the precision of the output is at least equal or greater than the yield of this slot —>
<template:property>
  triangle:Precision
</template:property>
<math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
  <rdf:ID="#YieldSlot2"/>
</math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
</template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>

<!— IO specification —>
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="HypotenuseSlot2">
    <profile:parameterName> Hypotenuse </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Hypotenuse"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="BaseSlot2">
    <profile:parameterName> Base </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="SubtractedHypothenuseBaseSlot2">
    <profile:parameterName> SubtractedHypothenuseBase </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#SubtractedHypothenuseBase"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>

<!— Yield function Slot 2 —>
<template:propagatedProperty rdf:ID="YieldSlot2">
  <!— Refers to the yield generated by the component inserted in this slot. The resulting property that needs to be generated by the property propagation function: the yield —>
  <propagation:propertyType rdf:resource="&triangle;#Yield"/>

  <!— pointers to the inputs for the propagation function —>
  <propagation:PropagationFunction>
<propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput1Slot2">
  <!-- first input: the accuracy of the hypotenuse -->
  <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Accuracy"/>
  <ofInput rdf:about="#HypotenuseSlot2"/>
</propagation:Input>

<propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput2Slot2">
  <!-- second input: the accuracy of the base -->
  <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Accuracy"/>
  <ofInput rdf:about="#BaseSlot2"/>
</propagation:Input>

<propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
  <rdf:resource="&triangle;#DetermineYield"/>
</propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
</propagation:PropagationFunction>
</template:propagatedProperty>

<!-- Slot definitions (third slot) -->

<template:Slot rdf:ID="Multiply">
  <template:textDescription>
    This slot should be filled with a component (ie service or template) capable of multiplying two numbers.
  </template:textDescription>

<template:requirementsList>
  <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq5">
    <!-- Require a template or service of a serviceCategory reflecting the required functionality -->
    <template:property>
      profile:serviceCategory
    </template:property>
    <template:value>
      triangle:Multiply
    </template:value>
  </template:requirement>
  <template:requirement rdf:ID="rq6">
    <!-- Require the precision of the output is at least equal or greater than the yield of this slot -->
    <template:property>
      triangle:Precision
    </template:property>
  </template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>
<math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
  <rdf:ID="#YieldSlot3"/>
</math:greaterThanOrEqualTo>
</template:requirement>
</template:requirementsList>

<!-- IO specification -->
<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="AddedHypothenuseAndBaseSlot3">
    <profile:parameterName>AddedHypothenuseAndBase</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#AddedHypothenuseAndBase"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="SubtractedHypothenuseBaseSlot3">
    <profile:parameterName>SubtractedHypothenuseBase</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#SubtractedHypothenuseBase"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="SquaredHeightSlot3">
    <profile:parameterName>SquaredHeight</profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#SquaredHeight"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>

<!-- Yield function Slot 3 -->
<template:propagatedProperty rdf:ID="YieldSlot3">
  <!-- Refers to the yield generated by the component inserted in this slot. The resulting property that needs to be generated by the property propagation function: the yield -->
  <propagation:propertyType rdf:resource="&triangle;#Yield"/>

  <!-- pointers to the inputs for the propagation function -->
  <propagation:PropagationFunction>
    <propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput1Slot3">
      <!-- first input: the accuracy of the hypothenuse -->
      <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Yield"/>
<ofInput rdf:about="#YieldSlot1"/>
</propagation:Input>
<propagation:Input rdf:ID="propInput2Slot3"
    <!— second input: the accuracy of the base —->
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Yield"/>
<ofInput rdf:about="#YieldSlot2"/>
</propagation:Input>
<propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
    <rdf:resource="&triangle;#DetermineYield"/>
</propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
</template:PropagationFunction>
</template:propagatedProperty>
</template:Slot>

<!— Definition of top level Process as a composed process —->
<!— Defined as a sequenceOf(Split−Join(slot1, slot2), slot3) —->
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P1">
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&process;#CompositeProcess"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf>
        <owl:Restriction>
            <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&process;#composedOf"/>
            <owl:toClass>
                <owl:Class>
                    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                        <owl:Class rdf:about="process:Sequence"/>
                        <owl:Restriction>
                            <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&process;#components"/>
                        </owl:Restriction>
                        <owl:toClass>
                            <owl:Class>
                                <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                    <owl:Class rdf:about="process:Split−Join"/>
                                    <owl:Restriction>
                                        <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="&process;#components"/>
                                    </owl:Restriction>
                                    <owl:toClass>
                                        <owl:Class>
                                            <process:listOfInstancesOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                                <!— Activate the first slot —->
                                                <process:Perform rdf:ID="PerformAddSlot">
                                                    <process:process rdf:resource="#Add"/>
                                                </process:Perform>
                                                <process:hasDataFrom>
                                                    <process:InputBinding>
                                                        <process:toParam
                                                            rdf:resource="&hypotenuse;Slot1"/>
                                                    </process:InputBinding>
                                                </process:hasDataFrom>
                                            </process:listOfInstancesOf>
                                        </owl:Class>
                                    </owl:toClass>
                                </owl:Class>
                            </owl:toClass>
                        </owl:Class>
                    </owl:intersectionOf>
                </owl:Class>
            </owl:toClass>
        </owl:Restriction>
    </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<process:valueSource>
  <process:ValueOf>
    <process:theVar rdf:resource="Hypotenuse"/>
  </process:ValueOf>
  <process:fromProcess rdf:resource="&process;#TheParentPerform"/>
</process:valueSource>
</process:InputBinding>
<process:InputBinding>
  <process:toParam rdf:resource="#BaseSlot1"/>
  <process:valueSource>
    <process:ValueOf>
      <process:theVar rdf:resource="Base"/>
      <process:fromProcess rdf:resource="&process;#TheParentPerform"/>
    </process:ValueOf>
  </process:valueSource>
</process:InputBinding>
</process:valueSource>
<!-- Activate the second slot -->
<process:Perform rdf:ID="PerformSubtract">
  <process:process rdf:resource="#Subtract"/>
  <process:hasDataFrom>
    <process:InputBinding>
      <process:toParam rdf:resource="#HypotenuseSlot2"/>
    </process:InputBinding>
    <process:valueSource>
      <process:ValueOf>
        <process:theVar rdf:resource="Hypotenuse"/>
        <process:fromProcess rdf:resource="&process;#TheParentPerform"/>
      </process:ValueOf>
    </process:valueSource>
  </process:hasDataFrom>
</process:Perform>
<process:InputBinding>
  <process:toParam rdf:resource="#BaseSlot2"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Square"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="Square Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Hypotenuse"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="Hypotenuse Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Base"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="Base Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="AlwaysTrue"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="AlwaysTrue Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="SquaredHeight"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="SquaredHeight Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="SquaredHeightSlot3"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="SquaredHeightSlot3 Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="PerformMultiply"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="PerformMultiply Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="SquaredHeightSlot3 output"/>
<owl:Restriction rdf:ID="SquaredHeightSlot3 output Restriction"/>
</owl:Class>

<!—— IO specification ——>

<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="Hypotenuse">
    <profile:parameterName> Hypotenuse </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Hypotenuse"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>

<profile:input>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="Base">
    <profile:parameterName> Base </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#Base"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:input>
<profile:input>
<profile:output>
  <profile:ParameterDescription rdf:ID="SquaredHeight">
    <profile:parameterName> SquaredHeight </profile:parameterName>
    <profile:restrictedTo rdf:resource="&triangle;#SquaredHeight"/>
  </profile:ParameterDescription>
</profile:output>

<!— Yield function PreserveInformation for overall template —>
<template:propagatedProperty rdf:ID="PreservesInformationFunction">
  <!— Refer to the property PreservesInformation. —>
  <propagation:propertyType rdf:resource="&triangle;#PreservesInformation"/>
  <!— pointers to the inputs for the propagation function —>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput1">
    <!— first input: the precision of slot 1 —>
    <propagation:hasSlot="#Add"/>
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Precision"/>
  </propagation:Input>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput2">
    <!— first input: the yield of slot 1 —>
    <propagation:hasSlot="#Add"/>
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Yield"/>
  </propagation:Input>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput3">
    <!— first input: the precision of slot 2 —>
    <propagation:hasSlot="#Subtract"/>
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Precision"/>
  </propagation:Input>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput4">
    <!— first input: the yield of slot 2 —>
    <propagation:hasSlot="#Subtract"/>
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Yield"/>
  </propagation:Input>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput5">
    <!— first input: the precision of slot 3 —>
    <propagation:hasSlot="#Multiply"/>
    <propagation:hasType rdf:about="&triangle;#Precision"/>
  </propagation:Input>
  <propagation:Input rdf:ID="PreserveInfoInput6"/>
<!— first input: the yield of slot 2 —>
<propagation:hasSlot="#Multiply"/>
<propagation:hasType rdf:about="#Yield"/>
</propagation:Input>

<!— refer to an external function for t4 —>
<!— this function returns true if for all slots the precision is greater than or equal to the yield —>
<propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
  <rdf:resource="#PreservationInformationT4"/>
</propagation:hasFunctionHandler>
</propagation:PropagationFunction>
</template:propagatedProperty>
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A Template-Based Configuration Process

This appendix describes the template-based configuration process, used in the prototype described in Chapter 4. As template-based configuration is a specific design process, depicted in Figure C.1, the prototype implementation presented in this thesis is based on a generic model for design. The model used is the Generic Design Model [22, 145, 146]. Section C.1 describes the Generic Design Model, and Section C.2 describes how this model is extended for configuration, and more specifically for template-based configuration.

Figure C.1: Template-based configuration is a specific design process.

C.1 The Generic Design Model

The Generic Design Model is a task- and knowledge model in which the generic elements of a design process are abstracted from the more domain-
specific elements. The Generic Design Model described in this section is a model created using the DESIRE [19] framework. A detailed description of the Generic Design Model is given in [20, 24, 145, 146]. A refinement of the Generic Design Model for compositional design is presented in [157]. A refinement of the model for compositional design that integrates the use of building blocks is given in [98].

The Generic Design Model distinguishes three direct sub processes of the design process: design process co-ordination (DPC), design object description manipulation (DODM) and requirement qualification set manipulation (RQSM). The contribution of each of the three sub processes to the design process is illustrated in Figure C.2. The figure distinguishes three parts of the design process when viewed as a design space: one process responsible for exploring the RQS solution space, another process responsible for exploring the DOD search space, and a separate process responsible for deciding in what space the next exploration step should occur. Relating this to web service configuration, the DOD search space is the search space of all possible web service configurations, and the RQS search space is the search space of all possible requirements for these service configurations.

In the generic model for design the process Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation (RQSM), discussed in Section C.1.2, is responsible for exploring the Requirement Qualification Set (RQS) space, the process Design Object Description Manipulation (DODM), discussed in Section C.1.3, for the Design Object Description (DOD) space, and Design Process Control.
(DPC), discussed in Section C.1.1, is responsible for determining the following step in the overall design process. The following paragraphs discuss the inputs and outputs of the processes, as these are present in the traces in the Appendices I and J in the parts on template-based configuration of the reconfiguration examples discussed in Sections 5.3 and 6.3 respectively.

C.1.1 Design Process Co-ordination

The task Design Process Co-ordination (DPC) is responsible for determining the overall design strategy. DPC uses this information to determine the next step in the design process. DPC monitors the information coming from RQSM and DODM to determine if the overall design strategy is still successful. It also monitors if the design process is still satisfying the overall design objectives. When DPC has determined what the next course of action should be, it communicates this information to RQSM and DODM by providing them the current overall design strategy it has determined.

DPC receives three different types of information on its input:

- design process objectives contains information regarding the design as a whole, such as time constraints. This information is provided by the process or human using the design process.

- RQSM process evaluation contains evaluations of the RQSM process, such as whether the current overall design strategy has been fulfilled or not.

- DODM process evaluation contains information evaluations of the DODM process, similar to RQSM process evaluation.

The following types of information are in the output of the DPC process:

- design process evaluation Contains evaluations of the design process as a whole, such as whether the design process has failed or if it is still running, and evaluations of the initial design process objectives.

- overall design strategy to DODM Contains the information on the overall design strategy, such as a strategy indicating that the next modification step should be performed by RQSM.

- overall design strategy to RQSM Contains information similar to overall design strategy to DODM.
C.1.2 Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation

The task Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation (RQSM) is responsible for exploring the space of requirement qualification sets to find the most suitable, acceptable set. RQSM bases its decisions on the overall design strategy received from DPC and the assessments it receives from DODM.

RQSM has the following types of information on its input interface:

- Overall design strategy to RQSM contains overall design process strategy information, e.g. keep close to the given initial RQS.

- Initial RQS contains the initial requirement qualification set.

- Intermediate DOD assessment contains evaluations of the current design object description with regard to the current qualified requirements set. In this assessment the DODM can state how well it was possible to satisfy the currently given requirements given by RQSM.

The initial RQS is the qualified requirement set that the design process as a whole must try to satisfy. Within the limits indicated by the current overall design strategy, the initial RQS may be modified to find a set for which a design object description can be found.

The following types of information are in the output of RQSM:

- RQSM process evaluation contains evaluations on the progress of the RQSM process, such as information indicating if RQSM was able to find a new RQS modification.

- Intermediate RQS contains the RQS currently being examined in the design process.

- RQS assessment contains evaluations of the requirement qualification sets, e.g., why changes have been made, or whether requirements are conflicting.

- RQS contains the requirement qualification set itself. Together with RQS assessment these form the final qualified requirements, which are one of the outputs of the design process.

C.1.3 Design Object Description Manipulation

The task Design Object Description Manipulation (DODM) is responsible for exploring the space of design object descriptions. The main goal of DODM
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is to find a DOD that is valid with respect to the requirement qualification set currently under examination.

The following information types are distinguished on the input interface of the process:

- overall design strategy to DODM contains overall design process strategy information.

- intermediate RQS contains the requirement qualification set for which a valid DOD has to be constructed.

- initial DOD contains an initial design object description, for example when re-designing an initial configuration.

DODM produces four types of information in its output:

- DODM process evaluation contains evaluations on the progress of the DODM process, such as information about the success of the modification process.

- DOD assessment contains information on the satisfaction of qualified requirements by a DOD.

- Intermediate DOD assessment contains information similar to DOD assessment, only this information is used as feedback for RQSM.

- DOD contains a design object description itself. Together with DOD assessment these form the final artefact description, which is one of the outputs of the design process.

C.2 Reusing the Generic Design Model for Template-based Configuration

This section describes how the Generic Design Model has been refined and specialised for template-based configuration. A number of strategies, policies and mechanisms have been added: strategies, policies and mechanisms that are generic for template-based configuration. The following subsections discuss the extension of the main components: Section [C.2.1] describes the changes for DPC, Section [C.2.2] describes the changes for RQSM, and finally Section [C.2.3] describes the changes for DODM.
C.2.1 Design Process Coordination Extended

Design Process Coordination (DPC) uses strategic knowledge to guide the design process in general. This includes knowledge about which search space is to be traversed next and when to stop the design process. The strategic knowledge inside DPC is used to determine a general design strategy on which Design Object Description Manipulation (DODM) and Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation (RQSM) base their internal strategy.

DPC can determine its internal strategy on the basis of knowledge on the previous states of DPC, process objectives, information DPC receives from RQSM and from DODM. RQSM and DODM will choose their own local strategy, which is linked to policies, to determine how to fulfil the overall strategy given by DPC. The overall design strategy, and the local design strategies of RQSM and DODM are therefore heavily dependent on each other.

Figure C.3: Overall Design Strategies for template-based configuration that DPC sends to RQSM and DODM.

The specific overall strategies that are used for template-based configuration are depicted in Figure C.3. Initially a main component needs to be found, after which the component needs to be refined until strong completeness, and then it must check whether all requirements have been satisfied,
including the requirements on propagated properties. If a strategy cannot be successfully completed by either RQSM or DODM, the previous overall strategy is selected again. If a main component cannot be determined, then the configuration process ends with a failure to configure, as no configuration could be found to satisfy the given requirements.

The finish conditions, as described in Section 4.2.3, are met if the design is successful, as a successful completion of the strategy refine and complete results in a strongly complete configuration, and the successful completion of the strategy check pre- and post-conditions ensures that the strongly complete configuration is also correct and meets all initial requirements.

**C.2.2 Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation Extended**

The reasoning on requirements includes handling the overall strategy, simple addition and removal of requirements, a preference for selecting requirements for enactment, and including requirements based on the feedback on the designed configuration (to include requirements resulting from slots).

First the composition of RQSM [145] is given, after which the specific extensions are presented:

- RQS modification
  - RQS modification analysis
    * RQS assessment
      - design requirement assessment preparation
      - design requirement assessment
      - design requirement assessment completion
    - overall RQS assessment
      * RQS modification evaluation
      * RQSM process evaluation
  - RQS modification determination
    * RQS modification focus determination
    * RQS modification method determination
    * RQS modification method execution
- RQSM history maintenance
- deductive RQS refinement
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- current RQS maintenance

*RQS modification analysis* is extended to reason in relation to the local and global strategies for template-based configuration. Within this component *overall RQS assessment* specifically extended. Overall RQS assessment contains a mechanism to include feedback from DODM into its new requirements assessment. For this overall DOD assessments are used. This component is extended to allow the generation of requirements, in RQS modification determination, based on slot descriptions of newly added open slots in a configuration created by DODM. As an extension to the original concept, the overall RQS assessment maintains a reference to:

- the configuration in which contains the open slot
- the slot within the configuration
- the slot description containing the slot specification

RQS modification determination is specialised for template-based configuration. *RQS modification focus determination* needs domain specific information for strategies to select the focus of the requirements. Foci are specified for functional, non-functional requirements, and requirements resulting from DOD assessments. These foci are related to local strategies of RQSM, which are linked to the overall design strategy. *RQS modification method determination* and *RQS modification method execution* are limited to adding and removing requirements which are in focus, and relating requirements to specific slots in the configuration. For relating requirements to slots to requirements the results from overall RQS assessment are used. The RQS resulting of the modification method execution states which requirements are to be enacted, thus which need to be satisfied by DODM.

C.2.3 Design Object Description Manipulation Extended

The reasoning on the design object description includes handling the overall strategy, adding and removing components (either web service or template) to or from a configuration, a preference for selecting these components, and assessing the satisfaction of requirements in the given RQS, deducing properties using propagation function, handling newly added slots.

First the composition of DODM [145] is given, after which the specific extensions are presented:

- DODM modification
DOD modification analysis

* DOD assessment
  - basic DOD assessment preparation
  - **basic DOD assessment**
  - basic DOD assessment completion
  - overall DOD assessment
* DOD modification evaluation
* DODM process evaluation

DOD modification determination

* DOD modification focus determination
* DOD modification method determination
* DOD modification method execution

DOD assessment is extended to support template-based configuration. More specific, basic DOD assessment requires knowledge on the checking requirements on a DOD. For template based web service configuration, relating requirements on functionality, input and output, and on other properties to properties of the service configuration is added. As the requirements are related to specific slots, each requirement is assessed against the properties of the partial configuration inserted the slot for which the requirement holds. In addition assessing requirements from the RQS, also feedback is generated for RQSM in specifying the available slots within the assessed DOD. This feedback is used by RQSM to generate requirements for newly added slots.

DOD modification determination is extended to support template-based configuration. All of its subcomponents are extended. DOD modification focus determination has different structural foci for template-based configuration: the main component or a specific open slot. DOD modification method determination and DOD modification method execution allows for the filling, and emptying of slots and the position of the main component. These three components together implement the local policies, related to the global strategies.

For the global overall strategy ‘select main component’, the focus is on the position of the main component, and a local generic policy is activated to prefer web services to fulfill the main component. If no matching web service
is are found, the local generic policy is changed to selecting a template as a main component.

For the global overall strategy ‘refine and complete’ an open slot is selected. The implemented generic policy is to select the first encountered open slot. To fill this open slot a component is selected, for which the policy is to prefer a web service over a template that does not violate the requirements related to this slot. Every activation of DODM only one slot is filled, to allow inclusion of new slot requirements. The overall strategy succeeds and finishes if the resulting configuration is strongly complete and partially correct.

For the global overall strategy ‘check pre-postcondition’ the DOD is not modified using modification determination, but deductive refinement is used to activate propagate all properties, after which the resulting DOD is assessed on all requirements. The DOD needs to be correct to successfully complete this overall strategy.

In addition to this, a backtracking mechanism is included, that, in case of a failure of successful completion of an overall strategy, removes the component that was lastly added.

**Deductive DOD refinement** extended to perform propagation included in the templates of the current configuration. The implementation calls a recursive function for propagation:

```java
// property propagation must be performed bottom-up
// first going down all slots of the template
for (Iterator i = slots.iterator(); i.hasNext();)
    Slot slot = (Slot)i.next();
    BuildingBlock filler = slot.getFiller();
    // check if slot is filled (normally it has been filled)
    if (filler != null) {
        filler.propagateProperties();
    }

for (Iterator j = propPropagationFunctions.iterator(); j.hasNext();)
    PropertyPropagationFunction function = (PropertyPropagationFunction)j.next();
    MyProperty property = function.determineProperty(this);
    propagatedProperties.add(property);
```

Furthermore deductive DOD refinement is used to determine whether partial configurations within the DOD are strongly complete, incorrect, partially correct, or correct. These aspects have been discussed in Section 3.3.
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Overall Reconfiguration Process

```java
package versie_2.component;

import inProgress.DODInstance;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.util.logging.Logger;
import test.ExperimentHandler;
import versie_2.informationTypes.AdditionalConfigurationException;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FailingWebService;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FailingWebServiceInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FocusInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.InitialConfiguration;
import versie_2.informationTypes.InitialConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.NewConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.Repositories;
import versie_2.informationTypes.RepositoriesInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.RequirementSetInterface;

public class ReconfigurationProcess implements ReconfigurationInterface {

    /** the log used to log all information */
    protected Logger log = Logger.getLogger(this.getClass().
        getName());

    /**
    *
    */
```
counter to keep track of the configuration tickets that have already been issued. Note that this counter is only for a single session, there is no persistent storage of the counter.

```java
private static int usedConfigurationTickets = 0;
```

// create the components of the reconfiguration process
```java
FocusDeterminationInterface focusDetermination = new FocusDetermination();
RequirementDeterminationInterface reqDetermination = new RequirementDetermination();
TemplateBasedConfigurationInterface templateConfiguration = new TemplateBasedConfiguration();
IntegrationInterface integration = new Integration();
```

// end of component creation

/**
 * private storage of information on the requested reconfiguration jobs
 */
private Collection<StartingInfo> receivedStartingInformation;

public ReconfigurationProcess() {
    receivedStartingInformation = new LinkedList<StartingInfo>();

    // create test situation
    int reconfigurationTicket = setInitialData();
    requestStartReconfiguration(reconfigurationTicket);
}

/**
 * Assumed that this method will be called in sequence, multithreading is not supported
 */
public int generateReconfigurationTicket() {
    usedConfigurationTickets += 1;
    int newTicket = usedConfigurationTickets;
    log.info("Reconfiguration ticket has been generated. Nr: "+
             newTicket+". ");
    return newTicket;
}
public boolean isFinished(int reconfigurationTicket) {
    StartingInfo info = retrieveStartingInformation(reconfigurationTicket);
    if (info == null) {
        return false;
    } else {
        return info.reconfigurationCompleted;
    }
}

public boolean requestStartReconfiguration(int reconfigurationTicket) {
    log.info("Following reconfiguration process is started:" +
             reconfigurationTicket);
    return startReconfiguration(reconfigurationTicket);
}

public void setReconfigurationInformation(int reconfigurationTicket,
                                           FailingWebServiceInterface webService,
                                           InitialConfigurationInterface initialConfig,
                                           RepositoriesInterface repositories) {
    // create a new object holding all this information;
    StartingInfo info = new StartingInfo(reconfigurationTicket,
                                          webService,
                                          initialConfig,
                                          repositories);

    // if information already existed with this starting ticket,
    // must be removed
    // check whether this reconfiguration ticket is already used
    StartingInfo existingInformation =
        retrieveStartingInformation(reconfigurationTicket);
    if (existingInformation != null) {
        receivedStartingInformation.remove(existingInformation);
    }

    // add the new information
    receivedStartingInformation.add(info);
    log.info("Information has been added");
}

/**
 * Method returns the starting information of the given ticket
 * if it is
 * available if not, it returns null;
private StartingInfo retrieveStartingInformation(int reconfigurationTicket) {
    boolean extendedLog = true;

    if (extendedLog) {
        log.info("retrieving Starting information, starting collection size:" + receivedStartingInformation.size());
    }

    for (Iterator i = receivedStartingInformation.iterator(); i.hasNext();) {
        StartingInfo informationObject = (StartingInfo) i.next();
        if (extendedLog) {
            log.info("Ticket in history:" + informationObject.reconfigurationTicket);
        }
        // check whether the ticket equals the given ticket
        if (informationObject.reconfigurationTicket == reconfigurationTicket) {
            // equal reconfiguration ticket found
            // return this starting information
            return informationObject;
        }
    }

    // no matching starting information found
    // return null
    return null;
}

/**
   * Small class to store the starting information of a single reconfiguration process
   * @author sandervansplunter
   */
private class StartingInfo {
    public int reconfigurationTicket;

    public FailingWebServiceInterface webService;
public InitialConfigurationInterface initialConfig;

public RepositoriesInterface repositories;

public FocusInterface currentFocus = null;

/**
 * Storing the result after reconfiguration;
 */
public NewConfigurationInterface resultingConfiguration = null;

/**
 * Boolean to track whether this problem has been solved
 */
boolean reconfigurationCompleted = false;

/**
 * Requires all the information needed at the start of a
 * re-configuration process.
 * @param reconfigurationTicket
 * the identifier for the reconfiguration process
 * @param webService
 * the pointer to the failing web service
 * @param initialConfig
 * the initial web service configuration that is
 * to be
 * reconfigured
 * @param repositories
 * the available web service and template
 * repositories
 */
public StartingInfo(int reconfigurationTicket, 
    FailingWebServiceInterface webService, 
    InitialConfigurationInterface initialConfig, 
    RepositoriesInterface repositories) {
    this.reconfigurationTicket = reconfigurationTicket;
    this.webService = webService;
    this.initialConfig = initialConfig;
    this.repos = repositories;
}

/**
 * Compares based on the reconfigurationTicket
 * @Override
 */
public boolean equals(Object obj) {
    if (obj instanceof StartingInfo) {
        StartingInfo comparedInfo = (StartingInfo) obj;
        if (comparedInfo.reconfigurationTicket ==
            reconfigurationTicket) {
            return true;
        }
    }
    return false;
}

public void setReconfigurationResult(
    NewConfigurationInterface newConfiguration) {
    reconfigurationCompleted = true;
    resultingConfiguration = newConfiguration;
}

/**
 * Start a reconfiguration process for a specific reconfiguration problem
 * @param reconfigurationTicket specifying the reconfiguration problem that is to be reconfigured
 * @return true if the process is completed, false if the information for the reconfiguration ticket is not present
 */
public boolean reconfigure(int reconfigurationTicket) {
    return startReconfiguration(reconfigurationTicket);
}

/**
 * Starts the first loop of reconfiguration. If successful, only a single focus is created
 * @param reconfigurationTicket the re-configuration process involved
 * @return true if successful
 */
private boolean startReconfiguration(int reconfigurationTicket) {
    // retrieve the starting information
log.info("starting reconfiguration of "+ reconfigurationTicket);
StartingInfo startInfo = retrieveStartingInformation(
    reconfigurationTicket);
if (startInfo == null) {
    log.info("Reconfiguration starting information was not set ");
    return false;
}

// retrieve the initial information
FailingWebServiceInterface failingService = startInfo.
    webService;
InitialConfigurationInterface initialConfiguration =
    startInfo.initialConfig;

// start the control loop.

// retrieve the focus
FocusInterface currentFocus = startInfo.currentFocus;
log.info("Determining the focus");
// if process has not been started then the focus still
// needs to be
// initialised
if (currentFocus == null) {
    log.info("Focus has not been determined earlier");
    currentFocus = focusDetermination
        .createInitialFocus(reconfigurationTicket, failingService,
            initialConfiguration);
    // store the focus as reconfiguration information (needed for
    // recursive reconfiguration);
    startInfo.currentFocus = currentFocus;
}
else {
    log.info("Focus has been determined before");
    currentFocus = focusDetermination.adaptFocus(
        reconfigurationTicket);
    // store the focus as reconfiguration information (needed for
    // recursive reconfiguration);
    startInfo.currentFocus = currentFocus;
}

// check whether the new focus is null
if (currentFocus.getFocus() == null) {
    log.info("Unable to determine a focus, reconfiguration will fail");
}
// a new focus could not be found. the reconfiguration process fails
return false;
}
log.info("new\_focus\=" +currentFocus.getFocus().
  getConfigurationID());

// the set of requirements for the configuration process
RequirementSetInterface currentRequirements;
// get the requirements
currentRequirements = reqDetermination.determineRequirements
  (reconfigurationTicket, initialConfiguration,
   currentFocus,
   failingService);
log.info("The following requirements are relevant" +
currentRequirements);
// the configuration resulting from the configuration process
AdditionalConfigurationInterface additionalConfiguration;
// template configuration
additionalConfiguration = templateConfiguration.
createConfiguration(
  reconfigurationTicket, currentRequirements);

// check if the resulting configuration is null
if (((DODInstance)additionalConfiguration.
  getAdditionalConfiguration()).getMainBuildingBlock() ==
  null) {
  // the template-based configuration could not find an configuration
  // for this focus.
  // refocus and do loop thing?
  log.info("Reconfiguration\_process: the configuration\_ process returned\_ an\_ empty\_ result ,\_ configuration\_ has\_ failed");
  return startReconfiguration(reconfigurationTicket);
} else {
  // successfully found a configuration.
  log.info("Successfully\_ found\_ a\_ configuration");
  log.info("ResultingConfiguration\=" + ((DODInstance)
    additionalConfiguration.getAdditionalConfiguration()).
    toStringExtended());
  NewConfigurationInterface newConfiguration;
  // integrate the configurations
  newConfiguration = integration
.integrate(reconfigurationTicket, additionalConfiguration, initialConfiguration, currentFocus);

// store the result
startInfo.setReconfigurationResult(newConfiguration);

// return true, reconfiguration has succeeded
return true;

}

public static void main(String[] args) {
    // starting a configuration problem
    // set initial data
    new ReconfigurationProcess();

}

private int setInitialData() {
    ExperimentHandler test = new ExperimentHandler(false);
    DODInstance dod = (DODInstance) test.getReconstructedDod();
    System.out.println("The reconfiguration starts with: ");
    System.out.println(dod.toStringExtended());
    InitializationInterface initialConf = new InitialConfiguration();
    initialConf.setDod(dod);

    // initialise the failing web service
    FailingWebServiceInterface failingService = new FailingWebService(dod.getFailedComponentName());
    int ticket = generateReconfigurationTicket();
    setReconfigurationInformation(ticket, failingService, initialConf, (new Repositories()));

    return ticket;
}
}
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Focus Determination

package versie_2.component;

import inProgress.DODInstance;

import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.util.Vector;

import versie_2.informationTypes.FailingWebServiceInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.Focus;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FocusInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.InitialConfigurationInterface;
import webService.informationTypes.BuildingBlock;
import webService.informationTypes.Slot;

/**
 * @author sandervansplunter
 *
 */
public class FocusDetermination implements FocusDeterminationInterface {

    Collection<ReconfigurationFocusHistory> focusItem =
            new LinkedList<ReconfigurationFocusHistory>();

    // retrieve the information form the focus History;
    public FocusInterface adaptFocus(int reconfigurationTicket) {
        ReconfigurationFocusHistory historyItem = null;
        for (Iterator i = focusItem.iterator(); i.hasNext();) {
            ReconfigurationFocusHistory element =
                    (ReconfigurationFocusHistory) i.next();
if (element.reconfigurationTicket == reconfigurationTicket) {
    // this is the element that we need.
    historyItem = element;
}

// adapt the focus to the slot above the previous focus
FocusInterface previousFocus = historyItem.foci.getLast();

// retrieve the slot in which the parent template is inserted;
Slot newSlot = previousFocus.getFocus().getParentTemplate().getParentSlot();
FocusInterface newFocus = new Focus(newSlot);
historyItem.foci.add(newFocus);
return newFocus;

public FocusInterface createInitialFocus(int reconfigurationTicket,
                                          FailingWebServiceInterface webService,
                                          InitialConfigurationInterface initConf) {

    // create a reference, specific for this reconfiguration ticket.
    ReconfigurationFocusHistory focusHistory =
        new ReconfigurationFocusHistory(
            reconfigurationTicket, webService, initConf);
    historyItem.add(focusHistory);
    // simple policy: initial focus is the slot in which the failing Web
    // service has been inserted.
    DODInstance initialDOD = initConf.getDOD();
    BuildingBlock main = initialDOD.getMainBuildingBlock();

    // get all building blocks excluding the main bb
    Vector<BuildingBlock> theBlocks = main
        .getInsertedBuildingBlocksRecusively();
    // add the main bb
    theBlocks.add(main);

    // now find the correct building block
    String nameFailingService = webService.getName();

    for (Iterator i = theBlocks.iterator(); i.hasNext();)
    {
        BuildingBlock element = (BuildingBlock) i.next();
        //...
if (element.getName().equalsIgnoreCase(nameFailingService)) {
    // failing service found (or at least one instance found)
    // get the slot in which the failing service is inserted
    Slot parentSlot = element.getParentSlot();
    FocusInterface focus = new Focus(parentSlot);
    focusHistory.foci.add(focus);
    return focus;
}

// the failing service is not part of the given initial configuration,
// a focus can not be determined
FocusInterface focus = new Focus(null);
focusHistory.foci.add(focus);
return new Focus(null);

/**
 * @author sandervansplunter This class is to maintain the information about
 * a single re-configuration process. \ It is supposed to maintain
 * all starting information and all the foci that have been selected
 * within this process.
 */
private class ReconfigurationFocusHistory {

    // all the starting information
    public int reconfigurationTicket;
    public FailingWebServiceInterface webService;
    public InitialConfigurationInterface initConf;

    /**
     * This contains all the foci that have been selected
     */
    public LinkedList<FocusInterface> foci = new LinkedList<
            FocusInterface>();

    public ReconfigurationFocusHistory(int reconfigurationTicket
            , FailingWebServiceInterface webService,
InitialConfigurationInterface initConf) {
    this.reconfigurationTicket = reconfigurationTicket;
    this.webService = webService;
    this.initConf = initConf;
}
}
Appendix F

Requirement Determination

```java
package versie_2.component;

import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.util.Vector;
import designProcess.informationTypes.firstMetaLevel.RequirementInstance;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FailingWebServiceInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FocusInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.InitialConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.RequirementSet;
import versie_2.informationTypes.RequirementSetInterface;
import webService.informationTypes.Slot;
import webService.informationTypes.Specification;
import webService.informationTypes.structures.MyProperty;

public class RequirementDetermination implements RequirementDeterminationInterface {

    public RequirementSetInterface determineRequirements(
        int reconfigurationTicket,
        InitialConfigurationInterface configuration,
        FocusInterface focus,
        FailingWebServiceInterface failingService) {

        Collection<RequirementInstance> requirements =
            new Vector<RequirementInstance>();

        Slot focusedSlot = focus.getFocus();
        Specification s = focusedSlot.getSemanticDescription();
        RequirementInstance requirement = new RequirementInstance("func:"
+ s.getFunctionalSpec().FunctionalityToString() );
requirements.add(requirement);

// add other requirements if they are available
LinkedList<MyProperty> additionalProperties = s
    .getAdditionalProperties();
if (!additionalProperties.isEmpty()) {
    for (Iterator i = additionalProperties.iterator(); i.
        hasNext(); ) { 
        MyProperty property = (MyProperty) i.next();
        RequirementInstance rq2 = new RequirementInstance("pos:
        + property.toString() );
        requirements.add(rq2); 
    }
}

RequirementSetInterface requirementSet = new RequirementSet(
    failingService, requirements); 
return requirementSet;
}
Appendix G

Template-based Configuration

```java
package versie_2.component;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.Vector;
import buildingBlockRetrieval.ComponentLibrary;
import buildingBlockRetrieval.ComponentQueryHandler;
import gdmRebuild.informationTypes.firstMetaLevel.dod.DOD;
import gdmRebuild.informationTypes.secondMetaLevel.unintegrated.RQS;
import inProgress.DODInstance;
import inProgress.RQSInstance;
import designProcess.DesignProcess;
import designProcess.WASABE.RQSM.WASABERequirementKnowledge;
import designProcess.informationTypes.firstMetaLevel.RequirementInstance;
import util.Settings;
import versie_2.informationTypes.AdditionalConfiguration;
import versie_2.informationTypes.AdditionalConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.RequirementSetInterface;
import webService.informationTypes.BuildingBlock;

public class TemplateBasedConfiguration implements
        TemplateBasedConfigurationInterface {

    public AdditionalConfigurationInterface createConfiguration(
            int reconfigurationTicket,
            RequirementSetInterface currentRequirements) {

        // make sure that the exclusion requirement is performed
        handleExclusionRequirement(currentRequirements);
    }
```
// add the requirements
RQSInstance rqs = new RQSInstance();
Collection<RequirementInstance> requirements =
currentRequirements
  .getRequirements();

for (Iterator iter = requirements.iterator(); iter.hasNext();)
{
  RequirementInstance singleRequirement = (
    RequirementInstance) iter
  .next();
rqs.addRequirement(singleRequirement);

  // evaluate other requirements
  if (singleRequirement.getDefinition().toString().contains(
      "func")) {
    WASABERequirementKnowledge
      .addRequirementAsFunctional(singleRequirement);
  } else {
    WASABERequirementKnowledge
      .addRequirementAsOther(singleRequirement);
  }
}

DesignProcess designProcess = new DesignProcess(new
  DODInstance(),
  (RQS) rqs), (new Settings()));

// configuration is finished
DOD resultingDOD = designProcess.getCurrentDOD();

// reset excluded components
resetExcludedComponents();

  return (new AdditionalConfiguration(resultingDOD));
}

/**
* This method reset the excluded components within the
* configuration process. This is required to be used between two different
* reconfiguration processes, otherwise excluded components will also not be
* available for the following reconfiguration process
* */
```java
private void resetExcludedComponents() {
    ComponentLibrary.excludedBuildingBlocks = new Vector<
        BuildingBlock>();
}

/**
 * This method handles the requirement that some structural components are
 * not allowed to be used within reconfiguration.
 * @param currentRequirements the set of requirements containing the
 * structural requirement
 */
private void handleExclusionRequirement(
    RequirementSetInterface currentRequirements) {
    // modify the static collection of excluded components contained within
    // the library
    ComponentQueryHandler queryHandler = new
        ComponentQueryHandler();

    String failedWsName = currentRequirements.
        getFailingWebService().
            getName();
    BuildingBlock failedBB = queryHandler
        .getBuildingBlockByName(failedWsName);
    if (failedBB != null) {
        //
        ComponentLibrary.excludedBuildingBlocks.add(failedBB);
        System.out.println("Excluding BuildingBlock: " +
            failedBB.toString());
    } else {
        System.out
            .println("Failed web-service could not be found when handling exclusion requirements");
        System.out.print("Failed BB name: " + failedWsName);
        System.exit(1);
    }
}
```
package versie_2.component;

import inProgress.DODInstance;
import versie_2.informationTypes.
    AdditionalConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.FocusInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.InitialConfigurationInterface;
import versie_2.informationTypes.NewConfiguration;
import versie_2.informationTypes.NewConfigurationInterface;
import webService.informationTypes.BuildingBlock;

public class Integration implements IntegrationInterface {

    public NewConfigurationInterface integrate(int reconfigurationTicket,
                                                AdditionalConfigurationInterface additionalConfiguration,
                                                InitialConfigurationInterface initialConfiguration,
                                                FocusInterface currentFocus) {

        BuildingBlock constructedAlternative =
            ((DODInstance) additionalConfiguration
                .getAdditionalConfiguration()).getMainBuildingBlock();
        System.out.println("InitialConfiguration:"
            + initialConfiguration.toString());

        BuildingBlock previouslyInsertedBuildingBlock =
            currentFocus.getFocus().getFiller();

        currentFocus.getFocus().fillWith(constructedAlternative);
// Copy the adapted initial configuration
DODInstance newDOD = new DODInstance(initialConfiguration.
getDOD());
// restore the initial configuration for future reference
currentFocus.getFocus().fillWith(
previouslyInsertedBuildingBlock);

NewConfigurationInterface newConfiguration = new
NewConfiguration(
newDOD);

// perform the additional configuration on the newly
created
// configuration
doAnnotation(newConfiguration);

return newConfiguration;
}

/**
 * This method performs the additional annotations on the
 * configuration to
 * included all propagated properties
 * @param newConfiguration
 * the configuration that is to be annotated
 */
private void doAnnotation(NewConfigurationInterface
newConfiguration) {
BuildingBlock mainComponent;
// propagate all properties
mainComponent = newConfiguration.getMainBuildingBlock();
// check whether configuration is not an empty
configuration;
if (mainComponent != null) {
// this method propagates and annotates the resulting
component
mainComponent.propagateProperties();
}
}
Part IV

Traces
## Appendix I

### Trace of Single-Level Reconfiguration Example

#### Initialisation

| Settings: loading conf/ibrow/designFiles.conf |
| Settings: loading conf/ibrow/scenario/qsInit_extended.conf |
| Settings: loading conf/ibrow/scenario/dodInit.conf |

Let's set the initialisation process:

- **t1_slot5, t1_slot4, t1_slot3, t1_slot2, t1_slot1, failedComponent, w1_name, t1_name, empty, t2_name, mainBuildingBlock, w2_name, t2_slot4, t2_slot3, t2_slot2, w3_name, t2_slot1, w4_name, w5_name**

**searching for t1_name**

**CurrentBBname: classification**

- retrieve slot1 of template t1
- searching for w1_name

**CurrentBBname: OC1−single−value−constraint**

- retrieve slot2 of template t1
- searching for w2_name

**CurrentBBname: FS1−IEUM**

- retrieve slot3 of template t1
- searching for w3_name

**CurrentBBname: MS1a−IEUM**

- retrieve slot4 of template t1
- searching for w4_name

**CurrentBBname: AC( Sconsistent−Sknown−Spresent ) variants**

- retrieve slot5 of template t1
- searching for w5_name

**CurrentBBname: BM4−highest**

- retrieve slot6 of template t1

**classification observationConstraints(configurationID_34) filled with OC1−single−value−constraint**

**featureScoringMechanism(configurationID_35) filled with FS1−IEUM**

**macroScoringMechanism(configurationID_36) filled with MS1a−IEUM**

**solutionAdmissibilityCriterion(configurationID_37) filled with AC( Sconsistent−Sknown−Spresent ) variants**

**betterMatchScores(configurationID_38) filled with BM4−highest**

---

The reconfiguration starts with:

**DOO2**

**classification observationConstraints(configurationID_34) filled with OC1−single−value−constraint**

**featureScoringMechanism(configurationID_35) filled with FS1−IEUM**

**macroScoringMechanism(configurationID_36) filled with MS1a−IEUM**

**solutionAdmissibilityCriterion(configurationID_37) filled with AC( Sconsistent−Sknown−Spresent ) variants**

---

The reconfiguration starts with:

**DOO2**

**classification observationConstraints(configurationID_34) filled with OC1−single−value−constraint**

**featureScoringMechanism(configurationID_35) filled with FS1−IEUM**

**macroScoringMechanism(configurationID_36) filled with MS1a−IEUM**

**solutionAdmissibilityCriterion(configurationID_37) filled with AC( Sconsistent−Sknown−Spresent ) variants**
I.1 Focus Determination

INFO: Determining the focus
INFO: Focus has not been determined earlier
INFO: new focus = configurationID_37

I.2 Requirement Determination

INFO: The following requirements are relevant
requirements = SetFailing_service:version_2.informationTypes.FailingWebService@e6ff0d
r1 func:AC(Sconsistent–Sknown–Spresent) variants

I.3 Template-based Configuration

Initiate a new configuration and requirement set

Excluding BuildingBlock: AC(Sconsistent–Sknown–Spresent) variants
Settings: loading conf\ibrow\designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf\ibrow\scenario/rq_all\possible, rqs.conf
rqDefinitions have been set
WARNING: Status=report of DPC

No. of times activated: 1
---INPUT:
Received DDM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_3
Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_2
Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set
Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_9
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)
Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

05−Oct−2009 23:48:12 designProcess.components.DOCM logStatus
WARNING: Status−report of DOCM

No. of times activated: 2

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received RQSinstance:
rqs_5

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:

Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:

Resulting DOD:
DOD_8
composedACvariants
ACvariant1(configurationID_602) not filled
ACvariant2(configurationID_603) not filled
ACvariant3(configurationID_604) not filled
CombineResults(configurationID_605) not filled

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_14
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DOCM)
Succeeded

---INPUT---
Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_9
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)
Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING: Status−report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 2

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:

Incrementally fill open slots
I.3 Template-based Configuration

RefineSelectedTemplate

Received DODAssessment:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_6,\text{hard},\{r_1 \text{func:AC=Sconsistentskown-Spresent}\}\},\text{true}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_2,\text{hard},\{r_5 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_3,\text{hard},\{r_6 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_4,\text{hard},\{r_7 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_5,\text{hard},\{r_8 \text{configurationID=605,func:CombineACs}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
\end{align*}
\]

Enacted Requirements:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_1 \text{func:AC=Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_3 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_5 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sknown}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_7 \text{configurationID=604,func:AC=Sknown}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_9 \text{configurationID=604,func:AC=S inconsistent}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_11 \text{configurationID=604,func:AC=S consistent}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_13 \text{configurationID=605,func:CombineACs}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_15 \text{configurationID=605,func:CombineACs}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_17 \text{configurationID=605,func:CombineACs}\right), \\
&\text{IsToBeSatisfied}\left(r_19 \text{configurationID=605,func:CombineACs}\right), \\
\end{align*}
\]

Resulting RQInstance

processEvaluationCollection POC_10

processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM)

Resulting Process Evaluation

Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

Output—

No. of times activated: 5

---INPUT---

Received DODM Process Evaluation:

processEvaluation(Strat_18, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM)

Succeeded

Resulting RQSM Process Evaluation:

processEvaluationCollection POC_20

processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM)

---OUTPUT---

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18


No. of times activated: 3

---INPUT---

Received overall Strategy:

Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQInstance:

resulting RQInstance:

[]

---OUTPUT---

Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

[]

Resulting RQInstance Assessments:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_6,\text{hard},\{r_1 \text{func:AC=Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent}\}\},\text{true}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_2,\text{hard},\{r_5 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_3,\text{hard},\{r_6 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_4,\text{hard},\{r_7 \text{configurationID=602,func:AC=Sconsistent}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right), \\
&\text{includesBasicEvaluationInformation}\left(\text{satisfies}\left(DOD_A,\{qr_5,\text{hard},\{r_8 \text{configurationID=605,func:AC=Sknown}\}\},\text{false}\right), \ldots\text{true}\right),
\end{align*}
\]
Trace of Single-Level Reconfiguration Example

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr14, hard, [r15 configurationID_600, func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11)])}, true),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr15, hard, [r20 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sknown)variants()]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr14, hard, [r19 configurationID_600, func:AC(Spresent)variants()]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr13, hard, [r18 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sknown)variants()]), false),
...true), true).

Resulting DOD: DOD_0

composedACvariants ACvariant1(configurationID_600) not filled with AC(Sconsistent)variants
ACvariant2(configurationID_600) not filled
ACvariant3(configurationID_604) not filled
CombineResults(configurationID_605) not filled

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

05-Oct-2009 23:48:12 design components DPCold logStatus
WARNING: Status-report of DPC

No. of times activated: 6

INPUT:
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:48:12 design components RQSM logStatus
WARNING: Status-report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 3

INPUT:
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DODAssessment:
[...]
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr16, hard, [r17 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants()]), true),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr17, hard, [r13 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9)])}, true),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr18, hard, [r14 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10)]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr19, hard, [r15 configurationID_600, func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11)])}, false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr20, hard, [r16 configurationID_600, func:CombineACs(refines r12)]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr12, hard, [r17 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sconsistent)variants()]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr13, hard, [r18 configurationID_600, func:AC(Sknown)variants()]), false),
...true), true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_7, ...] satisfies (DOD_0, (qr14, hard, [r19 configurationID_600, func:AC(Spresent)variants()]), false),
...true), true).
I.3 Template-based Configuration

```plaintext
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_20,qr71,hard,[r71 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs()]),false),...,[true],true)),

---INPUT---
Resulting RQInstance
rq9
internal present requirements:
(r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants,true)
(r9 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants,true)
(r13 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9),true)
(r10 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants,true)
(r14 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10),true)
(r11 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(true)
(r12 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs(true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants)
IsToBeSatisfied(r13 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9))
IsToBeSatisfied(r14 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10))
IsToBeSatisfied(r15 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11))
IsToBeSatisfied(r16 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs(refines r12))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_19
processEvaluation(Strat_5,RefineSelectedTemplate,Succeeded,RQSM,Succeeded

WARNING Status-report of POC

No. of times activated: 7

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_18,RefineSelectedTemplate,Incomplete,DXM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_20
processEvaluation(Strat_18,RefineSelectedTemplate,Succeeded,RQSM,Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING Status-report of DXM

No. of times activated: 4

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQ Instance:
rq9

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:

Resulting RQ Instance Assessments:

[IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr30,hard,[r30 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs()]),false),...,[true],true)),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr31,hard,[r31 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9)]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr32,hard,[r32 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10)]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr33,hard,[r33 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11)]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr34,hard,[r34 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs(refines r12)]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr35,hard,[r35 configurationID_606,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr36,hard,[r36 configurationID_607,func:AC(Sknown)variants]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr37,hard,[r37 configurationID_608,func:AC(Spresent)variants]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr38,hard,[r38 configurationID_609,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr39,hard,[r39 configurationID_610,func:AC(Sknown)variants]),false),...,[true],true),

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rq9,...,satisfies((DOD_12,(qr40,hard,[r40 configurationID_611,func:AC(Spresent)variants]),false),...,[true],true)
```

192 Trace of Single-Level Reconfiguration Example

```plaintext
| ... , true , true ) ,
| includesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr29 , hard , [ r24 configurationID_605 , func:CombineACs ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| Resulting DOD:
| DOD_12
| composedACvariants ACVariant1 ( configurationID_602 ) filled with AC( Sconsistent ) variants
| ACVariant2 ( configurationID_603 ) filled with AC( Sknown ) variants
| ACVariant3 ( configurationID_604 ) not filled
| CombineResults ( configurationID_605 ) not filled
| Resulting Process Evaluation:
| ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_34
| processEvaluation ( Strat_18 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Incomplete , DOD ) Incomplete , more activations are needed , or input from RQSM
| WARNING: Status - report of DPC
| No. of times activated: 8
| ---INPUT---
| Received DOD Process Evaluation:
| ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_34
| processEvaluation ( Strat_18 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Incomplete , DOD ) Incomplete , more activations are needed , or input from RQSM
| Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
| ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_34
| processEvaluation ( Strat_18 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , RQSM ) Succeeded
| ---OUTPUT---
| Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18 , RefineSelectedTemplate
| WARNING: Status - report of RQSM
| No. of times activated: 4
| ---INPUT---
| Received overall Strategy:
| Strat_18 , RefineSelectedTemplate
| Received DOD Assessment:
| [ ... ] IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr30 , hard , [ r1 configurationID_605 , func:CombineACs ] ) , true ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr31 , hard , [ r13 configurationID_602 , func:AC( Sconsistent ) variants ( refines r9 ) ] ) , true ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr32 , hard , [ r14 configurationID_603 , func:AC( Sknown ) variants ( refines r10 ) ] ) , true ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr33 , hard , [ r15 configurationID_604 , func:AC( Spresent ) variants ( refines r11 ) ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr34 , hard , [ r16 configurationID_605 , func:CombineACs ( refines r12 ) ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr26 , hard , [ r21 configurationID_602 , func:AC( Sconsistent ) variants ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr27 , hard , [ r22 configurationID_603 , func:AC( Sknown ) variants ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr28 , hard , [ r23 configurationID_604 , func:AC( Spresent ) variants ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs , ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD , qr29 , hard , [ r24 configurationID_605 , func:CombineACs ] ) , false ) ,
| ... , true , true ) ,
| ...
| ---OUTPUT---
| Resulting RQSM instance
| rqs_10
| internal present requirements:
| ( r1 func:AC( Sconsistent = Sknown = Spresent ) variants , true )
| ( r9 configurationID_602 , func:AC( Sconsistent ) variants , true )
| ( r13 configurationID_602 , func:AC( Sconsistent ) variants ( refines r9 ) , true )
| ( r10 configurationID_603 , func:AC( Sknown ) variants , true )
| ( r14 configurationID_603 , func:AC( Sknown ) variants ( refines r10 ) , true )
| ( r1 configurationID_604 , func:AC( Spresent ) variants , true )
| ( r15 configurationID_604 , func:AC( Spresent ) variants ( refines r11 ) , true )
```
I.3 Template-based Configuration

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r13 configurationID_602 , func:AC(Sconsist-Unknown-Spresent)variants)  
IsToBeSatisfied(r14 configurationID_603 , func:AC(Sconsist)variants(refines r9))  
IsToBeSatisfied(r15 configurationID_604 , func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11))  
IsToBeSatisfied(r16 configurationID_605 , func:CombineACs(refines r12))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_20
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 5

RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DOD_M

WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 9

RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DOD_M

Input—

Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_34
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_30
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

Output—

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

Output—

Received RQSinstance:

Input—

Received overall Strategy:
Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQSinstance:

Output—

Resulting Overall Dd Assessments:

Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:

| IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>elements</th>
<th>satisfies (DOD_ID, qr43, hard, [r3 func:AC(Sconsistent-Spresent)variants]), true)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr44, hard, [r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Unknown-Spresent)variants]), true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr45, hard, [r13 configurationID_602, func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9)]), true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr46, hard, [r14 configurationID_603, func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10)]), true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr47, hard, [r15 configurationID_604, func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11)]), true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr48, hard, [r16 configurationID_605, func:CombineACs(refines r12)]), false)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr40, hard, [r25 configurationID_602, func:AC(Sconsistent)variants]), false)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr41, hard, [r26 configurationID_603, func:AC(Sknown)variants]), false)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr42, hard, [r27 configurationID_604, func:AC(Spresent)variants]), false)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_10, ..., satisfies (DOD_ID, qr43, hard, [r28 configurationID_605, func:CombineACs]), false)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... true, true)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resulting DOD:

DOD_14

composedACvariants ACvariant1(configurationID_602) filled with AC(Sconsistent)variants
ACvariant2(configurationID_603) filled with AC(Sknown)variants
ACvariant3(configurationID_604) filled with AC(Spresent)variants
CombineResults(configurationID_605) not filled

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_44
Trace of Single-Level Reconfiguration Example

process Evaluation (Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

05-Oct-2009 23:48:12 design Process Components DPC old log Status
WARNING: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 10

INPUT

Received DODM Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC_44
process Evaluation (Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC_39
process Evaluation (Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING: Status report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 5

INPUT

Received overall Strategy:
Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DOD Assessment:
{[ ] ... [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({rqs} ... | satisfies ((DOD,44,hard,[r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants(refines r9)]),$true), ... ,true),true) ... [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({rqs} ... | satisfies ((DOD,44,hard,[r13 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9)]),$true), ... ,true),true),true) ... [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({rqs} ... | satisfies ((DOD,44,hard,[r14 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10)]),$true), ... ,true),true),true) ... [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({rqs} ... | satisfies ((DOD,44,hard,[r15 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11)]),$true), ... ,true),true),true)} ...

OUTPUT

Resulting RQSt instance rqs_11
internal present requirements:
(r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants,true)
(r9 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants,true)
(r13 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9),true)
(r10 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants,true)
(r14 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10),true)
(r11 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(true)
(r12 configurationID_604,func:CombineACs(true)
(r16 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs(refines r12),true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func:AC(Sconsistent-Sknown-Spresent)variants)
IsToBeSatisfied(r13 configurationID_602,func:AC(Sconsistent)variants(refines r9))
IsToBeSatisfied(r14 configurationID_603,func:AC(Sknown)variants(refines r10))
IsToBeSatisfied(r15 configurationID_604,func:AC(Spresent)variants(refines r11))
IsToBeSatisfied(r16 configurationID_605,func:CombineACs(refines r12))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC_49
process Evaluation (Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded
I.3 Template-based Configuration

No. of times activated: 11

---INPUT---
Received DOXM Process Evaluation:
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DOXM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

No. of times activated: 6

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSinstance:
rqs_11

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:

Resulting DOX:
DOD_16 composedACvariants ACvariant1(configurationID_602) filled with AC(Sconsistent)variants
ACvariant2(configurationID_603) filled with AC(Sknown)variants
ACvariant3(configurationID_604) filled with AC(Spresent)variants
CombineResults(configurationID_605) filled with CombineACs

Resulting Process Evaluation:
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DOXM) Succeeded

Check pre- and post-conditions

No. of times activated: 12
Trace of Single-Level Reconfiguration Example

--- INPUT ---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_54
processEvaluation(STRAT_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_49
processEvaluation(STRAT_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

--- OUTPUT ---
Strategy for component to be activated: STRAT_51, TestPre_PostConditions

WARNING: Status--report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 6

--- INPUT ---
Received overall Strategy:
STRAT_51, TestPre_PostConditions

Received DODAssessment:

postConditions (message) true

--- OUTPUT ---
Resulting RQSinstance
rqs_13
internal present requirements:
(r1 func AC (Sconsistent $Sknown $Spresent) variants, true)
(r9 configurationID_602 func AC (Sconsistent) variants, true)
(r13 configurationID_606 func AC (Sconsistent) variants (refines r9), true)
(r14 configurationID_603 func AC (Sknown) variants (refines r10), true)
(r11 configurationID_604 func AC (Spresent) variants (refines r11), true)
(r12 configurationID_605 func CombineACs, true)
(r16 configurationID_605 func CombineACs (refines r12), true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied (r1 func AC (Sconsistent $Sknown $Spresent) variants)
IsToBeSatisfied (r14 configurationID_603 func AC (Sknown) variants (refines r11))
IsToBeSatisfied (r15 configurationID_604 func AC (Spresent) variants (refines r11))
IsToBeSatisfied (r16 configurationID_605 func CombineACs (refines r12))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_59
processEvaluation(STRAT_51, TestPre_PostConditions, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

05-Oct-2009 23:48:12 designProcess components DPC old logStatus
WARNING: Status--report of DPC

No. of times activated: 13

--- INPUT ---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_54
processEvaluation(STRAT_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded
I.3 Template-based Configuration

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ProcessEvaluationCollection</th>
<th>POC_59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Input**

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_51, TestPre_PostConditions

**OUTPUT**

Received overall Strategy:

Strat_51, TestPre_PostConditions

Received RQSIM instance:

rqs_13

**OUTPUT**

Resulting Overal Dod Assessments:

[]

Resulting RQSIM instance Assessments:

[]

Received DOD:

DOD_18

composedACvariants ACvariant1(configurationID_602) filled with AC(Sconsistent)variants

ACvariant2(configurationID_603) filled with AC(Sknown)variants

ACvariant3(configurationID_604) filled with AC(Spresent)variants

Resulting Process Evaluation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ProcessEvaluationCollection</th>
<th>POC_64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Input**

Received DODM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_64

**OUTPUT**

Strategy for component to be activated: null

Design Finished
I.4 Integration

INFO: Starting integration
InitialConfiguration:DOD_1
classification observationConstraints (configurationID_34) filled with OCI–single–value–constraint
featureScoringMechanism (configurationID_35) filled with FS1–IEUM
macroScoringMechanism (configurationID_36) filled with MS1a–IEUM
solutionAdmissibilityCriterion (configurationID_37) filled with AC(Sconsistent–Sknown–Spresent)variants
betterMatchScores (configurationID_38) filled with BM4-highest
Failed Component = AC(Sconsistent–Sknown–Spresent)variants
INFO: Final configuration, after integration:
DOD_20
classification observationConstraints (configurationID_34) filled with OCI–single–value–constraint
featureScoringMechanism (configurationID_35) filled with FS1–IEUM
macroScoringMechanism (configurationID_36) filled with MS1a–IEUM
solutionAdmissibilityCriterion (configurationID_37) filled with composedACvariants
ACVariant1 (configurationID_602) filled with AC(Sconsistent)variants
ACVariant2 (configurationID_603) filled with AC(Sknown)variants
ACVariant3 (configurationID_604) filled with AC(Spresent)variants
CombineResults (configurationID_605) filled with CombineACs
betterMatchScores (configurationID_38) filled with BM4-highest
Appendix J

Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example

Initialisation

```ini
Settings: loading conf/math/designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf/math/scenario/rqsInit_extended.conf
Settings: loading conf/math/scenario/dodInit.conf
Settings: loading conf/math/scenario/processObjInit.conf
[t1_slot2, t1_slot1, failedComponent, ws4_name, t1_name, empty, t2_name,
 mainBuildingBlock, ws2_name, t3_slot3, t3_slot2, t3_slot1, t2_slot2, ws3_name, t3_name
 t2_slot1, ws4_name, ws5_name]
searching for :t1_name
CurrentBBname:t1DetermineArea
retrieve slot1 of template t1
searching for :t2_name
CurrentBBname:t2DetermineHeight
retrieve slot1 of template t2
searching for :t3_name
CurrentBBname:t3DetermineSquaredHeight
retrieve slot1 of template t3
searching for :ws3_name
CurrentBBname:wsMathSquare1
retrieve slot2 of template t3
searching for :ws4_name
CurrentBBname:wsMathSquare2
retrieve slot3 of template t3
searching for :ws5_name
CurrentBBname:wsMathSubtract1
retrieve slot4 of template t3
retrieve slot2 of template t2
searching for :ws2_name
CurrentBBname:wsMathSquareroot
retrieve slot3 of template t2
retrieve slot2 of template t1
searching for :ws1_name
CurrentBBname:wsMathArea
retrieve slot3 of template t1
 t1DetermineArea sl1DetermineHeight (configurationID_53) filled with t2DetermineHeight
sl1DetermineSquaredHeight (configurationID_127) filled with t3DetermineSquaredHeight
sl1Square (configurationID_201) filled with wsMathSquare1
sl2Square (configurationID_202) filled with wsMathSquare2
sl3Subtract (configurationID_203) filled with wsMathSubtract1
sl2DetermineRoot (configurationID_128) filled with wsMathSquareroot
sl2DetermineArea (configurationID_54) filled with wsMathArea

sl1DetermineHeight (configurationID_53) filled with t2DetermineHeight
sl1DetermineSquaredHeight (configurationID_127) filled with t3DetermineSquaredHeight
sl1Square (configurationID_201) filled with wsMathSquare1
sl2Square (configurationID_202) filled with wsMathSquare2
sl3Subtract (configurationID_203) filled with wsMathSubtract1
```
The configuration starts with:

1. Determine Area (configurationID 54) filled with wsMathArea

The configurations start with:

- s2DetermineRoot (configurationID 128) filled with wsMathSquareroot
- s2DetermineArea (configurationID 54) filled with wsMathArea

Failed Component = wsMathSubtract1

INFO: Reconfiguration ticket has been generated. Nr: 1.


INFO: Retrieving Starting Information, starting collection size: 1


INFO: Information has been added


INFO: Ticket in history: 1


J.1 Focus Determination (1st)

INFO: Determining the focus

INFO: Focus has not been determined earlier


J.2 Requirement Determination (1st)

INFO: The following requirements are relevant

Requirement Set

Failing service: version_2.informationTypes.FailingWebService@e6ff0d

r1 func: Subtract
r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true

J.3 Template-based Configuration (1st)

Initiate a new configuration and requirement set
J.3 Template-based Configuration (1st)

Excluding Building Block: wsMathSubtract1

Settings: loading conf/ibrow/designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf/ibrow/designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf/ibrow/designFiles.conf
rqDefinitions have been set

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPCold logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 1

---INPUT---
Received DDEM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,3

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,2

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status—report of DDEM

No. of times activated: 1

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received RQSM instance:
rqs_1

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:

Resulting RQSInstance Assessments:

Resulting DOD:
empty DOD

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,4
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DDEM)
Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 2

---INPUT---
Received DDEM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,4
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DDEM)
Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,2

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status—report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 1

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received DOD Assessment:

---OUTPUT---
Resulting RQSM instance
rqs_5
internal present requirements:
(r1 func:Subtract, true)
(r2 post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func:Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,9
processEvaluation(Strat_1, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)
Succeeded
### Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Process Components</th>
<th>Log Status</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of times activated: 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received DODM Process Evaluation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluationCollection POC₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluation(Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DODM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received RQSM Process Evaluation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluationCollection POC₉</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>processEvaluation(Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Succeeded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**OUTPUT**

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Process Components</th>
<th>Log Status</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of times activated: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received overall Strategy:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received RQSitnance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rqs₅</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resulting RQSitnance Assessments:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs₅,...,[satisfies((DOD₈,(qr2,hard,[r1 func:Subtract])]),true],</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[,...,true],true),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resulting DOD:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOD₈</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wsMathSubtract2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resulting Process Evaluation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluationCollection POC₉</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>processEvaluation(Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Succeeded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Incrementally fill open slots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Process Components</th>
<th>Log Status</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of times activated: 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received DODM Process Evaluation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluationCollection POC₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>processEvaluation(Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Succeeded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Received RQSM Process Evaluation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ProcessEvaluationCollection POC₉</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>processEvaluation(Strat₁, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Succeeded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OUTPUT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategy for component to be activated: Strat₁₈, RefineSelectedTemplate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Process Components</th>
<th>Log Status</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No. of times activated: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
J.3 Template-based Configuration (1st)  

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DOD Assessment:
- 

**OUTPUT**  
Resulting RQSample
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSample:
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---

**OUTPUT**  
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSample:
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---

**OUTPUT**  
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSample:
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

---

Check pre- and post-conditions

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSample:
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

---

**INPUT**  
Received overall Strategy: Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSample:
- internal present requirements:
  - (r1 func: Subtract, true)
  - (r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
- IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_10
  - processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded
Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_19
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strat for component to be activated: Strat_27, TestPre_PostConditions

WARNING: Status—report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 3

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy: Strat_27, TestPre_PostConditions
Received DODAssessment:

[]
[]

---OUTPUT---
Resulting RQSinstance

rq_10

Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

[]
[]

Resulting DOD:

DOD_12

wsMathSubtract2

Resulting Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_18, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strat for component to be activated: Strat_27, TestPre_PostConditions

WARNING: Status—report of DODM

No. of times activated: 4

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy: Strat_27, TestPre_PostConditions
Received RQSinstance:

rq_10

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

[]
[]

Resulting DOD:

DOD_12

wsMathSubtract2

Resulting Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_24
processEvaluation(Strat_27, TestPre_PostConditions, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPCold logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of DPC
**J.3 Template-based Configuration (1st)**

---

**INPUT**

Received DODM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC\_34

processEvaluation(Strat\_27, TestPre\_PostConditions, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successfull strategies could be found

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC\_29

processEvaluation(Strat\_27, TestPre\_PostConditions, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---

**OUTPUT**

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat\_36, RefineSelectedTemplate

---

**INPUT**

Received Overall Strategy:

Strat\_36, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received DOD Assessment:

[ [ ] , [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs\_10, [... satisfies((DOD\_12, (qr8, hard, [r1 func: Subtract]), true), [... true], true),

|... true], true),

|... true], true),

Resulting RQSinstance

rqs\_13

internal present requirements:

(r1 func: Subtract, true)

(r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

Enacted Requirements:

IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func: Subtract)

IsToBeSatisfied(r2 post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true)

---

**OUTPUT**

Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:

[ ]

Resulting RQSInstance Assessments:

[ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs\_13, [... satisfies((DOD\_15, (qr10, hard, [r1 func: Subtract]), false), [... true], true),

|... true], true),

|... true], true),

Resulting DOD:
DOD
empty DOD

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_44
processEvaluation(Strat_46, RefineSelectedTemplate, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC_old logStatus
WARNING: Status--report of DPC
No. of times activated: 10

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_44
processEvaluation(Strat_46, RefineSelectedTemplate, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_49
processEvaluation(Strat_46, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status--report of RQSM
No. of times activated: 5

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received DODAssessment:
[[], [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_13 ...] satisfies (DOD_15,(qr10,hard,[r1 func:Subtract]),false), [...,true],true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([rqs_13 ...] satisfies (DOD_15,(qr11,hard,[r2 post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]),false), [...,true],true),]]

---OUTPUT---
Resulting RQSinstance
rqs_16
internal present requirements:
(r1 func:Subtract,true)
(r2 post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,true, true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r1 func:Subtract)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_49
processEvaluation(Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC_old logStatus
WARNING: Status--report of DPC
No. of times activated: 11

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_44
processEvaluation(Strat_46, RefineSelectedTemplate, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_49
processEvaluation(Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status--report of DODM
No. of times activated: 6

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_45, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received RQSinstance:
J.4 Focus Determination (2nd)

INFO: Determining the focus
INFO: Focusing has been determined before
INFO: new focus =configurationID_127

J.5 Requirement Determination (2nd)

INFO: The following requirements are relevant
Requirement Set
Failing service: version_2, informationTypes, FailingWebService@e6ff0d
r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight
J.6 Template-based Configuration (2nd)

Initiate a new configuration and requirement set

Excluding Building Block: wsMathSubtract1
05–Oct–2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC_old logStatus

WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 1

—INPUT—

Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_62
Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_61

—OUTPUT—

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

Settings: loading conf//ibrow/designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf//ibrow/designFiles.conf
Settings: loading conf//ibrow/scenario//rq_all_possible.rqs.conf
rqDefinitions have been set


WARNING: Status—report of DODM

No. of times activated: 1

—INPUT—

Received overall Strategy:
Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received RQSinstance:
rq,19

—OUTPUT—

Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:
[]
Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:
[]
Resulting DOD: DOD,23
empty DOD

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,63
processEvaluation(Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DODM)
Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

05–Oct–2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC_old logStatus

WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 2

—INPUT—

Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,63
processEvaluation(Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DODM)
Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC,61

—OUTPUT—

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality


WARNING: Status—report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 1

—INPUT—

Received overall Strategy:
Strat,55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality
Received DODAssessment:
[[], []]

—OUTPUT—

Resulting RQSinstance:
rq,23
f  internal present requirements:
(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true)

Enacted Requirements:
Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set

Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set

Warning: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 3

--- INPUT ---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC, 98
processEvaluation(Strat, 55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Incomplete, DODM)
Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC, 98
processEvaluation(Strat, 55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)

--- OUTPUT ---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat, 55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

--- INPUT ---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat, 55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

--- OUTPUT ---
Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:

Resulting RQSi instance:

Resulting Process Evaluation:
Process Evaluation Collection POC, 73
processEvaluation(Strat, 55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM)
Succeeded
Incrementally fill open slots

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components DPC old log Status

WARNING: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 4

INPUT

Received DOD Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_73
processEvaluation (Strat_55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DOD)
Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_88
processEvaluation (Strat_55, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)
Succeeded

OUTPUT

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components RQSM log Status

WARNING: Status report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 2

INPUT

Received overall Strategy:
Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received DOD Assessment:
[] [. IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr20, hard, [r7
func: DetermineSquaredHeight])), true),

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr14, hard, [r11
configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true])), false)

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr15, hard, [r12
configurationID_1035, func: Square1]), false)

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr16, hard, [r13
configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false)

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr17, hard, [r14
configurationID_1036, func: Square1])), false)

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr18, hard, [r15
configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false)

... true), true).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (\{rqs_23, ...\} satisfies (DOD_25, (qr19, hard, [r16
configurationID_1037, func: Subtract])), false)

... true), true).

--- OUTPUT ---

Resulting RQS instance

rqs_25

internal present requirements:

(r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight, true)

(r23 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17), true)

(r24 configurationID_1035, func: Square1 (refines r18), true)

(r19 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r25 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19), true)

(r26 configurationID_1036, func: Square1 (refines r20), true)

(r21 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r27 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21), true)

(r22 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract, true)

(r28 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22), true)

Enacted Requirements:

1. IsToBeSatisfied (r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight)
2. IsToBeSatisfied (r23 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17))
3. IsToBeSatisfied (r24 configurationID_1035, func: Square1 (refines r18))
4. IsToBeSatisfied (r25 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19))
5. IsToBeSatisfied (r26 configurationID_1036, func: Square1 (refines r20))
6. IsToBeSatisfied (r21 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21))
7. IsToBeSatisfied (r22 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22))
J.6 Template-based Configuration (2nd)

Resulting Process Evaluation
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_276

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC old logStatus
WARNING: Status - report of DPC

No. of times activated: 5

INPUT:
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_273

processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_278

processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING: Status - report of DODM

No. of times activated: 3

INPUT:
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQSimstance:

OUTPUT:
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

Resulting RQSimstance Assessments:

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_276

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC old logStatus
WARNING: Status - report of DPC

No. of times activated: 5

INPUT:
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_273

processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_278

processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING: Status - report of DODM

No. of times activated: 3

INPUT:
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQSimstance:

OUTPUT:
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

Resulting RQSimstance Assessments:

Resulting Process Evaluation:
Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example

Received DOD Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

No. of times activated: 6

INPUT:
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_28, processEvaluation(Strategy, r21 configurationID, true, refines r22 configurationID, false), r17 configurationID, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r17 configurationID, false), r18 configurationID, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r18 configurationID, false), r19 configurationID, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r19 configurationID, false), r20 configurationID, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r20 configurationID, false), r21 configurationID, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r21 configurationID, false), r22 configurationID, func:Subtract, true), r23 configurationID, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r23 configurationID, false), r24 configurationID, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r24 configurationID, false), r25 configurationID, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r25 configurationID, false), r26 configurationID, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r26 configurationID, false)

No. of times activated: 7

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received overall Strategy:
Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DODAssessment:
[] (IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( ( rqs_25, ... satisfies ( ( DOD_27, ( qr34, hard, ( r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight )) true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true ), true )

No. of times activated: 3

OUTPUT:
Resulting RQInstance
rqs_27
internal present requirements:
(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true)
(r17 configurationID, 1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r17 configurationID, true),
(r18 configurationID, 1035, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true)
(r24 configurationID, 1035, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r18 configurationID, true),
(r25 configurationID, 1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, refines r25 configurationID, true)
(r26 configurationID, 1035, func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true, refines r26 configurationID, true)
(r21 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)
(r22 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21), true)
(r28 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract, true)

Enacted Requirements:
 IsToBeSatisfied(r23 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17))
 IsToBeSatisfied(r24 configurationID_1035, func:Square1 (refines r18))
 IsToBeSatisfied(r25 configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19))
 IsToBeSatisfied(r26 configurationID_1036, func:Square1 (refines r20))
 IsToBeSatisfied(r27 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21))
 IsToBeSatisfied(r28 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract (refines r22))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_88
processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC old logStatus
WARNING: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 7

INPUT
Received DDE Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_83
processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DDE) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_88
processEvaluation(Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

WARNING: Status report of DDE

No. of times activated: 4

INPUT
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received RQSiinstance: rqs_27

OUTPUT
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:
[...]

Resulting RQSiInstance Assessments:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation</th>
<th>{ ( rqs_27, ... ) [ satisfies ( ( DOD, ... ) , DOD ) , ... ] }</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r7, true, true</td>
<td>IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1035, func:Square1 (refines r18)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Square1 (refines r20)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r22)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r23)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r24)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r25)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r26)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r27)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r28)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r29)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r30)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r31)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r32)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r33)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r34)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r35)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r36)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r37)]</td>
<td>true, false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configurationID_1036, func:Subtract (refines r38)]</td>
<td>false, false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example

Resulting DOD: DOD_20
- t3DetermineSquaredHeight sl1Square (configurationID_1035) filled with wsMathSquare1
- sl2Square (configurationID_1036) filled with wsMathSquare1
- sl3Subtract (configurationID_1037) not filled

Resulting Process Evaluation:
- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_93
  - processEvaluation (Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27. designProcess components DPC_old logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 8

- INPUT
  - Received DODM Process Evaluation:
    - ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_93
      - processEvaluation (Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

- OUTPUT
  - Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27. designProcess components RQSM logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 4

- INPUT
  - Received overall Strategy:
    - Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate
  - Received DODM Assessment:
    - || [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation {(qs_27, . . . , satisfies ((DOD_29, (qr51, hard, (r38 configurationID_1036, func:DetermineSquaredHeight)), true), [...], true), true)}.{InsideBasicEvaluationInformation {(qs_27, . . . , satisfies ((DOD_29, (qr52, hard, (r39 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield), true)), false), [...], true), true)}.{InsideBasicEvaluationInformation {(qs_27, . . . , satisfies ((DOD_29, (qr53, hard, (r40 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract)), false), [...], true), true)}], false)

- OUTPUT
  - Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_64, RefineSelectedTemplate
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... , true ) , true ) ,

I n c l u d e s B a s i c E v a l u a t i o n I n f o r m a t i o n ( ( rqs 27 , . . . [ s a t i s f i e s ( ( DOD 29 , ( qr53 , hard , [ r40 configurationID 1037 , func: Subtract ] ) ) , f a l s e ) ,

... , true ) , true ) ,

--- OUTPUT ---

R e s u l t i n g R Q S i n s t a n c e

rqs 28

in t e r n a l p r e s e n t r e q u i r e m e n t s :

( r7 configurationID 1035 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r17 ) ) ,

( r23 configurationID 1035 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r17 ) , true ) ,

( r24 configurationID 1035 , func: Square1 ( r e f i n e s r18 ) , true ) ,

( r25 configurationID 1036 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r19 ) , true ) ,

( r20 configurationID 1036 , func: Square1 , true ) ,

( r26 configurationID 1036 , func: Square1 ( r e f i n e s r20 ) , true ) ,

( r21 configurationID 1037 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r21 ) , true ) ,

( r27 configurationID 1037 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r21 ) , true ) ,

( r28 configurationID 1037 , func: Subtract ( r e f i n e s r22 ) , true )

E n a c t e d R e q u i r e m e n t s:

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r23 configurationID 1035 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r17 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r24 configurationID 1035 , func: Square1 ( r e f i n e s r18 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r25 configurationID 1036 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r19 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r20 configurationID 1036 , func: Square1 )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r26 configurationID 1036 , func: Square1 ( r e f i n e s r20 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r21 configurationID 1037 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r21 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r27 configurationID 1037 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r21 ) )

I s T o B e S a t i s f i e d ( r28 configurationID 1037 , func: Subtract ( r e f i n e s r22 ) )

R e s u l t i n g P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n:

P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n C o l l e c t i o n POC 09

processEvaluation ( Strat 64 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , RQSM) Succeeded

05 - O c t - 2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC obsolete logStatus

W A R N I N G : S t a t u s - r e p o r t o f DPC

--- INPUT ---

R e c e i v e d D O M P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n:

P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n C o l l e c t i o n POC 09

processEvaluation ( Strat 64 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Incomplete , DOM) Incomplete , more activations are needed , or input from RQSM

R e c e i v e d R Q S M P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n:

P r o c e s s E v a l u a t i o n C o l l e c t i o n POC 09

processEvaluation ( Strat 64 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , RQSM) Succeeded

--- OUTPUT ---

S t r a t e g y f o r c o m p o n e n t t o b e a c t i v a t e d : Strat 64 , RefineSelectedTemplate

05 - O c t - 2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DOM logStatus

W A R N I N G : S t a t u s - r e p o r t o f DOM

--- INPUT ---

R e c e i v e d o v e r a l l S t r a t e g y : Strat 64 , RefineSelectedTemplate

R e c e i v e d R Q S i n s t a n c e :

rqs 28

--- OUTPUT ---

R e s u l t i n g O v e r a l l D o d A s s e s s m e n t s:

[ ]

R e s u l t i n g R Q S i n s t a n c e A s s e s s m e n t s:

[ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs 28 , . . . [ s a t i s f i e s ( ( DOD 31 , ( qr74 , hard , [ r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight ] ) ) , true ) ,

... , true ) , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs 28 , . . . [ s a t i s f i e s ( ( DOD 31 , ( qr75 , hard , [ r23 configurationID 1035 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r17 ) ] ) ] ) , false ) ,

... , true ) , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs 28 , . . . [ s a t i s f i e s ( ( DOD 31 , ( qr76 , hard , [ r24 configurationID 1035 , func: Square1 ( r e f i n e s r18 ) ] ) ) , true ) ,

... , true ) , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ( [ rqs 28 , . . . [ s a t i s f i e s ( ( DOD 31 , ( qr77 , hard , [ r25 configurationID 1036 , post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( r e f i n e s r19 ) ] ) ) , false ) ,

... , true ) , true ).

]
Check pre- and post-conditions

WARNING: Status

No. of times activated: 10

Refined Selected Template, Succeeded, DODM Succeeded

Post Conditions

Refined Selected Template, Succeeded, RQSM Succeeded

216 Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example
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[ ... true ), true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr79, hard, [ r27 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r21 ) ] ) ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr80, hard, [ r28 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract ( refines r22 ) ] ) ) ) ) , true ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr68, hard, [ r41 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ) ] ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr69, hard, [ r42 configurationID_1035, func: Square1 ] ) ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr70, hard, [ r43 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ) ] ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr71, hard, [ r44 configurationID_1036, func: Square1 ] ) ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr72, hard, [ r45 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ) ] ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_28 ... ] satisfies ( ( DOD_31, ( qr73, hard, [ r46 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract ] ) ) ) ) , false ),

... true , true ).

]

OUTPUT

Resulting RQsInstance

rqs_30

internal present requirements:

(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true)

(r17 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r23 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r17 ), true)

(r18 configurationID_1035, func:Square1, true)

(r24 configurationID_1035, func:Square1 ( refines r18 ), true)

(r26 configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r19 ), true)

(r20 configurationID_1036, func:Square1, true)

(r26 configurationID_1036, func:Square1 ( refines r20 ), true)

(r21 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r27 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r21 ), true)

(r22 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract, true)

(r28 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract ( refines r22 ), true)

Enacted Requirements:

IsToBeSatisfied (r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight)

IsToBeSatisfied (r23 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r17 ))

IsToBeSatisfied (r24 configurationID_1035, func:Square1 ( refines r18 ))

IsToBeSatisfied (r25 configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r19 ))

IsToBeSatisfied (r26 configurationID_1036, func:Square1 ( refines r20 ))

IsToBeSatisfied (r27 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ( refines r21 ))

IsToBeSatisfied (r28 configurationID_1037, func:Subtract ( refines r22 ))

Resulting Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_108

processEvaluation ( Strat_89 , TestPre_PostConditions , Succeeded , RQSM ) Succeeded


WARNING Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 11

RESULT——

Received DODM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_103

processEvaluation ( Strat_64 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , DODM ) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_108

processEvaluation ( Strat_89 , TestPre_PostConditions , Succeeded , RQSM ) Succeeded

——OUTPUT——

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_89 , TestPre_PostConditions


WARNING Status report of DODM

No. of times activated: 6

——INPUT——

Received overall Strategy:
Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example

Received RQSinstance: rqs_30

RESULTING Overall Dod Assessments:

* Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:*

- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr101, hard, [r7 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr102, hard, [r23 configurationID_1035, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r18)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr103, hard, [r24 configurationID_1035, func:DetermineSquaredHeight (refines r19)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr104, hard, [r25 configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r20)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr105, hard, [r26 configurationID_1036, func:Square1 (refines r21)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, violates ((DOD_33, (qr106, hard, [r27 configurationID_1036, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r22)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr107, hard, [r28 configurationID_1037, func:Square1 (refines r23)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr108, hard, [r29 configurationID_1037, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r24)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr109, hard, [r47 configurationID_1038, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r25)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr110, hard, [r48 configurationID_1038, func:Square1 (refines r26)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr111, hard, [r49 configurationID_1038, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r27)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr112, hard, [r50 configurationID_1038, func:Square1 (refines r28)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, violates ((DOD_33, (qr113, hard, [r51 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r29)])), true), ...
- Includes Basic Evaluation Information (rqs_30, satisfies ((DOD_33, (qr114, hard, [r52 configurationID_1039, func:Square1 (refines r30)])), true), ...

Resulting DOD:

- DOD_33
  - t3DetermineSquaredHeight
  - s11Square (configurationID_1035) filled with wsMathSquare1
  - s12Square (configurationID_1036) filled with wsMathSquare1
  - s13Subtract (configurationID_1037) filled with wsMathSubtract2

RESULTING Process Evaluation:

- ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_113
  - processEvaluation (Strat_89, TestPrePostConditions, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

Incrementally fill open slots (backtracked)
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No. of times activated: 6

INPUT

Received overall Strategy: RefineSelectedTemplate

Received DOD Assessment:

[...]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr101, hard, ( r7... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr102, hard, ( r23... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr103, hard, ( r24... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr104, hard, ( r25... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr105, hard, ( r26... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr106, hard, ( r27... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr107, hard, ( r28... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr108, hard, ( r29... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr109, hard, ( r30... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr110, hard, ( r31... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr111, hard, ( r32... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation (( qrs_30 ... satisfies ( DOD_33, ( qr112, hard, ( r33... ) ) ) ) , true ), [... , true], true )

INPUT

Resulting RQSM instance

qrs_33 internal present requirements:

(r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight, true)

(r17 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r23 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17), true)

(r24 configurationID_1035, func: Subtract (refines r18), true)

(r19 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r25 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19), true)

(r20 configurationID_1036, func: Subtract (refines r20), true)

(r26 configurationID_1036, func: Subtract (refines r20), true)

(r21 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)

(r27 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21), true)

(r22 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22), true)

(r28 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22), true)

Enacted Requirements:

IsToBeSatisfied (r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight)

IsToBeSatisfied (r17 configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17))

IsToBeSatisfied (r23 configurationID_1035, func: Subtract (refines r18))

IsToBeSatisfied (r24 configurationID_1035, func: Subtract (refines r18))

IsToBeSatisfied (r25 configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19))

IsToBeSatisfied (r26 configurationID_1036, func: Subtract (refines r20))

IsToBeSatisfied (r27 configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21))

IsToBeSatisfied (r28 configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22))

Resulting Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection: POC_118

processEvaluation (Strat_98, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded
Find a component satisfying the initial requirement set (backtracked)
---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status-report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 7

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

Received DODAssessment:

[[[ [IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr108, hard, [r7
func: DetermineSquaredHeight)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr109, hard, [r23
configurationID_1035, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r17)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr110, hard, [r24
configurationID_1035, func: Square1 (refines r18)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr111, hard, [r25
configurationID_1036, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r19)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr112, hard, [r26
configurationID_1036, func: Square1 (refines r20)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr113, hard, [r27
configurationID_1037, post: PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r21)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_33, ..., satisfies((DOD_36, (qr114, hard, [r28
configurationID_1037, func: Subtract (refines r22)]) ]), false), [ ... true]), true]]

---OUTPUT---
Resulting RQSinstance
rqs_36

internal present requirements:
(r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight, true)

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight)

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_128
processEvaluation(Strategy_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)

Succeeded

WARNING: Status-report of DODM

No. of times activated: 15

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_128
processEvaluation(Strategy_98, RefineSelectedTemplate, Failed, DODM) Failed because no successful strategies could be found

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_128
processEvaluation(Strategy_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)

Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

WARNING: Status-report of DODM

No. of times activated: 8

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality

Received RQSinstance:
rqs_36

---OUTPUT---
Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

Resulting RQSinstance Assessments:

[]

IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation([[rqs_36, ..., satisfies((DOD_38, (qr122, hard, [r7
func: DetermineSquaredHeight)]) ]), true])

[ ... true]), true]
Incrementally fill open slots

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 design_process components DPC cmd logStatus WARNING: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 16

INPUT:
Received DOD Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_133
processEvaluation (Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM)
Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_128
processEvaluation (Strat_107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, RQSM)
Succeeded

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_116, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 design_process components RQSM logStatus WARNING: Status report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 8

INPUT:
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_116, RefineSelectedTemplate

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_36, ... [ satisfies ([ DOD_38, ( qr_16, hard, [ r53
configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ] ) ] ), false ) ] ] [ true ] ]

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_36, ... [ satisfies ([ DOD_38, ( qr_117, hard, [ r54
configurationID_1039, func: Add ] ) ] ), false ) ] ] [ true ] ]

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_36, ... [ satisfies ([ DOD_38, ( qr_118, hard, [ r55
configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true ] ) ] ), false ) ] ] [ true ] ]

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_36, ... [ satisfies ([ DOD_38, ( qr_120, hard, [ r57
configurationID_1040, func: Subtract ] ) ] ), false ) ] ] [ true ] ]

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ([ rqs_36, ... [ satisfies ([ DOD_38, ( qr_121, hard, [ r58
configurationID_1041, func: Multiply ] ) ] ), false ) ] ] [ true ] ]
Resulting RQS instance:

\[
\text{Resulting RQS instance:}
\]

\[
\text{internal present requirements:}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
( & \text{configID: 1039, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true, true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1039, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r59), true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1039, func: Add (refines r60), true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1040, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true, true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1040, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r61), true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1041, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true, true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1041, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r62), true) } \\
( & \text{configID: 1041, func: Multiply (refines r64), true) }
\end{align*}
\]

Enacted Requirements:

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r65 configID 1039, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r59), true)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r66 configID 1039, func: Add (refines r60), true)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r67 configID 1040, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true, true)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r68 configID 1040, func: Subtract (refines r62), true)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r69 configID 1041, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r63), true)}
\]

\[
\text{Is To Be Satisfied (r70 configID 1041, func: Multiply (refines r64), true)}
\]

Resulting Process Evaluation:

\[
\text{Process Evaluation Collection POC 138}
\]

\[
\text{processEvaluation (Strat 116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded}
\]

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DOD.m3 logStatus

WARNING: Status report of DPC

No. of times activated: 17

Received DODM Process Evaluation:

\[
\text{Process Evaluation Collection POC 133}
\]

\[
\text{processEvaluation (Strat 107, GenerateMainTemplateOnFunctionality, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded}
\]

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:

\[
\text{Process Evaluation Collection POC 138}
\]

\[
\text{processEvaluation (Strat 116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded}
\]

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat 116, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DOD.m3 logStatus

WARNING: Status report of DODM

No. of times activated: 9

Received overall Strategy:

\[
\text{Strat 116, RefineSelectedTemplate}
\]

Received RQS instance:

\[
\text{rqs_39}
\]

Resulting Overall DOD Assessments:

\[
\text{Resulting RQS instance Assessments:}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
( & \text{Includes Basic Evaluation Information ((rqs_39, ..., satisfies ((DOD_40, qr136, hard, [r7 func: DetermineSquaredHeight])}, true) } \\
( & \text{..., true), true) } \\
( & \text{Includes Basic Evaluation Information ((rqs_39, ..., satisfies ((DOD_40, qr137, hard, [r65 configurationID 1039, post: Precision Greater Than Yield], true (refines r59), true) }, false) } \\
( & \text{..., true), true) } \\
( & \text{Includes Basic Evaluation Information ((rqs_39, ..., satisfies ((DOD_40, qr138, hard, [r66 configurationID 1039, func: Add (refines r60), true) }, false) } \\
( & \text{..., true), true) } \\
( & \text{Includes Basic Evaluation Information ((rqs_39, ..., satisfies ((DOD_40, qr140, hard, [r68 configurationID 1040, post: Precision Greater Than Yield, true (refines r61), true) }, false) } \\
( & \text{..., true), true) } \\
( & \text{Includes Basic Evaluation Information ((rqs_39, ..., satisfies ((DOD_40, qr141, hard, [r67 configurationID 1040, func: Subtract (refines r62), true) }, false) } \\
( & \text{..., true), true) }
\end{align*}
\]
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```plaintext
Resulting DOD:
DOD_40
1DetermineSquaredHeight sl_1Add(configurationID_1039) filled with wsMathAdd
sl_2Subtract(configurationID_1040) not filled
sl_3Multiply(configurationID_1041) not filled

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_143
processEvaluation(Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components DPC old log Status
WARNING: Status=report of DPC

No. of times activated: 18

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_143
processEvaluation(Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_138
processEvaluation(Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components RQSM log Status
WARNING: Status=report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 9

---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DOD Assessment:
[] (IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr136, hard, r7 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r60} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr137, hard, r65 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r59} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr138, hard, r66 configurationID_1039, func:Add \text{refines r60} \}\} \right), true), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr139, hard, r67 configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r61} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr140, hard, r68 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract \text{refines r62} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr141, hard, r69 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r63} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr142, hard, r70 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply \text{refines r64} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
```

---WARNING---
No. of times activated: 9
---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy:
Strategy_116, RefineSelectedTemplate
Received DOD Assessment:
[] (IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr136, hard, r7 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r60} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr137, hard, r65 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r59} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr138, hard, r66 configurationID_1039, func:Add \text{refines r60} \}\} \right), true), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr139, hard, r67 configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r61} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr140, hard, r68 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract \text{refines r62} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr141, hard, r69 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true \text{refines r63} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation(\{ rqs_39 \ldots \text{satisfies} \left( \text{DOD_40, \{ qr142, hard, r70 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply \text{refines r64} \}\} \right), false), \ldots, true), true),
```
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```
[... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr130, hard, [r71 configurationID1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false), [... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr131, hard, [r72 configurationID1039, func:Add]), false), [... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr132, hard, [r73 configurationID1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false), [... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr133, hard, [r74 configurationID1040, func:Subtract]), false), [... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr134, hard, [r75 configurationID1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false), [... true], true).

Inclu... (DOD40, (qr135, hard, [r76 configurationID1041, func:Multiply]), false), [... true], true).

−−− OUTPUT −−−

Resulting RQSinstance

rq...[116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM] Succeeded

05−Oct−2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DOD logStatus

WARNING Status−report of DPC

No. of times activated: 19

−−− INPUT −−−

Received DOD Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC148

processEvaluation(Strat116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DOD) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:

ProcessEvaluationCollection POC148

processEvaluation(Strat116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

−−− OUTPUT −−−

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat116, RefineSelectedTemplate

05−Oct−2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DOXE logStatus

WARNING Status−report of DOXE

No. of times activated: 10

−−− INPUT −−−

Received overall Strategy:

Strat116, RefineSelectedTemplate

Received RQInstance:

rq...[116, RefineSelectedTemplate

−−− OUTPUT −−−

Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:
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Resulting RQSM Instance Assessments:
- IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation somewsMathAdd (configurationID_1039) filled with wsMathAdd
- IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation somewsMathSubtract (configurationID_1040) filled with wsMathSubtract
- DeterminedSquaredHeight sl1Add (configurationID_1039) filled with wsMathAdd
- Subtract (configurationID_1040) post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r61)
- DeterminesSquaredHeight sl3Multiply (configurationID_1041) post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r62)

Resulting DOD:
DOD_42

Oct 2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components DPC old logStatus

No. of times activated: 20

 Kota

Oct 2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components RQSM logStatus

No. of times activated: 10

OUTPUT

Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_116, RefineSelectedTemplate

226
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr157, hard, [r65 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r59)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr158, hard, [r66 configurationID_1039, func:Add (refines r68)]), true), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr159, hard, [r67 configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r61)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr160, hard, [r68 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract (refines r62)]), true), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr161, hard, [r69 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r63)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr162, hard, [r70 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply (refines r64)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr163, hard, [r71 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr164, hard, [r72 configurationID_1039, func:Add (refines r59)]), true), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr165, hard, [r73 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r59)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr166, hard, [r74 configurationID_1039, func:Subtract (refines r62)]), true), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr167, hard, [r75 configurationID_1039, func:Multiply (refines r64)]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr168, hard, [r76 configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true]), false), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr169, hard, [r77 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract (refines r62)]), true), [... true], true).
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation((rqs_41,... satisifies ((DOD_42, (qr170, hard, [r78 configurationID_1040, func:Multiply (refines r64)]), false), [... true], true).
Resulting RQSIstance
rqs_42

internal present requirements:
(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight, true)
(r59 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true, true)
(r60 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r59), true)
(r61 configurationID_1040, func:Add (refines r60), true)
(r62 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract (refines r62), true)
(r63 configurationID_1040, func:Multiply (refines r64), true)
(r64 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true)
(r65 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r66), true)
(r66 configurationID_1041, func:Subtract (refines r62), true)
(r67 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply (refines r64), true)
(r68 configurationID_1041, func:Subtract (refines r62), true)
(r69 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply (refines r64), true)
(r70 configurationID_1041, func:Subtract (refines r62), true)

Enacted Requirements:
IstBeSatisfied(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight)
IstBeSatisfied(r65 configurationID_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r59)
IstBeSatisfied(r66 configurationID_1039, func:Add (refines r60))
IstBeSatisfied(r67 configurationID_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r61)
IstBeSatisfied(r68 configurationID_1040, func:Subtract (refines r62))
IstBeSatisfied(r69 configurationID_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r63)
IstBeSatisfied(r70 configurationID_1041, func:Multiply (refines r64))

Resulting Process Evaluation
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_158
processEvaluation (=Strat_116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

05-Oct-2009 23:45:27 designProcess.components.DPC old logStatus
WARNING Status-report of DPC

No. of times activated: 21

Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_153
processEvaluation (=Strat_116, RefineSelectedTemplate, Incomplete, DODM) Incomplete, more activations are needed, or input from RQSM

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
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Process Evaluation Collection POC\textsubscript{158}
\texttt{processEvaluation(Strat\_116, \textbf{RefineSelectedTemplate}, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{OUTPUT}:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Strategy for component to be activated: Strat\_116, \textbf{RefineSelectedTemplate}
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}


\begin{itemize}
  \item No. of times activated: 11
  \item \texttt{INPUT}:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Received overall Strategy: Strat\_116, \textbf{RefineSelectedTemplate}
      \item Received RQ\textsubscript{instance}:
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\texttt{OUTPUT}:
\begin{itemize}
  \item Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr176,} hard, \{r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight\}) \},true),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr177,} hard, \{r65 configurationID\_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r59)\}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr178,} hard, \{r66 configurationID\_1039, func:Add (refines r60)}) \},true),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr179,} hard, \{r67 configurationID\_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r61)\}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr180,} hard, \{r68 configurationID\_1040, func:Subtract (refines r62)}) \},true),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr181,} hard, \{r69 configurationID\_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true (refines r63)\}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr182,} hard, \{r70 configurationID\_1041, func:Multiplies (refines r64)}) \},true),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr183,} hard, \{r83 configurationID\_1039, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr184,} hard, \{r84 configurationID\_1039, func:Add \}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr185,} hard, \{r85 configurationID\_1040, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr186,} hard, \{r86 configurationID\_1040, func:Subtract \}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr187,} hard, \{r87 configurationID\_1041, post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield, true) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
    \item \texttt{IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation} (\texttt{[rqs\_42 \ldots \{satisfies (\texttt{DOD44,} (\texttt{qr188,} hard, \{r88 configurationID\_1041, func:Multiplies \}) \},false),\ldots,\{true\},true])}
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Resulting Dod:
\texttt{DOD\_4414DetermineSquaredHeight s1Add (configurationID\_1039) filled with wsMathAdd s2Subtract (configurationID\_1040) filled with wsMathSubtract2 s3Multiply (configurationID\_1041) filled with wsMathMultiply}

\texttt{Resulting Process Evaluation:}
\texttt{ProcessEvaluationCollection POC\_163}
\texttt{processEvaluation(Strat\_116, \textbf{RefineSelectedTemplate}, Succeeded, DOEM) Succeeded}

Check pre- and post-conditions


\begin{itemize}
  \item No. of times activated: 22
  \item \texttt{INPUT}:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Received DOEM Process Evaluation:
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
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ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_163
processEvaluation(Strat_116 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , DODM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_158
processEvaluation(Strat_116 , RefineSelectedTemplate , Succeeded , RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_141 , TestPre_PostConditions

WARNING Status report of RQSM

No. of times activated: 11
---INPUT---
Received overall Strategy: Strat_141 , TestPre_PostConditions
Received DODAssessment:

[ ] [ IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr176 , hard , [ r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight ))) , true ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr177 , hard , [ r65 configurationID_1039 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r59 ))) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr178 , hard , [ r66 configurationID_1039 , func:Add ( refines r60 ))) , true ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr179 , hard , [ r67 configurationID_1040 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r61 ))) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr180 , hard , [ r68 configurationID_1040 , func:Subtract ( refines r62 ))) , true ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr181 , hard , [ r69 configurationID_1041 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r63 ))) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr182 , hard , [ r70 configurationID_1041 , func:Multiply ( refines r64 ))) , true ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr170 , hard , [ r83 configurationID_1039 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr171 , hard , [ r84 configurationID_1039 , func:Add () ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr172 , hard , [ r85 configurationID_1040 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr173 , hard , [ r86 configurationID_1040 , func:Subtract () ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr174 , hard , [ r87 configurationID_1041 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,
IncludesBasicEvaluationInformation ({ rq5_42 ... | satisfies ((DOD_44 , (qr175 , hard , [ r88 configurationID_1041 , func:Multiply () ) ) ) , false ) , ... | true } , true ) ,

---OUTPUT---
Resulting RQSInstance
rq5_44
internal present requirements:
(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight , true )
(r59 configurationID_1039 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true )
(r65 configurationID_1039 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r59 , true ) )
(r60 configurationID_1039 , func:Add ( refines r60 , true ) )
(r61 configurationID_1040 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r61 , true ) )
(r62 configurationID_1040 , func:Subtract ( refines r62 , true ) )
(r68 configurationID_1040 , func:Subtract ( refines r62 , true ) )
(r63 configurationID_1041 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r63 , true ) )
(r69 configurationID_1041 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r63 , true ) )
(r70 configurationID_1041 , func:Multiply ( refines r64 , true ) )

Enacted Requirements:
IsToBeSatisfied(r7 func:DetermineSquaredHeight)
IsToBeSatisfied(r65 configurationID_1039 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r59 , true ) )
IsToBeSatisfied(r66 configurationID_1039 , func:Add ( refines r60 , true ) )
IsToBeSatisfied(r67 configurationID_1040 , post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield , true ( refines r61 , true ) )
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IsToBeSatisfied(r68 configurationID,1040,func:Subtract(refines r62))
IsToBeSatisfied(r69 configurationID,1041,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r63)
IsToBeSatisfied(r70 configurationID,1041,func:Multiply(refines r64))

Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_168
processEvaluation(Strat_141, TestPre,PostConditions, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

05-OCT-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components DPC,old logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of DPC

No. of times activated: 23

INPUT:
Received DDOM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_168
processEvaluation(Strat_116, RefSelectedTemplate, Succeeded, DDOM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_168
processEvaluation(Strat_141, TestPre,PostConditions, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

OUTPUT:
Strategy for component to be activated: Strat_141, TestPre,PostConditions

05-OCT-2009 23:45:27 designProcess components DDCM logStatus
WARNING: Status—report of DOCM

No. of times activated: 12

INPUT:
Received overall Strategy:
Strat_141, TestPre,PostConditions
Received RQInstances:
rr4,44

OUTPUT:
Resulting Overall Dod Assessments:
[]
Resulting RQInstances Assessments:
[]
```

---

```
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr203,hard,...func:DetermineSquaredHeight))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr204,hard,...configurationID,1039,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r59))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr205,hard,...configurationID,1039,func:Add(refines r60))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr206,hard,...configurationID,1040,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r61))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr207,hard,...configurationID,1040,func:Subtract(refines r62))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr208,hard,...configurationID,1040,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r63))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr209,hard,...configurationID,1041,func:Multiply(refines r64))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr197,hard,...configurationID,1039,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r59))true)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr198,hard,...configurationID,1039,func:Add))false)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr199,hard,...configurationID,1040,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r59))false)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr200,hard,...configurationID,1040,func:Subtract))false)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr201,hard,...configurationID,1041,post:PrecisionGreaterThanYield,refines r64))false)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr202,hard,...configurationID,1041,func:Multiply))false)
includesBasicEvaluationInformation(rr4,44,...satisfies((DOD,46,qr203,hard,...configurationID,1041,func:Add))false)

Resulting DOD:
DOD_46
```
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Resulting Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_173
processEvaluation (Strat_141, TestPre, PostConditions, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

WARNING: Status REPORT of DPC

No. of times activated: 24

---INPUT---
Received DODM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_173
processEvaluation (Strat_141, TestPre, PostConditions, Succeeded, DODM) Succeeded

Received RQSM Process Evaluation:
ProcessEvaluationCollection POC_168
processEvaluation (Strat_141, TestPre, PostConditions, Succeeded, RQSM) Succeeded

---OUTPUT---
Strategy for component to be activated: null

INFO: Successfully found a configuration

INFO: Resulting Configuration = DOD

 Failed Component = wsMathSubtract1

INFO: Final configuration, after integration:

Failed Component = wsMathArea

INFO: Final configuration, after integration:

Failed Component = wsMathArea

J.7 Integration

INFO: Starting Integration
Design Finished

Initial Configuration: DOD

Failed Component = wsMathSUB}
Trace of Multi-Level Reconfiguration Example
Samenvatting

De hypothese van dit proefschrift is dat automatische herconfiguratie van complexe services mogelijk is door gebruik van lokale kennis. Lokale kennis maakt het mogelijk om verandering lokaal te houden zonder de functionele werking te veranderen zodat de aanpassingen in de structuur minimaal blijven. Om een systeem te maken dat zelfstandig geautomatiseerd herconfiguratie kan plegen op basis van lokale kennis, is propagatie nodig, waarmee het mogelijk wordt om op basis van lokale kennis te redeneren over de gevolgen die niet lokaal zijn, bijvoorbeeld voor Quality of Service eigenschappen. De volgende onderzoeksvragen worden in hoofdstuk 1 gesteld:

1. Hoe kan lokale kennis gerepresenteerd worden en in een configuratie worden opgenomen?

2. Welke processen zijn nodig voor geautomatiseerde herconfiguratie die gebruik maakt van lokale kennis?

Hoofdstuk 2 presenteert gerelateerd onderzoek in geautomatiseerde herconfiguratie, en concludeert dat de verschillende aanpakken elk sterke en zwakke kanten hebben. Component-gebaseerde vervanging is een aanpak die dicht bij de originele configuratie blijft, maar hangt zwaar op de beschikbaarheid van een service die precies overeenkomt met de te vervangen service. Herconfiguratie op een enkelvoudig niveau maakt meer geavanceerde aanpassingen mogelijk, maar hiervoor moet elke configuratie opnieuw geannoteerd worden met specifieke kennis. Herconfiguratie op meervoudige niveaus maakt het mogelijk om te variëren in de omvang van de structuur van de configuratie die wordt aangepast, maar heeft wel meer geannoteerde compositieele structuren nodig. Configuratie als herconfiguratie is vaak gelimiteerd doordat de vereisten niet expliciet zijn gemaakt voor de configuratie die moet worden aangepast. Een hybride aanpak zou ideaal zijn, daar deze zowel kan variëren in de focus van welk deel van de structuur veranderd wordt, als in de manieren waarop dit deel wordt veranderd. De aanpak die in dit proefschrift beschreven staat, is een hybride aanpak.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de representatie van lokale kennis besproken, en hoe deze kan worden opgenomen in een configuratie. De volgende structuren worden hiervoor gedefinieerd: template in Sectie 3.2, slot in Sectie 3.2 en template-gebaseerde configuratie in Sectie 3.3. Een template definieert en anoteert de vereisten die geassocieerd zijn met een complexe web service in meer detail dan een enkele service, maar in minder details dan voor een gehele complexe service. Een template representeert een enkelvoudig niveau van een configuratie. De slots van een template specificeren de vereisten voor elke component (een web service of weer een andere template) die gebruikt wordt binnen een template. Door het invullen van slots met specifieke web services en templates wordt een template-gebaseerde configuratie gedefinieerd. Propagatie, beschreven in Sectie 3.4, maakt het mogelijk om te redeneren over vereisten die over meerdere niveaus van een configuratie afhankelijkheden hebben, bijvoorbeeld Quality of Service.

Het proces dat nodig is voor geautomatiseerde herconfiguratie met gebruik van lokale kennis wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 4. Een generiek herconfiguratie proces wordt beschreven, met de volgende subprocessen: redeneren over de focus in Sectie 4.2.1, redeneren over de vereisten in Sectie 4.2.2, template-gebaseerde configuratie in Sectie 4.2.3 en integratie in Sectie 4.2.4. Er is een prototype van het herconfiguratie proces ontwikkeld, welk staat beschreven in Sectie 4.3, met verdere details in de appendices D tot H.

Twee toepassingen van de gepresenteerde aanpak zijn opgenomen in dit proefschrift: classificatie-services in hoofdstuk 5 en mathematische services in hoofdstuk 6. Herconfiguratie op een enkelvoudig niveau is geïllustreerd in hoofdstuk 5, waarin wordt aangegeven dat deze aanpak minstens even sterk is als bestaande aanpakken. Herconfiguratie op meervoudige niveaus wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 6, waar de toegevoegde waarde wordt getoond van het geleidelijk uitbreiden van het bereik van de adaptaties, en ook van het lokale redeneren over eigenschappen gerelateerd aan de Quality of Service. Beide scenario’s worden door het geïmplementeerde prototype ondersteund. Gezamenlijk tonen deze toepassingen aan dat (1) de gedefinieerde structuren voor het representeren en opnemen van lokale kennis in een configuratie generiek genoeg zijn om gebruikt te worden op bestaande services uit twee verschillende domeinen, (2) het gedefinieerde herconfiguratie-proces generiek genoeg is om herconfiguratie-problemen uit twee verschillende domeinen aan te kunnen, en dat het zowel herconfiguratie-problemen aankan op een enkelvoudig niveau, zoals beschreven in Sectie 5.3, als op meervoudige niveaus, zoals beschreven in Sectie 6.3.
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